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Abstract

I explain why individuals are selecting entrepreneurship at an accelerating rate, particularly given known and
consistently high failure rates. The underlying research question addresses how the social context relates to the
fulfillment of the individual’s objectives, and what kind of social environment is being generated by that
behavior.
I use a consumption framework to explain new venture creation as a process of individual choice under
conditions of mutual influence (Douglas and Isherwood, 1996 [1979]:100). Consumption is thus thought of
here as a symbolic system able to be read through the pattern found in the use of a good, at the front-end of a
process of value creation.
The ethnographic object in this research is the scalable new venture, and its association with the rituals which
surround it, and the organization and structure which support it. My data is based on approximately 3 years of
fieldwork spent with entrepreneurs building scalable new ventures. The context for this research includes
conditions of growing inter-relatedness linked in part to technological change, associated with an increase in
the individual search for differentiation and competitive advantage.
My research findings unpack a ritual of interaction, the pitch, associated with new venture creation. The pitch
is defined as a communication meant to communicate an entrepreneur’s vision and at the same time raise
capital. I explain the ways in which the good expressed in ritualized activity, in the pitch, is both singularized
and commodified, in a larger framework of macro level change. My research findings also explain how change
in organization, taking place in the global incubators and accelerators where new ventures are supported, is
associated with change in the relation to space, time, and duration.
I conclude with a discussion of entrepreneurship as a function and vehicle of social change in terms of both
globalization and speciation. This represents a significant area for ongoing research as entrepreneurship
continues to increase and new groups are formed, legitimizing both new forms of difference and new forms
and forums of integration.
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ABSTRACT

ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND SOCIAL CHANGE

Leslie Broudo Mitts
Brian Spooner

I explain why individuals are selecting entrepreneurship at an accelerating
rate, particularly given known and consistently high failure rates. The
underlying research question addresses how the social context relates to the
fulfillment of the individual’s objectives, and what kind of social environment is
being generated by that behavior.
I use a consumption framework to explain new venture creation as a
process of individual choice under conditions of mutual influence (Douglas and
Isherwood, 1996 [1979]:100). Consumption is thus thought of here as a symbolic
system able to be read through the pattern found in the use of a good, at the
front-end of a process of value creation.
The ethnographic object in this research is the scalable new venture, and its
association with the rituals which surround it, and the organization and
structure which support it. My data is based on approximately 3 years of
fieldwork spent with entrepreneurs building scalable new ventures. The context
for this research includes conditions of growing inter-relatedness linked in part
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to technological change, associated with an increase in the individual search for
differentiation and competitive advantage.
My research findings unpack a ritual of interaction, the pitch, associated
with new venture creation. The pitch is defined as a communication meant to
communicate an entrepreneur’s vision and at the same time raise capital. I
explain the ways in which the good expressed in ritualized activity, in the pitch,
is both singularized and commodified, in a larger framework of macro level
change. My research findings also explain how change in organization, taking
place in the global incubators and accelerators where new ventures are
supported, is associated with change in the relation to space, time, and duration.
I conclude with a discussion of entrepreneurship as a function and vehicle
of social change in terms of both globalization and speciation. This represents a
significant area for ongoing research as entrepreneurship continues to increase
and new groups are formed, legitimizing both new forms of difference and new
forms and forums of integration.
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Chapter 1: Entrepreneurship and Social Change

Social economic problems do not exist everywhere that an economic events plays a role
as cause or effect – since problems rise only where the significance of those factors is
problematical and can be precisely determined only through the application of the
methods of social-economics. But despite this, the range of social-economics is almost
overwhelming.
Weber, 1949:66

This research addresses the social economic in a new way by studying
entrepreneurship in order to explain 21st century social change. Contemporary
social change refers to the imperative for, and implications of, individual choice
and allocation of intellectual capital under rising rates of interaction. This is in
historical contrast to social change examined from the perspective of land and
labor, not intellectual capital, as sources of competitive advantage.
I define entrepreneurship as straddling the space between continuity and
change, between regulating and establishing. In complement to definitions in
both economics and anthropology which emphasize a change in process and
outcome (Schumpeter, 1947; Barth, 1972), I suggest entrepreneurship be
considered a placeholder, in the space between what is and what will be. Using
this definition, entrepreneurship becomes useful to explain the qualitative shifts
1

in broader society in the adaptations it manifests. It is simply more kinetic, rising
to the imperative for a dynamic theory that has the possibility for significant
operational meaning.1
I suggest that entrepreneurship represents a unique opportunity to explain
social change. As the data will make clear, it explains adaptations in interaction
and organization associated with the allocation of intellectual capital under
rising rates of interaction. I use a consumption framework that places demand as
the front-end of a process of production and exchange (Douglas and Isherwood,
1996 [1979]:xx-xxvii). Among my foundational assumptions are that the
individualist capitalist economy is associated with competition to express choice;
that competition to express choice will continue to increase under globalization;
and that goods (such as new ventures created through entrepreneurial activity)
make and maintain social relationships (Appadurai, 2005 [1996]; Myers, 2001;
Douglas and Isherwood, 1996 [1979]).
As Hodder has noted in his work on what he calls “entanglements,” among
the interesting related phenomenon are the intertwined ways “things create
assemblages around them, they draw people together. But things can also act as
catalysts for change.” (Hodder, 2014:165). In this research, it will become
apparent not only that people create things which in turn create change, but that
also that micro level change in material expression, observable in the rituals of
interaction which surround entrepreneurship and help order competition, leads
to macro level change in the structuring and ordering of society.
1

Many definitions of entrepreneurship which have been proposed. However, it has been noted
that “Theories of entrepreneurship may be either static or dynamic, but only dynamic theories of
entrepreneurship have any significant operational meaning. Only those with operational
meaning can contribute to a model of change (Hebert and Link, 1989:41).
2

Defining the Entrepreneur and Entrepreneurship
Consistent with its significance etymologically and in historical context,
entrepreneurship preliminarily qualifies as a means to consider social change
in the ways in which it touches all fields of endeavor - social, economic, and
technological. The word “entrepreneur,” derived from the French
“entreprendre” (“to undertake”), first appeared in 1475 at a time of rapid
economic and social change associated with religious inspiration, growing
popular demand for instruction, geographic and social mobility, and an
increase in individual self-reliance.2
In the 21st century, entrepreneurship is becoming institutionalized as
the rituals which surround it become increasingly codified and the structures
which support it become clearer and more apparent.3 This is to be expected as
competition for differentiation increases and the stakes become higher. It is
also significant because, viewed over time, it becomes clear that
entrepreneurship does function as a placeholder, persistent but malleable,
useful to help explain the qualitative shifts in broader society in the
adaptations it manifests. This conceptualization of entrepreneurship is in
contrast to a dominant contemporary definition which, among others, defines
entrepreneurship as the stark abolishing of the old order and replacement
The 1,025 copies of Plato’s Dialogues produced by the Rivoli press in Venice in 1483 ended the
one-scribe-one copy production that had prevailed to that point (Maddison, 2001:26). It marked a
step towards increased access to the written word, associated elsewhere with a gradual
democratization of social status (Spooner and Hanaway, 2012:8-16).
3 The word “institution” was first defined in 1460 in terms of its link to action, and related to the
act of “instituting” or “establishing”. By 1475, the definition had expanded to include “[t]he
established order by which anything is regulated” ("institution, n." OED Online. Oxford
University Press, December 2015).
3
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with a new (Schumpeter, 1947).4 This and related definitions however are
insufficient to help us reflect on or to explain current social change; they are
more consistent with the material extremes and formal bureaucracy of the
industrial age than, as is characteristic of the current time and as I discuss,
entrepreneurship taken on as a process of individual choice under conditions
of mutual influence, at the front-end of a process of value creation.
In this research, I will therefore argue that an ethnographic study of
entrepreneurs – how they interact and how they organize – has the possibility
to explain not just how an individual or a group of individuals is acting and
potentially changing, but how the action and potential change is functioning
and will likely function to create a broader shift in society. Studying the
contemporary entrepreneur, and studying contemporary entrepreneurship,
from this perspective, presents a unique opportunity to explain no less than a
period of great transformation now and in the coming decades.5
To help the reader follow the argument and for reference, Appendix 1
provides a summary of key terms.

This draws from Hegel’s concept of “aufheben,” (Hegel, 1812-1817), which notably is translated
as sublation, meaning a redirection by both abolishing and transcending.
5 While ethnographies of the 1960s highlighted the institution’s role in imposing order, the
recursiveness of some of those texts a "total" institution, the "staff," "outside professionals,"
"patients/inmates"—suggested a lack fluidity or mutual imbrication. Contingency and transition
follow the patient moving through the system. (Goffman, 1961). The patient does not affect the
system any more than the patient has an opportunity to change except through the system, and
the system of course does not, is not meant to, absorb change
4

4

Defining Social Change
As discussed below, social change linked to globalization is associated
with the growing imperative for the individual to create himself in complex
society. For example, Douglas and Isherwood have noted of consumption as
part of a larger symbolic system of social change, the individual under such
conditions is not just “released to freedom…he is also drawn into a very difficult
social environment, where he must compete” (Douglas and Isherwood, 1996
[1979]:26). Abu-Lughod, has similarly noted of the root cause of globalization,
working from a framework linked more explicitly to changes in technology, that
it includes
…an increase in “range” and ”depth” of awareness, as larger numbers of
people in many regions of the globe know about one another and can be
influenced, at least potentially, by ideas, values and practices that
originate far beyond the localities in which they live. (Abu-Lughod,
1999:399)
These theorizations are not inconsistent with the suggestion of extended chains
of consequence which signify a loosening of the pressures of self-constraint over
time (Elias, 1993:146-149). Spooner has also identified the ways in which the
social order becomes less constraining and creates more room for choice with
increased complexity (Spooner, 1986:226). Elsewhere Bauman has suggested a
“liquid modernity,” the untethering of individuals such that each is freed to
make the case “according to their desire and judgment, to prove that case and to
defend it against the promoters of other cases” (Bauman, 2002:47).6 In spite of
6

Bauman has further argued that our liquid modernity is associated with the costs and perils of
psychological specificity (Bauman, 2000).
5

these many theorizations related to interdependence and rising rates of
interaction, however, they have not been investigated ethnographically in
entrepreneurship. This is an important gap to redress given the prominence of
entrepreneurship in the modern world.
In this project I therefore reflect on the significant opportunity to study
entrepreneurship as a way to explain social change. The challenge and
opportunity of course has been to gather rich ethnographic evidence relative to
the range and means individuals have today at their disposal for choice. This has
included establishing the regularities of interaction, change in organization and
structure, and relating both to a micro and macro framework. This effort is thus
most fundamentally one to explain how the entrepreneur is participating in
interaction and in organization with other entrepreneurs, investors, and
stakeholders, and how the interaction and organization help the individual
define himself or herself in society, as well as change elements of society itself.
To summarize, I take the opportunity to explain how the active
engagement of individuals (entrepreneurs), across a new range and with new
depth, coalesces to create change in the social context of which they are a part.
This addresses the relationship of the individual to the group, as the group itself
is changing.

Developing the Core Question
My attendance at a Kauffman Foundation conference on entrepreneurship
in Washington D.C. marked what would be the first third of approximately three
years of active fieldwork for this project. It was the winter of 2013, and
6

entrepreneurship was seizing the public imagination. As I sat next to a former
student who had just launched his own start-up business, venture capital
industry pioneer Alan Patricof proclaimed to the packed room at the National
Press Club, “The entrepreneurial bug has hit this country. I have been in this
business for 44 years, and have never seen anything like I have seen in the last
24-36 months. Tonight’s NY Tech Meet-Up will have 1,000 people, standing
room only.”7 I knew from what I had already observed that Patricof was
acknowledging a powerful, generalized force, but I did not yet know how to
explain the causes or results of this growth, or associated qualitative change.
What I now understand to be a significant qualitative shift in
entrepreneurship is an assessment that was initially difficult to ground in data.
Trained as I was in management and finance before being educated as an
anthropologist, I searched for “hard numbers” that would help anchor my
observations.
An example of numerical data that has been widely reported is the socalled “growth in entrepreneurship” reported by leading research body the
Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM). The data is not perfect, because it is
based only on statistical sampling based on self-reporting. In 2015, however,
GEM calculated that entrepreneurship had reached an all-time high in the U.S. to
nearly 14% of the population, a reported near doubling over calculated rates of
7.8% for 2010,8 with allowances made for normal variation within the reporting
period. This is illustrated in the graph below, Entrepreneurship Rates in the U.S.

7
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Kauffman Foundation, 2013 State of Entrepreneurship Address, February 5, 2013.
http://www.gemconsortium.org/data/key-indicators, last accessed and calculated July 5, 2015
7

Entrepreneurship Rates in the U.S., 2004-2014

In interpreting the above, it is of course possible and even reasonable to
interpret the data to suggest that entrepreneurship climbed subsequent to
recession, as jobs disappeared, and is likely to retract in 2016 as the economy and
presumably attendant job options improve. However, I will instead introduce
data that relates change in entrepreneurship to factors both broader and more
significant than short economic fluctuations. I will explain how entrepreneurship
is a function of social change relating to increased opportunities in the range and
nature of demand among individuals in increasingly complex society, and I will
explain the change in interaction and organization that is both a function of this
shift and as well as a vehicle of broader change.

8

Defining the Core Research Question
In addition to the early quantitative data I gathered in the course of this
research, there was also a clear qualitative shift and collective effervescence
surrounding entrepreneurship when I started (and indeed as I continue to stay
engaged in the research). Examples from the popular literature are reproduced
below.

Both the quantitative increase and range of expression, as above, are
intriguing in the face of known and consistently high failure rates. As testimony
to the failure rate, approximately seven out of 10 new businesses fail on average,
meaning they do not achieve a strategic sale, public offering, or self-sustaining
operating business by the 5-year mark (Headd and Kirchhoff, 2007:3; Plummer
and Headd, 2008:27; Lerner, 2009:52).9 In addition to the high failure rates, I have
also learned first-hand through the interviews I’ve conducted that many
entrepreneurs had significant opportunity cost (i.e., could earn higher-paying
employment elsewhere).

Sometimes the percentage failure rate is even higher: Of the 10.9 million new businesses that were established
in the 11-year period ending in 2001, for example, 9.7 million had failed within that same timeframe – an 88.9%
failure rate (Plummer and Headd, 2008:27-28).
9

9

To explain the data I was gathering, and drawing on many years of
business experience, I developed several early hypotheses. Among these were
that entrepreneurs were perhaps being manipulated in some sense to meet the
needs of private capital not otherwise showing competitive returns. As shown
below, the U.S. Venture Capital Early Stage Index under-performed the Russell
2000 in the first quarter of 2011, as well as the associated 1-year, 5-year, and 10year marks.

Based on Cambridge Associates, “U.S. Venture Capital Index and Selected Benchmark Statistics,”
Cambridge Associates, LLC (2011:3)

The implication of the above is that institutional investors, charged with
returning capital to their limited partners, have had to find ways to become more
efficient and effective, including by increasing the number of hits they have at
bat by encouraging more and more entrepreneurs to become an entrepreneur – a
sentiment that was also supported by the interview data. “It’s a game of
numbers,” observed a veteran start-up investor. “We get them to participate by
telling them they want to participate. . . . Well, that’s the Kool-Aid they want.”
Noted another, “We get entrepreneurs to line up…they line up to get in because
10

it is a club. I used to have to put $3-$5 million into a company to turn the first
card or two over. Now I can put in $25,000, and turn over a lot of cards.”
Another preliminary hypothesis, working from the entrepreneur’s
perspective and based on my preliminary primary survey research (discussed
further in Chapter 2) was that individuals become entrepreneurs to seek a “sense
of purpose, the “possibility for impact,” and “wealth.” While this seemed
superficially interesting, the known low levels of success in entrepreneurship
overall threw this potential explanation into doubt. It didn’t explain how
individuals could chose to do something in order to have an impact (or even
generate profits), when the odds were overwhelmingly consistent with failure.

Individuals and their peers identified “having an impact” and “profitability” as
the two greatest factors describing success

Source: Mitts, Based on Survey of University Students, spring 2014 (see Appendix 9)

My hypothesis generation next took me into areas of cognitive bias,
including what I referred to as the belief in luck. Drawing in part on the
literature in philosophy as well as decision-making, I hypothesized that
11

entrepreneurs were interested and were being motivated by the potential for a
big win, the individualized sense they each had that they would be lucky, and
that this feeling of luck had become more prevalent and/or was in some ways
culturally specific. Following from this, my earliest research contemplated a
comparative study of differences in the perception of luck among entrepreneurs
in the U.S., China, and the former Soviet Union. The data for such a study
ultimately proved difficult to develop. It did not appear that data I could obtain
would explain difference in the perception of luck among entrepreneurs (over
time or by place), nor the implications of those differences for broader social
change.
As I saw with time, a flaw in my thinking as I worked systematically
through the process (my reasoning in some ways strengthened and in other ways
occluded by my earlier training) was that I was defining success and failure as
value times the probability of outcome affected by individual cognitive biases. I
was not yet fully considering the significance of social interaction. It was clear I
needed to address the impact of collective choice and mutual influence (Douglas,
1996 [1979]: xxv).

Refining the Core Research Question
The research question thus evolved as I retraced my steps and considered
my preliminary data in new ways. I began with the premise that growth in the
size and complexity of communities under globalization affords the possibility
for shifting, multiple, and malleable identities. I further began to consider the
ethnographic and related work that would help explain how, under conditions of
12

increasing complexity and interaction, authenticity begins to bear implications
about the person rather than the objects that person acquires (Spooner, 1986:226227). I also began to consider the ethnographic and related work relative to how
entrepreneurship functions as one example of the ability for individuals to do
more for and by themselves, do more in loose commonality with others, and do
more in formal organizations operating outside the market sphere (Benkler,
2007:8).
My core question therefore began with how, and with what implications,
entrepreneurship helps us to explain social change. I began to build on the
imperative for self-expression under globalization to explain new regularities of
interaction and change in organization. The core research was with data refined
to ask how the social context relates to the fulfillment of the individual’s
objectives, and what kind of social environment is being generated by the
behavior.
To unpack and operationalize my research question into a methodology I
could pursue, I used a particular consumption framework to explore
entrepreneurship as a process of individual choice under conditions of mutual
influence. Consumption is defined as “that area of social relations in which
transactions are made freely…constrained by nothing but perception of [one’s]
own intentions,” (Douglas and Isherwood, 1996 [1979]:100). Consumption is thus
thought of here as a symbolic system able to be read through the pattern found
in the use of a good, at the front-end of a process of value creation that includes
production and exchange. It is related to particular rituals or regularities of
interaction, and it is associated with material expression in organization and
structure.
13

To proceed, constructing a methodology and framework for the
ethnographic research required variables different and more useful than those
which then existed (e.g., venture size, location, industry, capitalization and/or
entrepreneur race or gender). It would require thinking of the entrepreneur and
the business s/he was building as a process of co-creation, each affecting the
other in some important ways in both process and desired outcome. This insight
supported me to focus on the ethnographic details of who the entrepreneurs
were, and the businesses they were building as expressions of what was
changing in society.
Among the many outcomes I ultimately considered is that increase in the
possibilities and imperative for individual expression leads to the formation of
new groups, which become their own force. I therefore, and after much
discussion and summary of my research findings, conclude this phase of the
research, in Chapter 7, with a discussion of entrepreneurship as a function and
vehicle of social change in terms of both globalization and speciation,
representing an area for significant ongoing research. As Spooner has pointed
out of the alternatives:
Either we will come closer together socially, driven by increasing density
on the ground, overflowing and transcending the national, ethnic,
religious and other boundaries we have inherited. Or we will actively
resist that drive and reinforce the social exclusiveness of our existing
cultural identities. The outlook for the first option is unpredictable,
because it will create qualitatively new forms of social interaction and
experience, with unprecedented opportunities and risks. The outlook for
the second is also uncertain, but is likely to exacerbate the animosities,
hostilities, and large-scale violent conflicts of the past generation, during
which we have already seen complete breakdown of public order (as in
the Balkans and central Africa). In the long term, therefore, barring any
14

serious reduction of population that could result from an unforeseen
catastrophe, the alternatives are either continuing progress towards
globalization (our global species will become one global community) or
reaction leading to fragmentation and eventual speciation (Spooner,
2015:12).
The long-term I was considering as the natural consequence of my question on
social change necessarily required that I properly address the question of
globalization vs. speciation including in sequence and timing. It therefore
required that that I follow the research question with a clear ethnographic object
and the identification of place where entrepreneurship, seemingly distributed
widely through the population, could be observed in a disciplined way. I turn to
this part of my framework next.

The Ethnographic Object
I elected to focus on new business formation by youth entrepreneurs
because new venture development by youth is changing rapidly and in
qualitatively different ways than in other groups. Youth entrepreneurs are
defined as individuals between 18 and 32 years old who are engaged in starting
their own businesses, estimated at approximately 9.5 million in 2013 or just
under one quarter of U.S. entrepreneurs, according to the Marion Ewing
Kauffman Foundation (MEKF, 2012).
To be clear, the subset of my research specifically examined new venture
creation by youth entrepreneurs with high opportunity cost (e.g., those with
college and advanced degrees). This follows the question of how today’s youth
are leaders in the process of social reproduction (Furlong and Cartmel, 2007:3).
15

“For the first time in modern history,” noted a leading economic historian I
interviewed for this project, “Entrepreneurship is not the story of poor people
who are tremendously wronged. . . . This is the story of high opportunity cost
young people.” In addition and by contrast, the comparative processes and
organization of new venture creation among entrepreneurs who have vs. not
raised money, entrepreneurs who vs. not been successful, and cross-tabs between
those two groups – was not eminently useful in explaining social change.
Measures of change in new venture creation by youth entrepreneurs have
only been captured in the most superficial of ways to date. For example,
entrepreneurs engaged in new business creation and associated with the
practicum I led grew in the period of my professional participation from 4 to 60
from 2004 to 2015. Also in testament to what is transpiring on the ground,
Wharton’s Adam Grant reported in a 2013 blog post that since 2007, “the number
of MBA students starting a business upon graduating has quintupled, from 1.5
percent to 7.7 percent.” As a more widely-published measure, the Graduate
Management Admission Council reported that 45% of self-employed alumni
from the classes of 2010-2013 started businesses upon graduation, up from a base
of just 7% of alumni who had graduated before 1990.10 Similarly, business plan
competitions on college campuses, one of the ways in which youth entrepreneurs
communicate about their new businesses, is known to have grown from around
40 in 2000 to more than 330 in 2006 (Leffel and Hallam, 2008).

http://www.mba.com/us/the-gmat-blog-hub/the-official-gmat-blog/2014/mar/through-the-eyesof-b-school-alumni.aspx.
10
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In my observations of new venture creation, it became clear that the
downstream effects of greater interaction have caused significant change in how
youth entrepreneurs are working, how long they are working (though not
always on a single venture at once), and the vision (both in difference and range)
they seek to see realized. Across seemingly vastly different efforts at new
venture creation, I observed how entrepreneurs work to gain the possibility for
self-expression and ultimately new forms of collaboration from within a
framework of belonging. This included a woman who was building a business
to support children with Down’s Syndrome based on “micronized” content that
connected content developers, a platform, and a worldwide audience; a recent
PhD graduate building a business that would crowd source animals for drug
testing, and in so doing disintermediate against standard contract research
organizations; and a recent business school undergraduate from India seeking to
change how corporate donations were managed, through individuals who could
earn and then assign points for their own volunteer activities in a gamified
network.
I also participated and worked with three specific entrepreneurs over
time, including pre-dating the beginning of my formal fieldwork. These
entrepreneurs were Samuel, Katlyn, and Jake. I observed that each of them had a
different idea of themselves in their business. Through them, I began to see that
the kinds of businesses that were being built were meaningfully different in
ways that had not been considered, by me or others. It wasn’t just that existing
products or services were being developed or offered at a larger scale or in a
different place. It was also that the process was different and appeared to have
ramifications and implications for change in the relationship of the individual to
17

the group, including the definition of the group. This included change in
collaboration at multiple levels of analysis, leading both to new ways of working
and new outcomes. While interaction initially appeared difficult to me to observe
analytically, one of the entrepreneurs followed almost since the project’s
inception helped me early on. “It’s about identity,” he said. “I started talking
about it and then it became the thing that I talked about that was me.”
In my participant-observation research with a significant number of
efforts at new venture creation, it thus became clear that entrepreneurs were
engaged in ritualized activities, i.e., their talking about themselves, which
promote change even as they support continuity and replicability. It also became
clear that those same ritualized activities create new boundaries as well as the
reconciliation of former boundaries into new and cohesive groups. My
observations of entrepreneurs was complemented by interviews, primary
research in the form of surveys and focus groups, and through the historical
research I conducted on the intertwined history of economic, technological, and
regulatory change and their associated downstream effects. My fieldwork in two
accelerators, however, described below, was among the most instructive.

Fieldwork Sites
I conducted my fieldwork in 2 accelerators, over a period of nearly 3 years.
Accelerators represent physical spaces that are often funded at least in part by
venture capital funds, affording investors an opportunity to vet entrepreneurs
efficiently and with minimal explicit due diligence.
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For the first accelerator, based in NYC with its capital in Romania, I vetted
entrepreneurs, developed the value proposition (meaning what we would offer
in addition to capital (including a chef and a mansion to live in), led the first
investment, and helped with strategic planning that considered alternative
opportunities to raise capital. The second accelerator, based in the U.S., was
focused on education technology. There I served as a consultant CEO
responsible for vetting the businesses for admission, designing the curriculum,
preparing those who were accepted to raise support (capital and social), and
leading the board through a process rich with changing competitive and
industry context.
While the first accelerator sought to bring entrepreneurs from the U.S. to
Bucharest, the second accelerator sought in large measure to bring entrepreneurs
from sub-Saharan Africa, China, and India to the U.S. However intriguing as a
high-level indicator this may be, however, it became clear over time that
accelerators such as the ones with which I participated are not just significant as
sources of national competitive advantage, but because they have gained
popular appeal to individuals as places that afford safety and belonging. “There
is now an accepted path,” explained one entrepreneur about accelerators; “you
do a program to develop an idea. You forget that there are people who do it
themselves. . . . There is an illusion of a safety net.” Added another, “People
want the structure. There is a structure that drives down the ambiguity.”
Accelerator managers echoed in some cases the sentiments of the entrepreneurs
themselves, as in this case of this on in Boston, who noted: “People want to be
told everything is okay. They want the physical space, the camaraderie of not
having to be a lone wolf entrepreneur.”
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The organization of entrepreneurs in accelerators thus came to represent
in part the ways in which entrepreneurs work in co-creation with other
individuals. In accelerators, I found entrepreneurs working closely together in
structured ways, each drawing strength from being organized and recognized
together even as they were encouraged to imagine their own singular futures.
Through a corporate (business) form of organization, the structure provided a
forum for self-expression.
In the map I developed below, it is possible to observe the spatial
diversity and number of accelerators. The map also makes it easier to
comprehend the growth of this forum for self-expression. Among the interesting
areas for follow-up inquiry, as suggested above, is how the force for authenticity
and self-expression will grow, and whether (and how) it will give rise to new
forms of integration, including potentially in supra-state actors. This is related to
the core question of this research because it relates directly to and helps explain
the social environment that is being created by the individual’s consumption
behavior. It has also been a focus of research into changing spatial relations,
including the ways in which a shift in local space is likely to drive supraterritorial links and so-called transplanetary social relations (Brenner, 2003:10), as
groups which are lived locally find analogs worldwide, denuded almost of a
geographical dimension.
Geo-location of 140 Accelerators
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Source: Mitts, 2012. Limitations of graphic software prevented showing overlap in urban areas

Across the accelerators I visited and participated with, it became clear that
individuals recognized themselves as members of a local group as well as part of
a larger movement; they perceived themselves in some important ways as apart
from others and the same as one another. Their underlying rituals, which
support both change and sustainability, and the changes in which they were
organized and in which their interaction was structured, ultimately became part
of my key findings as I synthesized my efforts over years to relate these micro
level changes to a broader framework of social change.
This structure in turn was reflected in what investors, who once prided
themselves on provided business-related guidance, now characterized as the
services of ”events departments,” ”start-up concierges,” ”partnership team
coordinators,” and ”chief mentorship officers.” Change in the nature of
collaboration between the entrepreneurs, as well as between entrepreneurs and
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their expanded set of buyers, stakeholders and partners was summarized in part
succinctly by one accelerator manager who noted, “The $1 mm is probably nice,
but the real value is the mentorship we provide.”
Appendix 4 provides data on new regional accelerators, providing insight
into the ways in which state authorities are entering entrepreneurships in ways
that was once the purview of the private market. Appendix 5 adds to the map
below by summarizing data on the size, by funding and number of
entrepreneurs, of all known accelerators worldwide, organized by area of the
world.

The Broader Context – Capital and Technology
In 2013, as I was moving into increasingly active fieldwork, I spoke to and
interviewed a number of investors to ask them to explain events surrounding the
apparent changes in new venture creation. Most investors, even at the time,
were beginning to refer to “a bubble.” This interpretation did not forecast a
retraction in entrepreneurship based on improving economy and attendant job
options, but a forecast collapse in valuations based on hype. Experienced
entrepreneurs and seasoned investors I interviewed supported this interpretation,
pointing to hundred-million dollar valuations for companies that had yet to
generate their first dollar of revenue, and to acquisitions meant to shore up the
initial public offering (IPO) price of a pending offering.
A portion of these criticisms may be well founded to the extent that they
point to a certain homogenization, which my data analysis also found, in the
sectors (e.g., e-commerce) in which new ventures were being built. However, the
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bigger point here is the ways in which change in the amount, sources, and
allocation of capital is useful when considered over decades, as engagement in
entrepreneurship itself is understood not in weeks or months or years but as part
of a long-term shift. Some of the early data I gathered helped explain the ways in
which legislative change has encouraged investment in entrepreneurship,
starting in the 1950s. As I will detail, this ranged from the establishment of the
SBA in 1953 to change in the so-called Prudent Man Rule in 1979, which
permitted pension funds to invest in riskier classes of assets (venture capital)
than had previously been permitted, to the JOBS ACT of 2012 which (separate
and apart from the name) actually was an act that supported crowd-funding, in
effect turning every consumer into a mini-entrepreneur.
In the early parts of my exploratory work, I also found data substantiating
the shift to more rapid communication and new forms of interaction in the lab of
Dr. Roger Bohn, Management Professor and Director of the Global Industry
Information Center at the University of California, San Diego, whom I ultimately
interviewed for this project. Bohn points out that the average time per capita
spent consuming information rose from 7.4 hours per day in 1960 to 11.8 hours
per day in 2008 (Bohn and Short, 2009:12). From just 5% of information received
interactively in 1960 (through the landline telephone), a full third of information
received in words (e.g., reading on the computer) was estimated to be interactive
by 2007, and 55% of the information received in compressed bytes, as via SKYPE
(Bohn and Short, 2009:28). The future seems likely to continue this trend. As
Bohn notes:
We are only measuring artificial forms of information. . . . A full fidelity
link between locations including stereovision and sound is not possible
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with present technology – the observers will realize they are not physically
in the same location. If we could do it, however, it would require
conservatively 100 million bits per second. Three hours of personal
conversation a day at this bandwidth would be 135 gigabytes . . . about
four times the average daily consumption today (Bohn and Short, 2009:28).
While Bohn’s research questions did not obviously have the same goal as mine,
his research provided “hard data” that gave me another place to anchor relative
to technology-based change. It related more broadly to the “profound
connection of speed to time – and how high-speed networked technology has
affected our relationship with time” (Hassan and Purser, 2007:3). It contributed
to my understanding of rising rates of communication, and eventually the
relationship to change in interaction and organization under globalization as
social acceleration changes the nature of work as “ideas and services, software
and information…annihilate space (and clock time) and has brought time (and
speed) as a legitimate dimension of social inquiry (Hassan and Purser, 2007:13).

An Example
At the time I met her, an entrepreneur working on a venture to promote
environmental sustainability whom I will call Audrey had won numerous
awards and raised early-stage capital. I ultimately observed Audrey for about 6
months, towards the end of my fieldwork. Audrey had developed, with her team,
an “app” (short for application, or software that imparts utility to a computerbased device) that aggregates information about venues that support
“sustainable choices” (e.g., sources of vegetarian food, recyclers of plastics).
Individuals who signed up gained access to this information and membership in
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an online network of like-minded individuals. In my naiveté, I asked Audrey,
“Don’t people already know where to buy their food or how to recycle? Do they
really need an app?” This was her thought-provoking response.
You have to understand . . . your identity gets made with us [the
company]. It’s the social compact that gets emphasized . . . letting people
who care about the environment . . . show other people . . . show off, and .
. . let other people know that it’s important to [them]. Plus, it’s important,
as a consumer. I look forward to that [reminder] push because I know it’s
about me. [I]t starts to feel like a game. You get points for making a
sustainable choice and, yes, it’s a social thing. People want to be able to go
back and reference that stuff.
Audrey, it seemed, had created and was expanding a business that both
expressed her authenticity and supported others’ expression of theirs. She was
both pursuing her vision for an expression of environmental sustainability
(through a wireless phone-based directory) and making it possible for others to
do the same, and at the same time promoting their recognition of one another as
members of a new group. The individuals connected with Audrey were
connected, through her, with one another. “We help them connect with each
other,” she explained, “through competitions, help them to communicate and
share their thoughts. We reward people with exclusive lunches to talk about
sustainability.”
In Audrey’s case, the transformation observed was from individual
expression (the individual, for example, who recycles quietly in a (typically) blue
milk crate), to social behavior (the individual who recycles with, and thereby
reinforces the behavior in, others), to signaling membership in a recycling
community that promotes identity and recognition of that identity. Audrey
further averred that her company
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will drive consumer change. . . . [W]e will tell people, look how much
money you are saving, this makes you a “good” person. We will give
them a tax credit for saving. We will partner with Inuit. We will develop a
mapping tool of how people spend money. . . . [W]e have data about
where they spend their sustainability dollars, about all . . . spending in the
green sector, by everyone, everywhere. It’s a pretty powerful tool. . . . We
are suddenly the Facebook of sustainability with all consumers.
Pervasively and in new ways, as illustrated by the foregoing example, it
appeared that classifications that once implied visible judgments about
consumption were giving way to forms of self-expression that promoted
authenticity in co-creation and collaboration with the audience.
Individually and together, entrepreneurs like Audrey helped inform my
understanding of the ways in which the entrepreneur, in the process of creating
himself or herself through his or her business, also represents qualitative change
in the businesses that were being built as the act of self-expression becomes more
complex and the possibilities multiply. At another level of analysis, this raises
the question of whether and under what conditions new relations in
entrepreneurship are truly socially or economically productive, as opposed to
constituting a countervailing force and “safety valve” for increased
bureaucratization as power becomes institutionalized. I do not know. However,
given the ways in which sustainability is being matched to expressions of
authenticity, the shifts I document may find expression in new forms at other
times and/or in other ways, only some of which will be popularly embraced
and/or financed by a recognized state.
What is clear is that innovation in work through new venture creation
appears to be associated with a potentially sustainable, extensible, and replicable
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new form of interaction and organization. My research suggests that
entrepreneurship is and will continue to be a vehicle of transformation in at least
three ways: First, at a micro level and as above, as a result of the businesses that
are built; second, as more and more businesses are built, and interaction and
complexity grow as a result even as (and in part because) so many will likely
continue to fail; and third; as the businesses that are built create change in the
foundation of exchange, and the very definition of the group, including but not
limited to its size and duration. These are conditions likely to persist. It suggests
that entrepreneurship, through new venture creation and, potentially, other
forms of expression associated with at least some of the same core drivers, is
likely to continue to grow. It is therefore useful to understand the forms of
interaction and organization associated with this growth, including the
countervailing forces of self-expression and belonging.
As each one fails (which is statistically likely), follow-on ventures emerge,
composed of new individuals who coalesce in new groups. The point is that
with shifting boundaries and relations, the individual’s private and subjective
view of the world now easily and widely finds representation and new
expression in re-representation. As Spooner has noted, “local venues of
interaction are at once both expansive and also circumscribed in new ways”
(Spooner, 2015:11).
Among the transitions is that from individual expression, to individual
expression within a group, to an aggregation of that expression that becomes its
own force, able to be mobilized -- as in Audrey’s case (the “Facebook of
sustainability”) -- to create one specific kind of change. Writ large it also can be
considered as an element of social change towards a new steady state. A wide
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range of new groups is emerging, and is likely to continue to emerge as part of
multiple independent, possibly competing, and certainly unevenly progressing
communities. Spooner has observed that what it means to be human begins to
change qualitatively as a result, noting:
The most obvious and tangible [change] derives from geographically
indeterminate and unrestricted remote interaction, facilitated by the new
social media of the Internet and mobile telephony. There is also another
new factor, which is less tangible, but potentially the most important. It is
the product of the increased participation (active or passive) in public
discourse in that has been facilitated by the growth and merging of all
the various modern arenas of interaction, face-to-face and remote, local,
national and global. . . . As the numbers of people in interaction with each
other increases, not only does human thought become more powerful, but
general socio-political awareness is enhanced and what it means to be
human begins to change in quality (Spooner 2015:4-5)
The transformation which continues calls into question the subjectivity
associated with what groups are formed, the ways in which they associate, and
which ones (and by what process) they gain representation. I do not evaluate
this risks associated with this subjectivity but, in this project, I begin by
providing data for how new subjectivities are created in time and space. I argue,
from the vantage of ethnographic fieldwork on entrepreneurship, that authority
determined by knowledge and function exists in this historical moment as never
before in the possibility for innovation spurred by the meeting of rapidly
accelerating rates of interaction and sustainability-oriented adaptation in social
organization. Innovation and collaboration supported by adaptation in ritual
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and organization will exhibit first order and derivative effects of
entrepreneurship as both a function of, and vehicle for, social change.11

Summary of Key Findings
Findings from the research as informed by my fieldwork and from
following individual entrepreneurs over time include that the “pitch,” a form of
interaction by which youth entrepreneurs both describe their vision and seek
funding, is a ritualized activity that defines who will be accepted and granted
membership. I also learned that the pitch is used in many ways all at once. This
by itself was interesting because it indexes the fluidity of society even as the
structure of the pitch provides order and replicability. It also highlights the ways
in which identity and status were being negotiated in ways that promoted both
self-expression and belonging.
As I discuss in Chapter 3 and at length in Chapter 4, I drew on A.F.C.
Wallace, who has noted that ritual processes in secular society induce the “same
kinds of transformations of state as religion traditionally has done” (Wallace,
1966:264). My framework thus includes the ways in which different ritualized
activities or regularities of interaction map to different kinds of pitches, thus
creating and sustaining order in different ways. This includes pitches of

In historical context, as we are reminded in this except from Michels, this explains
specialization over the last hundred years as it as it relates to collaboration in new ways,
downstream impact that could not have been foreseen. “The tendency towards an exclusive and
all-absorbing specialization, towards the renunciation of all far-reaching outlooks, is a general
characteristic of modern evolution. With the continuous increase in the acquirements of scientific
research, the polyhistor is becoming extinct. His place is taken by the writer of monographs.”
(Michels, 1911 [1915]:188).
11
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ideology, which reflect the need for people to do what they are supposed to do;
pitches of salvation, which relate to the development and maintenance of “star”
reputations, an “ambivalent” glamour; and pitches of revitalization, which relate
to change in the processes associated with how the system is maintained, leading
eventually to a new structure and a new steady state. In ethnographic work,
these were eventually found to correspond, respectively, to product-centric,
entrepreneur-centric, and audience-centric pitches.
This analysis ultimately became useful for explaining micro as well as
macro change. As one specific example, “audience-centric” pitches, mapped as
noted to rituals of revitalization, serve to create new ideas through a process of
co-generation with those listening. These pitches appear to be a small but
growing percentage of the total, and suggest a mechanism for the gradual
emergence of new forms of collaboration between those who are “in” and those
who are “out,” leading not just to change in how people work but in what they
create. The innovation of and by the individual thus becomes not just a means for
the individual to express himself, but also a way to effect transformation in
society both in process and in outcome. There is evidence Wallace considered
the implications of his work as laying a framework for the ways in which rituals
of social control are part of a broader system of achievement for a better world
has antecedent. Wallace for example cited Karl Mannheim’s 1929 work, that there
is “the tendency in any society toward one set of beliefs and rituals…aimed at the

repair and perfection of the existing system, and toward another, the utopian,
which are directed toward the attainment of a revolutionary change for the
achievement of a new and better world” (Wallace, 1966:126).
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Another finding from this research is that accelerators as a form of
organization encourage individuals to think together in physical space, in
standardized and formalized ways, even as they support individuals to think in
temporally asynchronous ways to imagine their own singular futures. Like the
pitch, accelerators singularize even as they standardize, and in this way create a
means of replicability. Support for the innovation of and by the individual thus
includes a new relationship to space (individuals working closely together,
providing the comfort of belonging), time (separate, promoting a sense of highly
individualized futures) and the subjectivity of duration.
I refer to these as “micro-globalization,” “magical thinking,” and “pop-up
entrepreneurship.” This insight begins to provide a framework for the
organization and replicability of new groups, and the ways in which interaction
and organization can support change. It also suggests the emergence of new
processes by which groups and the individual are reinforced and may gain
representation at concentric levels of analysis (accelerator, city, region, national
society). This includes initially smaller and smaller groups that are hyperconcentrated geographically but widely distributed in vision. Over time, this
will undoubtedly lead to new groups and forms of aggregation.
From the micro to the macro, I therefore explain change in the expression
between differentiation and integration in society, seen through the lens of the
entrepreneur as the imperative to create oneself increases. I also explain the ways
in which entrepreneurship as a function of social change becomes also a vehicle
of social change, as the ventures which are created replicate among their
customers forms of interaction and organization that allow for the
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singularization of the customer’s vision, and the aggregation of their multiple
expressions.
Considered in context, it becomes meaningful to discern that
entrepreneurship is more than the sum of investors seeking a venue to generate
competitive returns, governments striving to create jobs, and universities
competing to commercialize new technologies. This research, which includes
ethnographic examples of specific entrepreneurs, provides data supporting
qualitative change in how entrepreneurs interact and the ways in which they
organize as an analog for how individuals in larger society create their identities
in increasingly sustainable ways outside of religion, social class, ethnic
community, or national society. The changes in interaction and organization
which result create change in the foundation of exchange as entrepreneurship as
a vehicle for self-expression writ large becomes both more common as well as
sustainable through the formal organization of work.

Entrepreneurship as a Function and Vehicle of Social Change
In this research I explain social change through an ethnographic study of
new venture creation in entrepreneurship. Building on the imperative and
possibilities for individual self-expression under globalization, I examine new
regularities of interaction and organization.
My proposition is that we are at a landmark time in human history where
new opportunities for individual expression have unleashed the possibility of
“innovation by one” leading to the potential for the “transformation of and by
many.” I provide data that shows how, in new venture creation as it relates to
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entrepreneurship, it is possible to observe both the promotion of difference (with
micro and macro effects) alongside support for collective learning and new forms
of collaboration.
New challenges will, of course, emerge. The fracturing and reaggregation into new forms of collective expression suggest significant change
as social class, ethnic community or national society become less relevant.
A way to conceptualize some of the changes I propose in this research
project is in the overlap of conscious selection for initially low or unpaid forms of
work with casualization or informalization of that work.12 Casualization is
defined as “The transformation of a workforce from one employed chiefly on
permanent contracts to one engaged on a short-term temporary basis” (Oxford
Dictionaries Online).13 Informalization contributes nuance, and is indicative not
only of “a progressively diminishing social and psychic distance between people
but also of an ongoing more inclusive process of social integration (Wouters,
2007:55). Conscious selection refers to the “increasingly self-reflexive and
constructed manner in which contemporary collective actors tend to define
themselves” (Melucci, 1996:77). I drew on the concept of conscious selection
because it retains the concept of individual intentionality and because it implies
change in the whole through a process of adaptation.14
The framework below, based on models of punctuated equilibrium in
evolutionary biology, provides a way to consider sustainability and change,
Formal organization is defined as “a system of action in which relations among actors are
highly constrained by the social structure” (Coleman, 1990:426).
13 "casualization, n." Oxford Dictionaries Online. Oxford University Press, December 2015.
14 Methodical, unconscious, and natural selection all have implications for how the whole is
maintained (Darwin, 1859, 1868, 1875).
12
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based on the intersection of conscious selection and casualization.15 With the
passage of time, we see the impact of accelerating rates of interaction and
increased complexity associated with the expansion of community size.
Individuals can no longer “look next door” to understand their place in society.
They have at their disposal huge geographic range and complexity in choice.
This includes new forms of interaction and organization which create
opportunities for self-expression that have not previously been known to exist –
the conscious selection for seemingly marginalized roles and status. I say
“seemingly” because what has been “out” (the formerly pariah entrepreneur) is
now becoming reified, with attendant implications for how the group, and the
society of which it is a part, are maintained. The emergence of the fourth group I
propose is in the top section in the bar furthest to the right. Among the
conclusions which can be drawn is that the high status of the new group
decreases as standardization and periodicity increase, thus suggesting a gradual
change in the whole.

15

Research has previously considered the bureaucratic expression of the corporate form (high
conscious selection, low casualization). The intersection of low conscious selection and low
casualization has also been well theorized, and examined ethnographically among migrant and
part-time workers (Conover, 1987; Barley and Kunda, 2004; Kunda, 2006). Low conscious
selection and high casualization has also been examined ethnographically in ethnographies of the
homeless (Bourgois and Schonberg, 2009).
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Source: Mitts

This framework above can thus be useful for the adaptation it represents
in the introduction of a new segment, as well as the adaptations within that
segment. It can also be useful to consider change as heterogeneity continues to
grow at the system level, accompanied by micro-level differentiation at the
individual level under globalization (Luhmann, 2008 [1993]). It is too early to
know how these adaptations will be used or whether these adaptations are a
safety valve needed to preserve order as the system overall becomes more rigid.
At the root of this inquiry of course is how entrepreneurship can inform our
understanding of social change, and how diversity (entrepreneurship being one
example) is organized with growth in the range of individual expression. Data in this
research suggests a middle ground between a complete lack of intentionality, and
change only through structure.16 Rather the integrative effects of two forces, the need
I.e., in between the absence of conscious design (Foucault, 1970) and infamous associated
challenge of “intentionality without a subject, a strategy without a strategist” (Dreyfus and
Rabinow, 1982:187), and an intentionality so tightly tied to structure that only structure can affect
the production of action (Giddens, 1984).
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for order and new opportunities to break out of order, reflect change in society that, as
it is reproduced among more and more people throughout the world, changes what
goes on in society.
The question of differentiation and integration has long been central to the
question of social change but entrepreneurship has not often been at its epicenter.
This is a missed opportunity that my work here attempts to redress. The
possibility for new forms of collaboration and collective learning based in new
knowledge networks expressed in interaction and organization as the individual
takes on the creation of self, with more possibility and different forms of
opportunity, has also not often been documented ethnographically.
To summarize this research project, I build on the premise that growth in
the size and complexity of communities affords the possibility for shifting,
multiple, and malleable identities. I present data that shows the interaction and
organization of entrepreneurs. This includes change in the process and the form
associated with the innovation of and by the individual and the creation of new
groups and new forms of collaboration. I conclude with potential implications
for the associated transformation of society.
The proposition that entrepreneurship can help us better define social
change, where entrepreneurship is understood as both a function and a vehicle
of that change, is linked finally to the opportunity for more intentional policy
development. There needs to be a thoughtful rejoinder to the suggestion that
expressions such as entrepreneurship are not more than a form of “publiclysanctioned individualism” (Strathern, 1992:168-169) that recasts social problems
as individual problems with market solutions (Brown, 2010:25). In addition and
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among other questions, it also raises the follow-up challenge to University
leadership, which must consider the youth that it has been given the
responsibility to steward.
In Chapter 2 I describe the data and methodology that supported this
research. In Chapter 3 I discuss the theoretical foundation. In Chapters 4 and 5 I
discuss change in the interaction and organization of entrepreneurship,
respectively. Chapter 6 addresses entrepreneurship and social change. In
Chapter 7, I summarize my conclusions, draw implications for the future, and
identify opportunities for further research.
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Chapter 2: Methodology, Data, and Summary of Fieldwork

“Both individuals and cultural collectivities must navigate somewhere between the polar
extremes by classifying things into categories that are simultaneously neither too many
nor too embracing. In short, what we usually refer to as ‘structure’ lies between the
heterogeneity of too much splitting and the homogeneity of too much lumping.”
Igor Kopytoff, 1986:70

The challenge laid forth by Kopytoff, above, has resonated with me for
over a decade. Perhaps it is because I see that it would be relatively easy, in a
project such as this one, to segment the data in any number of rather trivial ways.
To avoid this pitfall – to avoid the pitfall for example of interpreting
entrepreneurship through the lens of race or ethnicity, I frame entrepreneurship
as an expression of individual choice I the allocation of resources. Within the
framework, the range and possibility for selection rises with globalization. At
both the micro and macro level, I therefore explain change in the forces of
differentiation and integration, seen through the lens of the entrepreneur
engaged in new venture creation as the imperative to create oneself increases.
My methodology specifically focuses on examining the interaction of
entrepreneurs (through pitches) and their organization (through accelerators) as
countervailing forces in time and space. I explain how, not just in process but
also in substantive outcome, efforts towards self-expression are replicated and
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becomes associated with adaptations which create new forms of integration with
implications for long-term sustainability.
As part of this project, I have listened to multiple hundreds of pitches and
I have spent nearly three years working in two different accelerators, alongside
entrepreneurs and with investors and their stakeholders. I have also conducted
interviews with investors, policy officials, university stewards, and former
entrepreneurs. Not just in process but also in substantive outcome, the data
suggests that efforts towards self-expression are replicated and becomes
associated with adaptations which create new groups and become a vehicle of
social change.
A summary of my fieldwork in matrix form is included as Attachment 2
for ease of reference. While the table is useful to show the distribution of my
research over time, it merits the elaboration that follows here.

Early Fieldwork: General Assembly, an Urban Campus (2011-2015):
Fieldwork began in the fall of 2011, with visits to a co-working space
called General Assembly (GA). Emerging as it did during the height of
significant recession in the U.S., General Assembly sought to replace traditional
MBA education with practical experience that cost less financially and generated
more upside in terms of jobs and practical training, aimed at the perceived needs
of young entrepreneurs.
When I first visited GA, I had already spent considerable time
interviewing contrasting sets of entrepreneurs that I knew and hard worked with
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in order to refine certain of my hypothesis. I had interviewed entrepreneurs who
had raised outside capital vs. those who had not, entrepreneurs who had
succeeded vs. those who had not, and even cross-tabbed these groups (e.g.,
entrepreneurs who had succeeded who had vs. not raised outside capital). This
has not yielded much, and my interest was to go outside my network at the same
time as co-working space, accelerators, and incubators were just beginning to
attract attention.
My first visit to GA, therefore, was to begin the process of active
participation with entrepreneurs. GA was not an investor and did not represent
investor capital, and I had become interested to work more closely with and
research how entrepreneurs who did not raise outside capital built their ventures
and how/if they succeeded. The hypothesis I was testing, based on what I had
learned in my earlier preliminary research, was that entrepreneurs who did not
raise outside capital were more likely to allocate time and effort to activities
unrelated to generate revenue. In other words, they were less likely to be
“dreamers,” more likely to have their feet on the ground, and therefore more
likely to build sustainable new ventures.
My first experiences at GA began to reset my research path, as I was still
synthesizing early data relative to an analytical framework. As I looked around
the over 30,000 square foot in Manhattan’s posh Flatiron district, I saw people
sitting on couches, drinking wine, conversing casually with one another. One
women I spoke with, a designer, talked of wanting to build a lingerie store.
Another wanted to build an on-line dating application. After wine and cheese I
sat in the audience, listening to the pitches of the entrepreneurs, one after the
other applauded and then applauding. The business model was less a subject of
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discussion than the dream of what could be and what it could be. One
gentleman turned to me and said “The seeds of the resurrection…are being laid
in this room tonight.”
I returned to GA many times over the fall of 2011 and winter of 2012, and
would in fact continue to return over the next several years including, as
indicated in Appendix 2, through 2013 and (though not indicated on the chart)
into late 2015. One of the founders was my former student, and through him I
was able to gain access not just to the entrepreneurs who were working at GA,
but also to his partners, his new colleagues in the start-up space (e.g., at Google
Ventures), and insights into his investors.
General Assembly ultimately did not become one of my two key field sites,
sites where as noted I eventually would spend nearly 3 years, because company
management moved more and more towards education (including corporate
education) and away from support for new entrepreneurs building their own
ventures. GA thus ultimately instead became significant for both the ways it
gave me early insights into what was changing in new venture creation, and for
the perspectives of one of its founders. GA as an early research site also became
and remained important because of the early observations I made there, which
subsequently helped guide my research. These early observations, which
resonated with what I was seeing elsewhere (in the entrepreneurship practicum I
ran, and in conversations and early interviews) included:
1) The ways in which new venture creation as a good was marked with its own
ritualized activities, through the pitch. Starting with my first visits to GA, again
recalling that it began as a place for young entrepreneurs to build their ventures
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and gain skills, I was able to observe new venture entrepreneur pitch and seek to
gain support for their new ventures.
2) The ways in which the ritualized activity or pitch qualified the entrepreneur to
gain entry into the group, and through that helped to define the borders of the
group.
3) The ways in which the pitch promoted differentiation, singularity and
authenticity within the group. Common questions, for example, included “how
you are different,” “how are you better” and, more colloquially, “what’s your
secret sauce.” This was true even when the entrepreneur had had the idea for a
very short amount of time (even as little as a week). In other words, authenticity
was regarded as real even when it was new and short-lived. It was given valence
by the ability of the entrepreneurs to be meaningfully different than others and
while converting the new group to his/her point of view.
This became more interesting to pursue over time as it follows Douglas and
Isherwood’s observation that the search for power in the allocation of intellectual
capital is among the key ways in which individuals in complex society gain
differentiation, and that the ability to convert others to one’s vision makes more
efficient the process and results associated with an expenditure on that
innovation (Douglas and Isherwood, 1996 [1979]:55-56).
4) The ways in which the pitch promoted standardization and a sense of belonging
between individuals in the group and helps define the borders and boundaries of
others outside it. As one serial entrepreneur I interviewed put it, “It’s great
democratization if you’re within…but if you’re out, you’re out.”
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5) The ways in which the venture being proposed was at the same time a
commodity in exchange for capital and a good used for social purposes.
Based on the above, I began to observe the ways in which new expressions of
new venture creation standardize even as they promote many directions at once,
and the ways in which they seemed to encourage individuals to think together in
physical space, but to each think their own thing and imagine their own singular
futures. These observations were reinforced in the photos I took below, in the
fall/winter of 2011.

Visits to the urban campus provided early indicators in which new forums for
entrepreneurship helped standardize and create belonging even as they supported
expressions of authenticity

Source: Mitts, 2011
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Entrepreneurs were generally working singly on their own businesses,
…but ultimately found to be collaborating in new ways

Source: Mitts, 2011

Difference in the particular vision(s) of entrepreneurs were eventually found to
suggest not opposition but opportunities for collaboration. Over time, I began to
consider entrepreneurship as a vehicle of change both for the ways new forms of
organization act to singularize, as well as ways by which they create new forums
for recognizing, reconciling, and ultimately aggregating difference.
My work at General Assembly was further useful because it permitted me
to observe a large numbers of entrepreneurs in different venues. In this case, the
use of selective intermittent time modes (Neyland, 2008:92) permitted me to
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observe regularities in interaction over a large and distributed data set. In
complement to my participant observation with a select number of entrepreneurs
that I could observe and work with in depth, as described below, as well as my
dedicated fieldwork in two accelerators, this supported me in my ability to
provide richer ethnographic detail.

Long-term Participation with 3 Entrepreneurs
As part of this research, I participated with three entrepreneurs over years
named Samuel, Katlyn, Jake. This was in complement to my visits to centers of
entrepreneurship, to my professional employment in one for eleven years, my
deep immersion in 2 accelerators over nearly 3 years, and to the interviews I held
with entrepreneurs (as well as with investors and their stakeholders). It was a
useful complement because this deep participation helped explain the story from
the entrepreneur’s perspective, at the level of the individual and, working from
this deep immersion, supported me to extract patterns I could relate to broader
and macro-level change in society.
The entrepreneurs below, introduced briefly in Chapter 1 and discussed in
detail in Chapter 3, range substantively in ways that are superficially misleading.
These include Samuel, Katlyn, and Jake, and I introduce and begin to explain
their diversity in self-expression as product, entrepreneur, and audience centric.
I further map these to rituals of religion in order to explain the micro activities on
the ground in relation to both the process and outcome of social change.
Segmentation in this way provide insights which could not have been generated
without my working with thousands of entrepreneurs, or without my working
on the question of social change from a variety of perspectives and using a
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number of methodological approaches (historical research participantobservation, quantitative analysis, interviews, and surveys), all of which are
discussed in this chapter.
Samuel Reeves
I begin this part of the discussion with Samuel. I met Samuel when he had
just become founder and CEO of a humanitarian demining company called
Humanistic Robotics International (HRI) in 2004, at about the same time as he
had been accepted to the Wharton School’s prestigious Venture Initiation
Program. The mission and vision of HRI was and continues to be a solution to
landmine clearance where the clearance function is performed by machine as
opposed to by people, who often perish in the process. As of this writing, Samuel
continues to work in the business he started over eleven years ago.
Over the years I returned to Samuel multiple times, seeking to understand
his perspective on a de-mining and remote controller business. Samuel was not
an engineer, a designer, a policy expert, or an entrepreneur particularly or
historically committed to solving “social” issues. I spoke and met with him,
prepared him for meetings, reviewed strategic plans over the years. Even from
the aggregation of those encounters I would not have been able to place Samuel
in any kind of context or framework that would help provide an explanation of
how his individual activities related to a broader phenomenon. Over the years,
however, I began to see many many more entrepreneurs just like Samuel: “Just
like” in this case was not because they were also working in demining, on policy
issues, or on social issues. The similarly was in fact much deeper and cuts more
profoundly than has been popularly reported. Samuel and the roughly 80% of
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entrepreneurs I would meet with, work with, interview and observe ultimately
appeared most profoundly similar because they were each building productcentric businesses, defined as businesses that instantiated the creation of new
material things, in areas where they generally had no expertise.
The suggestion of a “product-centered” business may make little sense
devoid of context both practical and theoretical. In Chapter 3, therefore, I
therefore provide examples of what the “product-centric” business and
associated pitch might be and sound like, and its relation to ritualized activity.
As will be discussed, the new venture itself could include products from the
seemingly trivial (a toilet-training system for dogs, a business which I personally
saw generate $600,000 in annual revenue) to other generally (but not always)
consumer-facing product-centric businesses such as new kinds of bottled water
products, to software-based applications (apps) that could do things like call 911
in an emergency or record individual’s birthdays and match the dates to the
“right” birthday gift.
While each of these might be evaluated on its own merits…”is this a good
idea; should this receive funding; is this a sustainable business; can this
entrepreneur make money….” I argue instead the following: First, that it is the
sheer volume and range which is compelling, an example of how I identity and
status are negotiated from the bottom up as information becomes the primary
good (Spooner 2015:4). Second, I argue that it is in contrast to other kinds of
businesses that we can begin to explain the segmentation and therefore the
meaning of the pattern of what is being built as we consider social change.
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In working with Samuel I gained insight into an explanation for how his
essentially product-centric business – one which would remove landmines from
remote corners of the globe – had amassed from a cold start a global
development, production, sales, and finance team. A summary of this is
reproduced below, and it is significant for a number of reasons. First, it is clear
that the team, while nominally headquartered in Philadelphia, is distributed and
global. Second, many of the critical functions, such as finance, are outsourced.
Both these factors suggest the ways in which a single team gains support
(geographically and functionally), makes more efficient the entrepreneur’s
investment in innovation. This of course is significant, as posited by Douglas and
Isherwood (1996 {1979]) for the ways in which a single entrepreneur’s vision
becomes not just about the entrepreneur’s selection of a consumption good in
fulfillment of his/her individual objective, but also for the ways in which the
broader social environment is changed by that behavior.
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Summary of HRI humanitarian demining activities globally

Finally, and most significantly, the selection of a product-centric business,
in contrast to two I will introduce in a moment as represented by entrepreneurs
Katlyn and Jake, suggests the creation of material change instantiated in the new
things entrepreneurs are trying to build. This begins to reflect the way in which
entrepreneurship, as represented by its physical instantiation with physical
property – whether of a landmine or a seemingly trivial pet product – entangles
people with things. As I will show, this entanglement at a micro level leads to
macro level change in the structuring and ordering of society and of individuals
in society (Hodder, 2014). This is particularly so with more rapid rates of
interaction, as increased contiguity and association allow the transfer of identity
and presence from humans to objects. It is also true, as I have alluded to and will
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detail in Chapter 3, that the physical instantiation of people with things is
associated with a particular kind of ritualized activities that supports change and
innovation within a structure.
Over the years, I as I began to understand more and more of Samuel’s
individual perspective, I learned more about how entrepreneurs like him think,
and the ways in which those ways of thinking are linked to action. “I didn’t have
a program,” he noted, in the winter of 2014. “If I had to do over again,” he
added, “I would have reached out methodically…we went down a bunch of
rabbit holes searching for supporters and then I happened to go on a fluke to a
conference on trade in the Middle East and I just happened to meet a program
manager from the army. “We designed our first product with two-hundred
thousand dollars,” he said. “Then we started networking around the
government world and got $5.5 mm from appropriations.” We didn’t have a real
pool of investors, the product was capital intensive to manufacture, and used in
an environment where there was a lack of infrastructure and a lack of rule of law
– no real investor group for that.”
The serendipity of Samuel’s business was recalled and repeated by other
entrepreneurs like Samuel again and again. Entrepreneurs spoke of “keeping
their eyes open for signs,” “keeping faith,” a “sense of possibility, to overcome
obstacles,” and a sense that “everything is ok.” In the words of one particularly
articulate entrepreneur, it was described as “a sense of moving with others… and
at the same time, the willingness to do things that are unfounded in the service of
things you believe in.”
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Significantly, the serendipity Samuel and other entrepreneurs like him
have described to me helps explain the rise of the accelerators I go on to describe
and explain in Chapter 4. Accelerators as noted earlier provide co-working
space, mentorship, and cash in return for a start-up company’s equity. They
have also been acknowledged with providing positive signaling-value. Most
importantly from the perspective of social change, however, they can be
understood as a response to rising rates of entrepreneurship, increasingly
abstract expressions untethered from the written word, and vehicles of change as
they bring entrepreneurs together. As many said to me, the physical walls of the
accelerator provide a “safe space,” the “comfort of belonging,” a “clear road,”
and a “path.” As Samuel noted to me in 2014 of his 2004 experiences, “There
wasn’t like [an accelerator like] Y-Combinator with all of their gates of 4 months,
6 months, have your investor presentation, make your next milestone, hire a
developer, get your series A.”
To summarize ahead of the discussion in Chapter 3, Samuel came to
represent a product-centric entrepreneur, which rose in range and number
through the early part of the 21st century, both creating new ventures and driving
the need for additional structure as more bets were being placed. Over time and
through the process of consolidating my data and synthesizing my research, I
began to see that a product-centric business, such as Samuel’s played a different
role in mediating between and change and sustainability. Samuel, while not
what is called a “social entrepreneur” also helps to explain how that very
distinction has emerged, in ways I will argue reflects the segmentation that is
possible when more profound or nuanced segmentations are difficult and the
volume and complexity have grown. Thus while product-centric businesses can
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be explained distinct from the others described below, represented by
entrepreneurs Katlyn and Jake, they are also and have been on a continuum in a
process of change.

Samuel Reeves, a Product-Centric Entrepreneur (2nd from left in back row)
“A *small* mine clearance robot with a number of *modern* tools”

Where the role of a product-centric business is mainly to introduce a new
product or service, the role of an entrepreneur-centric business, such as that
described below and associated with “Katlyn,” is mainly to mediate the
ambivalence in society towards innovation by holding the entrepreneur separate
and apart. As Samuel himself noted of the second group I introduce below, there
are what he called the “pseudo-celebrity entrepreneurs.” “Some people want to
be entrepreneurs but some are just seduced by the glamour of the success stories,
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that it would be a great thing to do if they get a home run,” he noted. These I
refer to as entrepreneur or self – centric entrepreneurs.

Katlyn Grasso
I therefore propose Katlyn as an exemplar of someone who was
“entrepreneur-centric,” concerned primarily with the creation of her own star
personality. A Wharton 2015 Undergraduate, Katlyn was often guided by her
expectation and goal to be on the cover of Fortune Magazine. At the same time
(and as part of) her work developing a leadership network for high school girls,
Katlyn actively sought television anchor opportunities and speaking
engagements nationally. Unlike Samuel, who spent much of his time seeking
revenue (buyers) for his product, Katlyn spent much of her time applying for
prestigious awards and competitions that would provide her with a public
platform. One of Katlyn’s public communications, extracted from a national
road trip in the summer of 2015, follows below as illustration:
Hello, my name is Katlyn Grasso, and I am the CEO and founder of
GenHERation, a female empowerment network for high school girls. Since
launching two years ago, GenHERation has reached thousands of millennial girls
both through nationwide conference series and online forums. When I started
GenHERation, I wanted to provide high school girls with the opportunity to
develop their own vision in the same way that I have been fortunate to have been
able to.
I went to an all-girl Catholic high school, so every opportunity was for females.
Since leaving that bubble and entering university and post-grad life, I've been
confronted with how unequal opportunity is for most. I wasn't used to seeing
young women not heard and respected simply because they were female, and I
was both shocked and frustrated in my discovery. I have a father who has
always been a huge support in encouraging myself, and my younger sister
Samantha to go after what we want. As I speak to these girls through
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GenHERation now, I really like to be outspoken about the mantra, "If you can see
it, you can be it". I truly believe that.
Katlyn was ultimately the winner of a $150,000 prize from the University
of Pennsylvania. Support to help her extend her vision came in the form of
networks and networking opportunities. A train tour was arranged so as to
connect Katlyn to key stakeholders in various West Coast cities. She was also
asked to introduce Hilary Clinton at a private fundraising event, a picture that
was reproduced on Facebook and other forms of social media to help extend her
star persona.
Katlyn Grasso, Entrepreneur-Centric,
With Hilary Rodham Clinton at the Home of David L. Cohen, June 2015
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While Katlyn maintained her commitment to her vision to support high
school girls, it became clear that Katlyn’s most explicit mission was to create
herself “out in front.” As she proclaimed to an audience in mid-2015, “I envision
GenHERation being a global community, and I think it has great potential to
unite women on both micro and macro scales. One of the hallmarks of
GenHERation is the attention to social innovation, and our users are able to work
within the network to launch advocacy campaigns in their areas. To me,
GenHERation is much more than a business, it is a portal through which young
women like me view their worlds.”
For purposes of my research, Katlyn was a uniquely important
entrepreneur for to work with and observe because I saw her not only by herself
as well as with the young girls she sought to her platform, but also among her
peers. Thus I was able to observe first-hand the ways in which Katlyn was both
held as a rising star among her peers, faculty, and her potential investors….and
also not, often rejected behind her back because she was “not real,” “too fluffy,”
“had nothing.” This double valence – the star personality who is both applauded
and held outside the circle, acclaimed but dismissed, came to have practical
significance as both a function and vehicle of change most obviously because its
messianic aspect, change implored not as based in a product that can do
something but rather in other’s peoples sense of themselves based on the sense of
self expressed by the star. In his research, Douglas Holmes has discussed a
similar observation in work on Margaret Thatcher’s England, the “will to live”
invoked in order to move people in some cases not despite their being stuck but
because they are stuck (and are likely to remain that way) (Holmes, 2000:96-102).
This double valence represented by the star entrepreneur, again epitomized
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partly by Katlyn in my research, has also been identified as to its metaphorical
costs in keeping entrepreneurs standing still, by effectively holding the past in
the present (Bloch, 1977).
In the more theoretical aspects of my research, I have explained the star
personality in terms of his or her association with salvation. As part of a series of
ritualized activities, the product centric entrepreneur can thus be explained as
associated with a certain amount of ideological zeal propelled to action in ways
whereby action supports the logic of the entire system. Ritualized activities
associated with salvation, by contrast, provide not the structure of a predictable
or progressive change, but the structure and voice for someone outside, serving
both their own individual needs as well as the conflicted and ambivalent needs
of the audience.

Jake Schwartz
The third and last entrepreneur I introduce here for contrast (which I also
resume in Chapter 3) is Jake. Jake’s vision when he built General Assembly, in
his own words at the time, was to build a “neutral hub of activity.” “I want it
built,” he said, “based on customer feedback.” Jake raised $4.5 mm in 2011 in a
first round from Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos, and Facebook, Twitter, and Zynga
investor Yuri Milner. This individual’s entrepreneurial hub and associated vision
provided an early vantage point from which to observe and conceptualize
entrepreneurship and social change “offline” (i.e., in physical space) as well as
“online.”
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Significantly at the time, Jake spoke of “going to create…that certain
moment when everyone feels a certain moment of connection. He emphasized
new venture creation with others, noting early on that “The community and
membership component are the heart and soul.” “Take a bunch of people
together who don’t know each other,” he noted at one point, “put them together,
create an intense experience, they will bond…We are going to create experts out
of entrepreneurs.” This suggested what I would come to call “audiencecentricity,” ultimately providing analog to rituals of revitalization as yet another
in which the pitch, by which entrepreneurs gain recognition for their singular
visions as well as belonging, functions in many of the ways that ritual do in nonsecular society.
The vision articulated by this entrepreneur in the winter of 2011-2012 is
represented in the graphic below. It was intriguing for the ways in which it
suggested change in how youth entrepreneurs would work, including a
commitment to establish a context in which they could achieve personal
branding, signaling and recognition as part of a group, while still establishing
their own place to validate their dreams.
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In 2014, Jake raised a so-called “series C” round, raising $25 million on a
valuation of $150 million. By early 2015, the company was projected to generate
$75 million in revenue across three continents. What was compelling, even in
early 2011, was the ways in which youth entrepreneurs in particular (youth
dominated the membership) appeared to work singly on their businesses, but yet
be integrated into a group that proffered belonging.
Jake was the only one of the entrepreneurs with whom I spoke in depth
who was attentive to the inclusion of others in the process of co-creation.
Katlyn’s business, while topically about exclusion, was more profoundly about a
form of Katlyn’s self-expression that creates a star personality. Her form of
venture creation has a different role in social change than Jake’s. The
contradictions are particularly interesting, given the caption below “…Provides
Entrepreneurial Skills to a Chosen Few.” Jake’s venture was based on audience
co-creation in process. If it was about exclusiveness in product, it was also about
new venture creation conducted with others.
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Jake Schwartz, an Audience-Centric Entrepreneur (far left)
“General Assembly Provides Entrepreneurial Skills To A Chosen Few”

Source: Fastcompany.com, November, 2011,
http://www.fastcompany.com/magazine/161/general-assembly
r

Among the challenges I had to overcome, and part of the reason this
project took so long, is that as I noted earlier popular frameworks (success vs.
failure, inclusion vs. exclusion, short term hype vs. long term value creation)
often dominated. Just in the three entrepreneurs above it is possible to see huge
variation. I had hundreds of samples, not three. Ultimately, it helped that I had
huge access to a range of entrepreneurs, and that I spoke the language with
credibility. It helped that I was able ultimately to stay with the fieldwork, change
areas of ethnographic focus, and then go back into the field for a second year.
I began to see that the entrepreneurs were different not because of the
businesses they were in, their commitment to social impact (or not), or the kinds
of change they sought to support. I began to see that the dominant way in which
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they expressed their individual vision played a different role in creating social
change. Samuel sought to introduce a product, focused on the building blocks of
new venture creation. His product could have been almost anything. What was
important is that it played a role in instantiating innovation. Katlyn sought to
promote herself, and in so doing held innovation outside and apart, a star who
could run with the proverbial ball but without threatening the status quo. Jake
mostly sought to create something different specifically in participation with
others, a process of co-creation with the possibility to create fundamental change
in the basis of exchange among those who participate.
Significantly, each of the above entrepreneurs – Samuel, Katlyn, and Jake
– worked within an accelerator-like framework at some point. It therefore
became important to consider the role of the accelerator in creating a place for
the formal organization of work, thus promoting a sustainable forum for
entrepreneurship and the replicability of roles within. This raised the question
of what adaptations could be observed in the accelerator. It also raised the
question of how those adaptations support differentiation and integration at the
micro and macro level over time.

The Interaction of Entrepreneurs
As Douglas has noted, an anthropology that includes her consumption
framework suggests that there are political needs for information, such that
…”the bigger the rewards of information gained, the more expenditure of time
and resources is justified in gaining it” (Douglas and Isherwood (1996
[1979]:130). The information set of goods, which I have previously alluded to and
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which I began to discern here, was observable and regularly repeated in the
pitch.
The pitch is a form of verbal communication that supports the
entrepreneur to express him/herself and his/her vision in ways that are highly
individuated and singular. Typically it is used to gain investment capital as well
as entry into the particular group that is being pitched. The form of the pitch is
highly structured but the content can move fluidly. In some settings, it would not
be unusual for an individual to pitch multiple times in a single setting,
representing both multiple (if not conflicting then also not fully reconciled)
visions and goals.
After listening to many hundreds if not thousands of pitches, I found that
it would also not be unusual for a single pitch to range in its emphasis, from
product-centric to entrepreneur-centric to audience-centric. This means that a
pitch could variously emphasize a new product that was being built; the
entrepreneur himself; or the audience. Each kind of pitch played a different kind
of role technocratically as well as conceptually. It’s physical and material
instantiation had an impact, as did its role in sustaining order and promoting
change. This was an insight that eventually would support me to think through
how the differences in the pitch support a range of self-expression, and also
instantiate that self-expression differently in society – both how change occurs,
and what it looks like when enacted.
Based on the above, I thus began to see the ways in which the pitch
provides opportunity for self-expression as well as bears implications for the
group. Individuality says something about “who one is in relation to others
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(Spooner, 1986:227). Singularity of vision and self-expression therefore has an
important connection to the group, and the integration between and across
members. It represented both a ritual of segmentation and of consolidation
around new products, visions, and areas of opportunity. Countervailing forces –
self-expression and belonging – could be understood in the pitch as well, as I
would learn, in the organization of entrepreneurs in accelerators.

Fieldwork in Two Accelerators
Accelerators have galvanized both popular sentiment and capital. In
accelerators it has become possible to participate, in the same physical space,
even if for just a few months, with other individuals also pursuing their own
ventures. Explained one enthusiastic entrepreneur seeking entry, “We all want to
belong and are all trying to get tagged to the best and the most prestigious
accelerator. . . . [I]f we get into the best one, we have a better chance of
succeeding . . . [it’s] like getting into Penn or Harvard.” This is no less so than in
the entrepreneurial centers I visited in the U.S over the course of this project.17 In

To lay the groundwork for future potential research, but ultimately not included as part of this
project, there was also a period of participation with entrepreneurs in China, Israel, Korea, and
Russia. From the founders of the St. Petersburg–based University of Technology, Mechanics, and
Optics, for example, it was possible to learn that young students had minimal lectures, with the
rest of the time meant for them to focus on their start-ups. Over the past couple of years, the
trend had moved from taking “only students with ideas” to accepting ones with “some cash flow,
so they can sustain themselves.” As in the United States, the tension between short- and longterm “innovation” was pressing, with (as in China) a desire to move from “copying U.S.
innovation for short-term gain…to investing in long-term trends.” In Korea, by contrast, the
emphasis has been on government-supported entrepreneurship, starting with growing large
corporations such as Samsung and LG. There appeared to be a slow move from government
support and corporate emphasis in attracting entrepreneurs to the beginning of what was called
“disposable engineers” who will “have to find their careers.” In both countries, it was clear that
the growth in living standards was driving a search for wealth. One individual noted that “The
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my visits, I was able to speak with a single entrepreneur, to observe meetings to
between entrepreneurs on the same team or between members of different teams,
and to participate at social occasions, demo-days and business plan competitions.
However, it is in the sustained fieldwork I conducted in two accelerators over
nearly three years – with the Digital Catalyst Fund and the Education Design
Studio, where I gained some of the most robust data for this research.
In entrepreneurship, accelerators have gained popular appeal as places
that, by affording safety and support and fostering collaboration, enable
individual visions to develop and flourish. “There is now an accepted path,”
explained one entrepreneur about accelerators; “you do a program to develop an
idea. You forget that there are people who do it themselves. . . . There is an
illusion of a safety net.” Added another, “People want the structure. There is a
structure that drives down the ambiguity.” Opined an accelerator manager:
“People want to be told everything is okay. They want the physical space, the
camaraderie of not having to be a lone wolf entrepreneur.”
In financial terms, accelerators increase the operating and capital
efficiency of early-stage investments. Yet despite the efforts to compress
valuations, they have crept up: Between the commencement of fieldwork for this
project in 2012 and its conclusion in 2015, for example, accelerators attracted
sufficient capital that the average amount of equity investment per entrepreneur
grew from $25,000 to $100,000. This suggests new changes ahead, the direction of
which is unclear. Based in part on the continued increase in available capital, I
emergence of angel ventures from exit of first businesses is the ’first big tradition’ of the Korean
venture system.” Note that this crosses religious bearings – 50% in Korea are religious, an
estimated half Buddhist. “They just believe their thoughts” in the U.S.’ that is happening in Korea
too – quite enthusiastic and strongly trust they can be successful.”
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would consider it more likely that the number of new entrepreneurial entrants
will continue to rise.
Among other elements and reflecting the increase in the stakes,
accelerators standardize roles among individually imagined communities.
Individuals work side by side, but each works on his or her own venture. Even
when they were from different countries, raised in different cultures, and
working significantly different ventures, I found entrepreneurs in accelerators to
ask and answer questions increasingly within a common framework. The
mentoring of entrepreneurs with regard to growing their ventures and raising
successive rounds of capital also is associated with its own regularities of
interaction. This of course is consistent with a consumption framework that
suggests choice is reinforced by a return on effort, and that entrepreneurs and
their stakeholders will increasingly regularize and standardize creativity and
innovation to marshal the resources of others.
It is also interesting to note the ways in which the new venture as
commodity, inside the social life of accelerators, which includes timed
communications and consistency in the stated objective to raise capital, is
balanced by an asynchronous reciprocity that supports the community and a
sense of the new venture as inalienable. Thus I was able to observe both how
entrepreneurs were both participation with one another is at a fairly high level of
abstraction, and yet still engaged and interacting based on what was still thought
of as work, and of a new business creation which could ultimately could be sold.
In my involvement with the two accelerators in particular, I worked
alongside a wide range of dynamic individuals. I spent many late nights, in
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person and on the phone, conversing with many of the entrepreneurs I got to
know well in an effort to acquire a deeper understanding of the process of which
they were a part. Each often somehow seemed specific enough to seem
compelling while also sounding broad enough to communicate the possibility for
impact. The space was was one in which self-expression was being productized.
It was also one where new expressions were being generated with the possibility
for both long-term practical impact as well as change in the definition of small
group, including who was permitted to join (team members frequently changed),
the entrepreneurial accelerator of which the team was a member.

Inside the First Accelerator Where I Did my Fieldwork
I joined the first accelerator where I participated, the Digital Catalyst Fund,
starting in the late spring of 2012. The Digital Catalyst Fund’s founders and
advisors included a Romanian multi-millionaire who had privatized portions of
the media and transportation industries in Eastern Europe, the NYC-based
worldwide head of innovation for a leading advertising agency, a gymnast
Olympic Gold Medalist, a management professor from the University of
Bucharest, a U.K.-based Romanian entrepreneur, a Wharton entrepreneurship
professor involved in new venture innovation, and two U.S. entrepreneurs who
represented the accelerator’s first investment.
In addition to writing marketing materials, my role in the Digital Catalyst
Fund was to help fill the pipeline for the subsequent summer and fall by
selecting ventures to be funded at business plan competitions throughout the
United States. I organized focus groups on campuses, reviewed and assessed
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multiple rounds of submissions, and vetted entrepreneurs for admission to the
accelerator from around the world from my workplaces in (mostly) Philadelphia
but also in New York and Monte Carlo. I also counseled the entrepreneurs on
business tactics, was present at board meetings at which strategic decisions were
considered and taken, and interacted with and counseled the lead investor as
well as other shareholders.
The advertisement/invitation I wrote by request (reproduced below)
provided a window into the ways youth entrepreneurs are messaged and
attracted. As described in the invitation, the accelerator proposed to fund and
support U.S. youth entrepreneurs from schools with name-brand recognition
through an offer of $50,000 for 12% of a new venture’s equity. It is worth
considering that at the time this recruiting efforts was underway, the
accelerator’s chief claims to fame were a Bucharest mansion with a live-in cook
and pool table; a multi-millionaire funder who could provide access to a
network; and the promise of access to technical talent housed in the advertising
firm which was among the businesses owned by the funder.
Even as we messaged entrepreneurs with opportunities to express their
authenticity, I had the sense that the fund sponsors (the multi-millionaire and his
team) sought their own authenticity. In an effort to set up their own investment
vehicle rather than invest in an existing fund (where they likely would have
made more money), they reflected the same imperative as the entrepreneurs they
were recruiting.
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As part of my fieldwork at the Digital Catalyst Fund, I was also
responsible for writing press releases that would promote and help create the
brand internationally. Below are a few of these press releases. In some sense, the
business of building the business was as abstract as the businesses we were
trying to support, and the techniques not dissimilar. We variously built a brand
around a star, the gymnast Nadia Comaneci (“Romania New Hotbed for
Emerging Entrepreneurs”); a sense of competition and exclusion (“Summer Boot
Camp Focuses on Bringing Student Entrepreneurial Ventures to Life”); and
preferred access to scarce resources (“A Trove of Technical Talent Distinguishes
Entrepreneurial Incubator”).
Romania New Hotbed for Emerging Entrepreneurs
Bucharest, ROMANIA -- (June 7, 2012) – Capitalizing on the rapidly-growing Romanian
economy and the high level of software engineering talent available, the Digital Catalyst Fund
has announced a new chapter in the legacy of the country's entrepreneurial business
incubators.
“As Honorary Consul of Romania to the United States, but also as American citizen, my
role is double, trying to do everything I can for young people on both continents,” noted Nadia
Comaneci, Digital Catalyst Fund board member. “This project is a special one for me, being the
first that allows me to sustain at the same time the young Americans and Romanians and the
Romanian economy. Dreams will become reality helped by the Digital Catalyst Fund, the
business incubator in which I so much believe, and the Romanian economy will benefit from it.”
Marking the shift in the country’s rapidly growing economy, Digital Catalyst Fund
partners include a world-class board of international experts. These range from tech
professionals, academics, entrepreneurs and marketers. Founder Crisitian Burci has
pledged up to $1.5 million annually, plus 24/7access to state of the art physical
infrastructure.
By attracting entrepreneurs from the United States and Europe and connecting
them with leading tech teams in Romania, the Digital Catalyst Fund will help remove the
most significant hurdles facing start-ups -- finding CTO/tech partners and accessing low-cost development. Romania’s healthy and growing economy, access to technical talent, and
favorable tax treatment will help ensure that profitable entities result from the unique
combination of smart capital and multi-faceted talent.
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“This is the best of the old and the new Romania,” says Nadia Comaneci. “This is the
same Romania which has always seen great leaders and supported great achievement, and the
best of the new Romania which is now bringing the strength of the private market to catalyze
new forms of entrepreneurial growth. As an Olympic Gold Medalist, I was honored to be part of
the old Romania; today I am honored to be part of the new.”
Applications for entrepreneurs will close on July 15th. Ten startups will be selected by
August 1st and the boot camp in Romania will start one month later. The DCF will start its
second round of investments in ten new companies in Jan 2013.
Interested entrepreneurs apply online at www.digitalcatalystfund.com; email questions
to bootcamp@digitalcatalystfund.com.
Follow us on Twitter: @DCF_BootCamp

Summer Boot Camp Focuses on Bringing
Student Entrepreneurial Ventures to Life
Bucharest, ROMANIA (January 14, 2013) – The Digital Catalyst Fund formally announced
today that it is accepting applications to its start-up boot camp for student entrepreneurs.
This initiative represents a unique opportunity for student entrepreneurs to develop
their business and build a working prototype in a single summer– all expenses paid.
The value proposition is “simple but powerful,” in the words of one applicant.
Entrepreneurs receive $30,000 in technical talent, a cash stipend, and living expenses – a
package worth $50,000.
Entrepreneurs who are passionate about building new media ventures while still in
college are encouraged to apply. Student entrepreneurs who are selected will be fully
accommodated in a renovated mansion – including a live-in chef - in Bucharest from early June
to mid-August 2013.
The Digital Catalyst Fund is the ‘go to’ place for student entrepreneurs,” noted Zach
Davis of Stylitics, a Wharton Business Plan Competition winner of 2011 and a DCF portfolio
company. “This is an extraordinary opportunity to join a community of other like-minded
entrepreneurs, and to collaborate every day on making your business vision come to life.”
Applications to the boot camp should be submitted by February 15th. Decisions will be
announced by late March. Approximately ten teams will be selected in all.
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The Digital Catalyst Fund is a Bucharest-based venture capital fund focusing on new
media technologies and digital marketing. The Fund makes early stage investments into
companies with a full-time CEO, In addition to supporting the summer boot camp for student
entrepreneurs.
For more details and to apply, visit the Digital Catalyst Fund website,
www.digitalcatalstyfund.com

A Trove of Technical Talent Distinguishes
New Entrepreneurial Incubator

Bucharest, ROMANIA -- (June 13, 2012) – Romania's newest entrepreneurial incubator,
the Digital Catalyst Fund, has formally announced today the full range of technical talent it will
make available to the entrepreneurs it is sourcing from technology hotbeds in the United States
and Europe.
Resolving one of the toughest challenges for tech start-up companies, the Digital
Catalyst Fund has announced that it will provide two full-time technical people for every
entrepreneurial team selected to join the incubator in Romania.
In the words of Emi Gal, an Advisory Board member, Romanian entrepreneur, and the
CEO of Brainient, access to the level of technical talent that the Digital Catalyst Fund has
committed to providing, “is the difference between success and failure. Once entrepreneurs
have this type of support to turn their visions into reality -- and don't have the pressure to
fundraise in order to develop a prototype -- high-potential startups will now become possible,
more quickly and cheaply."
For the first time in the history of any incubator, Digital Catalyst Fund will also allow
each entrepreneur to select the leading member of their technical team, who will join him or
her full-time; the salary cost for the technical team will be fully covered. All members of this
technical team will have at least four years of experience in LAMP (including Linux, Apache,
MySQL, and PHP), as well as Java, or Ruby on Rails or Python and Django.
Business incubators have typically stressed the provision of office space, as well as of
secretarial and business advisory support. By providing 24/7 access to technical talent to
entrepreneurs selected for each three-month term, the Digital Catalyst Fund expects to help to
galvanize new entrepreneurial visions into material reality. “This is not about just one more
incubator program,” notes Gal. “This is the incubator that finally solves the problem – how to
connect an entrepreneur’s vision with the software and engineering technology talent that can
really make a difference.”
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Applications are being accepted from entrepreneurs worldwide now through July 15th.
Apply for the program at digitalcatalystfund.com. Applicants will be selected in early August for
an inaugural residential session that will start at summer’s end.
Follow us on Twitter: @DCF_BootCamp

From participating with the extended team at the Digital Catalyst Fund,
helping to recruit the entrepreneurs, and leading the internal strategy
development, a number of things became increasingly clear. First, I was able to
reject an early hypothesis that related the entrepreneurship I was observing to a
post-enlightenment egalitarianism associated with lower entry barriers for the
less educated. In fact, the entrepreneurs I was charged to recruit were extremely
educated, working in life sciences, energy, and transportation ventures, as well
as of course on-line apps. I was also able to reject the hypothesis that
entrepreneurs didn’t realize they were being diluted down, i.e., working hard for
years only to end up with very little of a new venture’s equity as venture capital
dollars flowed in. The entrepreneurs I was vetting and recruiting understood the
math well, but yet seemed intent to put their intellectual capital to work in order
to recruit others to their point of view. Finally, I was able to reject the early
hypothesis that entrepreneurs and investors somehow made a decision in favor
of entrepreneurship because they felt “lucky.”18

The word’s etymological root is believed to have entered English in the 15 th or 16th century via a
Low German dialect, in connection with gambling, as a noun associated with chance and fortune.
It was subsequently used as a verb, as in to “luck out” (i.e., succeed through luck), “luck into,”
and “luck upon,” for the first time in America in 1954, according to the Oxford English Dictionary
("luck, v." OED Online. Oxford University Press, December 2015. Web. 2 March 2016.). The
transformation suggested an agentive and individualized force linked to exception (Rescher,
1995:211-212). Building on this, in Something for Nothing: Luck in America, historian Jackson Lears
(2003:227) conceptualizes the mid-1950s emergence of luck linked to action as a countervailing
force against an ethos of control wherein “[t]he triumph of management intensified the allure of
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A related effort that sought to explain rising rates of entrepreneurship to
explored differences in entrepreneurship (relative to access and outcome)
between those who start historically less obviously scalable businesses vs. those
who lead intellectual property -based businesses that perhaps more reasonably
be expected to be sold or taken public. The idea was to link different kinds of
entrepreneurship to economic and social inclusion/exclusion including relative
change over time. Some insiders suggested that entrepreneurship, which had
once been a leveler of opportunity, was now selectively and differentially
accessible such that there were effectively two classes of citizenship, each of
which accessed entrepreneurship through different paths and for different
reasons, and which achieved markedly different results. In fact, this kind of
comparative analysis may have been useful, but early on it seemed as if the likely
conclusion, the identification of forms of exclusion based on race, gender, and
age, would not add much to the existing literature. A would-be study of the “dedemocratization of entrepreneurship” also seemed destined to start from an
ideological, rather than a more appropriately value-neutral, position.
A further preliminary effort explored the relationship between rising rates
of entrepreneurship and change in the source, allocation, and amount of capital.
Although the data confirmed increased capital availability including increased
government intervention in directing its allocation, it was unclear what this alone
accident.” However interesting, methodology based on belief in luck did not suggest an obvious
association with social change, as luck itself is random. It would be difficult, working within the
existing framework, to develop a methodology that would demonstrate that belief in luck had
changed, in some populations but not in others, in ways differentially associated with the
increase or change in the expression of entrepreneurship.
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might contribute to an explanation of qualitative or quantitative change in
participation. It was further deemed likely to be difficult to conceptualize from
this a phenomenon that could be investigated ethnographically.
My work at the Digital Catalyst Fund was just the beginning of what
would become nearly 3 years of fieldwork. To help bring to life the effort that a
deep look inside required, I have reproduced in table form below synthesized
material from the early entrepreneurs that were vetted for admission. It from
this overwhelmingly technocratic data that I initially started, and which I
traversed and ultimately conceptualized in my fieldwork and in the process of
writing.
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Digital Catalyst Fund, Preliminary Review of Applicants, 6 July 2012
Challenges/Opportunities

Recommendation (Pass, Hold, or Follow-up)

1. Fetcher: Aggregator of
Viral
social networks
Marketin
g
Solutions

Name

Company entrepreneurs seem to lack the business
(as well as technology) background that would
tend to make this audacious vision work. The
video was fun to watch but underlined the
entrepreneurs’ lack of sophistication.

2. Audio
Catch

Company has already generated $1,200 revenue
since launch 6 weeks ago. This equals 50 (micro
and large) transactions. Company also has 1,000
accounts that have been activated by artists. CEO
is a former Wharton student.

Pass. But it is interesting to note that news of the
DCF was picked up by a website, student
competitions.com. See
http://studentcompetitions.com/competitions/digit
al-catalyst-fund-2012
This site is one on which we should maintain our
presence (I will follow-up to do so).
Follow-up. Company management says it needs
developers. Tech developers would need experience
with JavaScript, PHP/mySQL, and other back-end
technologies that can interface with database
information of artists. Knowledge also required for
front-end/website.
Follow-up. Additional detail available at
https://dl.dropbox.com/u/2415746/Presentation_F
oooblr.pdf .

3. Foooblr

Value Proposition

Music/voice talent
intermediary.
Revenue model is a
listing fee for
buyers plus
revenue share.
Social media
solution for
football (soccer)
players

Current team seems smart and sophisticated.
Have thought past advertising as a revenue
stream and to focus on paid premium
subscription. Market has some competition (a
good thing); source of differentiation is in focus on
not simply the professional teams. Report >1,500
interaction and approximately 300 users form
mid-April to mid-June.
4. Vertequip Personal protective Company has different equipment types for
equipment to rope different types of infrastructure (bridges, towers).
access technicians Interesting perhaps, but not in our focus area.
5. PBX
Telecom

Cross-platform
mobile TV

Requires partnerships in telecom and faces
significant international competition and
requirement for new technology development if it
were to expand (current solution is focused on
Bulgarian market).
6. Weddvert Online platform for Company reports 82 wedding-related websites.
ise
wedding vendors
However, the relevance of the existing businesses
is not clear. The video also does not explain the
revenue model, which is stated as taking a global
leadership position in the wedding market.

Interesting for us to note how the “word is
spreading:” Referred by “Stefano Bernardi via
Facebook.”
Pass. Not close to our competence or interests.

Pass. Business is highly capital intensive to begin
with, made even more difficult by requirements of
moving to other technology infrastructures outside
of Bulgaria.
Hold: It should be fairly straightforward to find out
more about the Romanian-based CEO, and the
relevance of the current businesses. Referral source
is Bogdan Lordache (does anyone know him or the
CEO, Adrian Moga?).

Inside the Second Accelerator Where I Did my Fieldwork
In addition to my year participating and working with the Digital Catalyst
Fund, I spent an initial seven months at a second accelerator, The Education
Design Studio, Inc., (EDSi) (I later returned to EDSi and worked there for nearly
an additional year, concluding at about the time of this project’s final editing). At
EDSi, I assisted with the recruitment and training of entrepreneurs, interacted
with investors and led Board meeting presentations, and began the process of
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writing a Private Placement Memorandum (PPM) aimed at an additional $50
mm raise (the team already had $2.1 million under management).
The individuals and ventures I encountered when I first joined EDSi
included the following. In all these cases, the youth entrepreneurs, far from being
marginalized and excluded, appeared to have power greater than their size or
capitalization would have suggested possible. They spoke of being at a
crossroads, of seeking “access, interaction, and connection,” of gaining
information that was “customized, personal, and relevant,” and of “un-packing
the unknowns we don’t know.” They talked of a “shared willingness to change,”
their interest and commitment to “thought partnerships,” and acknowledged a
sense of shared urgency.
In Science and Action, French sociologist Bruno Latour explains that ritual
and interaction used ideologically can be associated with an underlying change
in values mobilized by groups with greater force than sheer size would suggest:
Specific interests maneuver rhetoric into action and replace existing goals, invent
new goals, invent new groups, and becoming indispensable. But this has not
been investigated ethnographically or from the perspective of the social
organization. In the social organization of EDSi and the larger organization of
which it was a part, the young entrepreneurs who incipiently embody this
included the following:




A young man based in China whose venture (Edumize) would facilitate
networking among Chinese students in the United States.
Two Harvard Graduate School of Education graduates engaged in a venture
(Propagate) intended to support reading comprehension in K-12.
A Philadelphia-based librarian pursuing a venture (Just Maybe Co) designed to
foster community by supporting classroom-sourced stories of shared experience.
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A NYC-based platform (Open Assembly) that enabled adjunct faculty to port
content between schools.
A Virginia-based company (Ed Connective) seeking to improve learning by
providing cost-effective feedback to teachers in urban classrooms.
A Philadelphia-based company (21st Century Brilliance) that offered technologyenriched guidance and counseling to urban high school students.
These entrepreneurs, and representatives of the identified platforms and
companies, met one weekend per month in Philadelphia, and weekly for an hour
or two online, in a structured curriculum developed by a Toronto-based group
and hosted on Google hangouts. This was a form of collaboration and collective
learning quite different from the entrepreneurship of national or corporate
expansion. The regular physical and virtual meetings among entrepreneurs
located in Texas, China, San Francisco, and Philadelphia evolved into a fluid
connection from which a broader network began to emerge. Facilitation of peerto-peer communication proved to be particularly beneficial. The curriculum I
used (below) was fairly standard– value proposition (what is it”), competitive
analysis (“how is it different”), and valuation (“how much is it worth and to
whom) – suggesting that its reported effectiveness was because of members’ role
in articulating co-presence in a larger community of belonging. I return to this
point in Chapter 7, as I consider the implications of new forms of organization
that deliver not their stated economic or education goals, but rather serve a set of
social functions that have not yet been articulated or widely understood.
The Education Design Studio afforded me a structured place in which to
observe the organization of entrepreneurs. Interestingly, while my research
work with EDSi began only 5 months after my work with the Digital Catalyst
Fund had ended, it was possible to see a slight change in new venture initiation
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consistent with a move away from product-centricity and towards audiencecentric ventures, i.e., away from products towards new businesses that
emphasize co-creation with individuals outside the team. As I describe below
and in Chapter 4, these audience-centric ventures are associated with change in
the nature of collaboration and in the creation of new groups whose responses
are ranked, aggregated, and then used to drive the formation of new groups and
new forms of content development. An example of this includes an entrepreneur
with a full-time job, and a background in mathematics and higher education,
along with his part-time software coder with another full-time job who works in
New York. At about the time of this writing, the entrepreneur was expecting to
trial his beta product with 100-member faculty across a number of universities
during the fall of 2015.
Another example of venture initiation from within an accelerator,
consistent with change in the nature of collaboration and the creation of new
groups, was a company that sought to change support for children and their
caretakers affected by Downs Syndrome. This company’s stated purpose was to
“Develop a virtual community that creates personalized learning based on a
member’s profiles and needs.” In this one sentence, it is possible to begin to see
beyond the stated “expert content,” the “online events,” and the “video-based
learning,” which I suggest here are product attributes. The entrepreneur often
led with statements such as “Our Community Speaks,” and “We Listened and
Engaged,” and “We Fostered Relationships.” These relationships, meant to create
“individualized” learning were between medical professionals, support agencies,
therapists, parents, early intervention specialists, teachers, siblings, and members
of the extended family.
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The point here is threefold: First, change such as is occurring can be
observed in accelerators. Second, the tension between differentiation and
integration is reflected in interaction (through the pitch) and organization (in the
accelerator). And finally, new ventures instantiate change by creating not just
new products, but new forms of collaboration. The new forms of collaboration
between people is amplified in the new forms of collaboration between groups.
The collaboration we are beginning to see is uneven, and in many cases is
and will continue to be preceded by fragmentation. As some of the preliminary
descriptions of the entrepreneurs illustrate, additional activity is associated with
the creation of more and different kinds of groups, and not just of new kinds of
collaboration. In the case of the accelerator EDSi itself, similarly, we see an
education-focused accelerator cut out from what was until recently a monolithic
accelerator movement.
In 2015, EDSi received nearly 200 applications for established as well as
“new idea” ventures from education-focused entrepreneurs the world over, a
first. The applicants, which I vetted, included individuals prepared to set aside
their lives to work on a platform that would facilitate the flow of capital between
private investors and student borrowers for post-secondary school students in
Indonesia. They also included the following: Proposed development of a web
application that would provide online education to Muslim women unable to
otherwise access content; development of an automated content solution that
would enable working professionals and students to create profiles, linking them
to recruiters in India; establishment of an India-only marketplace in which
students would add academic information and admissions forms, and access
information about colleges or courses; creation of an online summer bridge
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program to enhance the social and emotional development of first-generation
college students; development of shared facilities to serve as community centers
for students; establishment of a hub and incubator that would bring developing
people and nations together and inspire them to achievement; creation of an
online platform and associated series of conferences that would empower and
inspire youth by creating bite sized talks on ideas relevant to them; development
of a curriculum for African schools that promotes learning with technology
including peer collaboration; and creation of an online math curriculum for rural
Chinese high school students with otherwise low access. (Some of these are
described in a newsletter I wrote and produced for the accelerator, included as
Appendix 11).
My fieldwork in the second accelerator was longer and more involved
than in the first, and enabled to focus on the interaction and organization of
entrepreneurs. I came to observe the ways in which entrepreneurs, working in a
context of globalization where the imperative and opportunity to create oneself
has increased, seek both self-expression and a place to belong. Before I had even
sat down to distill all of my data, I was thus able to write the following notes to
myself:
 Entrepreneurs develop new ventures as a form of self-expression.
 Entrepreneurship helps explain change in the tension between differentiation
and integration.
 The pitch helps to promote both singularity and uniformity.
 The organization of the entrepreneur including in new accelerators, similarly
promotes structure yet supports individualized vision.
 The interaction of entrepreneurs (through pitches) and their organization
(through accelerators) may be acting as countervailing forces.
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I gained context for this fieldwork, and support to compare, contrast and
ultimately define my ethnographic object, initially by drawing on the over ten
years I spent leading an entrepreneurship practicum a top business school. The
easy and informal access I enjoyed acquainted me with the language of start-up
entrepreneurship and put me on the cutting edge of change in entrepreneurship.
It enabled to look penetratingly beyond the technocratic detail, and supported
me to able to discern contrasts that might have appeared opaque to a lessembedded observer. The practicum also afforded me the opportunity to consider
the formal and important informal roles of investors, grant funders, and state
officials. While at first I spoke to whomever I could, the individuals against
whose experiences I eventually vetted my hypotheses were not idiosyncratically
generated through my contacts (see Appendix 3).
The practicum also gave me wide access to entrepreneurs who differed by
social status. While the practicum overall served what was colloquially called
“the community” (mostly minority entrepreneurs), it also worked with what
were called “high growth” businesses. To serve these high-growth businesses,
top MBA students were competitively selected. The businesses were deemed to
be scaleable, meaning able to attract outside funding and have the potential to
grow to at least $20 mm in revenue (the benchmark minimum beneath which it is
difficult to sell a business). Not only were these scaleable businesses the ones I
knew best from my venture capital days, these were also the businesses that
seemed to be changing the most quickly. From 2004-20015, I watched them
morph from operations and financial services businesses to increasingly abstract
niche products and services based on new and emerging technologies. I also
observed the barriers to entry fall, as the costs associated with starting a business
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declined. Finally, I observed that we were not only serving business people but,
in addition and increasingly, the school’s own alumni. When combined with the
increase in the number of university students who themselves were seeking
service and support, the practicum increasingly became its own auto-catalytic
engine, drawing on students to serve students and alumni.

Interviews
I conducted many interviews during the early part of this research project.
These interviews focused on entrepreneurs, early-stage venture capital and
private equity investors, corporate investors, technologists, accelerator managers
and funders, public policy officials, researchers, and journalists.19 Among these
were representatives of Google Ventures, Intel Capital, Penn’s Dorm Room Fund,
DreamIt Ventures, Mass Challenge, Seed-DB, TechStars, the Kauffman
Foundation, and the Advanced Research Project Agency (Energy), among many
others in private equity investment, policy officials, accelerator managers and
investors, and individuals from corporate venture arms on the U.S. east and west
coasts. I also visited entrepreneurship faculty, practitioners, and university
stewards of innovation and entrepreneurship at Penn, Princeton, Yale, Columbia,
Drexel, and Philadelphia University.
I enjoyed wide access to a number of active entrepreneurs of all races, age,
industries, and levels of capitalization. From this I gained the opportunity to
Two-and-a-half years running an incubator-like organization and three years running an earlystage venture capital fund, although not undertaken specifically in support of the present
research project, nevertheless helped to inform an understanding of the underlying complexity of
the phenomenon under study.
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think deeply about what I was observing daily in the entrepreneurship
practicum I was leading. Related to the interviewing I was doing, I was able to
convene a conference “New Capital, New Rules,” in the fall of 2012. In it I
brought together representatives from the start-up community (General
Assembly CEO and founder Jake Schwartz), a key foundation (Diane Mulcahy,
director of Private Equity for The Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation), a
government entity that invests in energy ventures (Cheryl Martin, deputy
director, Advanced Research Projects Agency - Energy (ARPA-E)), academia
(Professor Eric Clemons, The Wharton School), and corporate venture capital
(Tom Marchok, director, Intel Capital). It generated informal press, which
brought together stakeholders from various part of the ecosystem, and gave me a
preliminary sense that there was a story whose details were worth exploring
further. As Clarke Hung told me in October of 2012:
With new money, new investment models, and new rules, it is clear that a
new VC paradigm is in the making. How this paradigm will play out
remains to be seen, but regardless of your starting point in this
conversation, rest assured that you are witnessing some of the most
fascinating structural changes of our time. (Clarke Hung, 2012)
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Source: Mitts, 2012

Focus Groups
Between December 2012 and July 2013, I organized three focus groups
with the objective of inquiring into the perspectives of youth entrepreneurs. A
summary of the individuals, and activities or ideas being pursued by the
individuals, is reproduced in part below. The individuals themselves were from
different academic backgrounds, levels of technology skill, and levels of interest
and commitment. For many, “building a business” was a little like joining a club,
albeit one whose rigors and requirements were not yet clear. These focus groups
informed my understanding of the overwhelming sense of optimism and
opportunity with which the entrepreneurs conceptualized their businesses and
themselves.
The suggestion of a potentially productive power in the innovation of the
individual under globalization must consider the possibility that the whole is just
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a form of “neutral hustling” or, potentially, worse. History is replete with
examples of the seduction of individuals into the role of human salve.20
Important recent work also reminds us of the ways in which the
phantasmagorical seduces those who may be, or feel themselves to be,
“disempowered, emasculated, disadvantaged” (Comaroff and Comaroff,
2001:27), or seduced as an expression of vulnerability and hope (Goodman, 1995;
Coronil, 1997). The line between choice and force creates a gap in which
vulnerable people always can be seduced (Horkheimer & Adorno, 1947). 21
However, and reinforcing my decision to focus on youth entrepreneurs as
representative of what was new, this was not consistent with the data I found. If
these entrepreneurs were in some sense being seduced, their material results did
not indicate this. They lived well, through their friends, their parents, investors,
and their network. While they did not often or always generate revenue, they
generated significant social capital for themselves, including the positive
signaling of belonging and the possibility to gain better employment than they
otherwise would have.
Summary of the activities being pursued by the individuals in one of the focus groups I organized

Vulnerability has recently been explored in the United States through lottery ticket sales and
the corrosive effects of a lottery economy linked to private-public complicity in American
gambling (Goodman, 1995). Ethnographic work among the Seminole Indians traces the impact of
the introduction of currency when trade is suddenly opened up to an insular community
(Cattelino, 2008).
21 In art and music, “spectacular high-tech forms” reflect a kind of propaganda, from the latin congregatio
de propaganda fide meaning “congregation for propagation of the faith.”
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Name
Alex Rattray
Dasha Zmachynskaya
Chibuzo Uche
Spriha Baruah
Ricky Hong
Richard Liu
William Chadsworth
Evan Rosenbaum
Drew Oros
Dias Gotama
Ryan Marschang
Chadwick Prichard
Christian Hung
Tommy Fu
Christopher Orsinger
Randy Rayess
Kevin Zhao
Pratham Mittal
Dan Shipper
Isaac Sukin
Alice Lee

Major
Wharton
Wharton
Env. Sci.
Math
Wharton / M.S. CIS
Bioengineering
Wharton / Sociology
Wharton
Supply Chain
Information Systems
M&T
Wharton
Wharton
MBA
Wharton
Wharton / M.S.
M&T
Pol. Sci & Systems Eng
Philosophy
Wharton
Wharton / CIS

Business
Description
EssaySafe Turns every employee's email signature into a centrally-controlled, unified marketing message for the
Idea stage Participatory, Interactive, and Curated Social Publishing Platform
Idea stage Improve the energy efficiency of the "cold chain" (vaccine delivery) by using power generated at cell
Idea stage Cloud-based platform that replaces pen and paper for in-class essays
Idea stage Flash deals to promote nonprofit donations. Also working on a natural "DreamWater" formula to help
UPennPost News aggregator
Groupon for Water access for international development
EKR Media Online virtual game (like SIMs) modeled on real-world cities and real-world civic engagement issues
Idea stage Analytics - currently for Traveler's Group
Idea stage E-waste project to be developed at Semester at Sea, also blogs about entrepreneurship scene at Penn State
UPennPost Coordinates lots of tech entrepreneurship events in Drexel
LemonLime iPhone add-on device to measure blood sugar & other critical health indicators for diabetics & other
Idea stage Pitched a pretty cool mobile advertising idea for VIP this semester
Energize the Something analytics related - has done analytics projects for Electronic Arts, Urban Outfitters, etc.
Idea stage Currently part of the Dorm Room Fund
VenturePact Designer who's worked for FourSquare, Microsoft, Nintendo, Coursekit, etc.
Idea stage Some social media thing that won a PennVention prize in 2011
VenturePact Online marketplace for Penn people to to buy, sell, or barter stuff
AirtimeforEm Online marketplace for Penn people to to buy, sell, or barter stuff
Idea stage VC for startups, but instead of money they build your tech product for you
Idea Stage VC for startups, but instead of money they build your tech product for you

Survey Data
In the spring of 2014, after I had completed approximately the first half of
my fieldwork, I drafted and deployed a survey to youth entrepreneurs, their
friends, and investors (see Appendix 9 and Appendix 10). This survey garnered
468 respondents by the spring of 2014. This helped elicit quantitative data in
support of entrepreneurship linked to a sense of identity (“a part of who I am”)
and sense of purpose among reasons for pursuing entrepreneurship. The survey
results by and large supported a conceptualization of youth entrepreneurs as
distinct from the pariah entrepreneurs of earlier generations. The interview, and
accompanying data, gave further support to the hypotheses I was testing as I
entered my second stage of fieldwork in the summer of 2014.
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Historical Research
My data was also built on the understanding I developed of the relevant
social-historical context. My understanding of the relevant historical and social
context developed over a period of years through a range of techniques that
drew on both qualitative and quantitative analysis. This included U.S.
entrepreneurship in the context of post 17th century European social change.
More narrowly, I focused on post-1950s modern globalization associated with
increased opportunities for the individual to create himself authentically in
society as traditional anchors become less relevant. I analyzed quantitative data I
generated based on the prevalence of U.S. entrepreneurship in relationship to
economic recession, and how it has changed over time. I also drew on data I
generated from U.S. census data of new venture success rates; change in the
amount and source of funding for entrepreneurship; and change and comparison
in the success of early stage venture investors. The qualitative historical data
also addressed legislative changes in support of new venture creation.
My historical analysis considered and attempted to inter-relate a number
of factors. These included globalization as the opportunity for individual choice
increases. It also included changes in labor patterns associated with
urbanization; advances in technology; increased amounts of available capital;
and entrepreneurship itself, defined as a phenomenon that absorbs the
challenges of its times in the gap between what is, and what is becoming. Adding
to the complexity, I found that each factor could be understood in multiple ways
and frequently even has countervailing effects. Note that this is less a comment
on an inchoate whole than a comment on the complexity of social change.
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U.S. texts (e.g., newspapers and magazines) dating to the mid-19th century
helped me develop a narrative arc. This primary data enabled me to delve into
and develop an appreciation for the shift from the agrarian to the knowledge
worker including, for example, change in the use and frequency of the phrase
“business plan.”22 It made it possible to trace as well the Land Grant College Act
of 1862, which supported application of the business plan to the improvement of
farm and crop production and helped prepare the then-growing nation to reap
the benefits of industrialization.23 It also made it possible to track change in the
organization of difference, initially recognized in race (e.g., the “negro in
business”) near the turn of the 20th century.24 It shed light on how collaboration
has changed qualitatively, as drawn from this early 20th century example
(Bleistein v. Donaldson Lithographing Co., 188 U.S. 239 (1903):
A business plan is tried in New York City and found to work out
successfully. The merchant does not keep his plan a secret. No, he fears no
man. He gives it up for the benefit of other merchants all over the country.
Men situated in a hundred places may read of the plan and conclude it is
just what they require to make their businesses successful. They have
searched in vain for just such a plan but were unsuccessful in finding it
until it was given light by him who first found it. (Edgar, 1909:462)

The historical research thus helped me conceptualize forms of integration and
collaboration across and between disciplines, people, and property rights over

I was able to find only two online references to “business plan” up until year-end 1841. There
are, by contrast, 755 online references between year-end 1841 and year-end 1899.
23 In 1890, Pennsylvania-born Quaker Alfred Kimsey Owen urged his so-called “integral
cooperation,” a “business plan to unite farm, factory and village in a stock company, where all
members are assisted to do what they are best fitted to do” (Owen, 1890:26).
24 Proceedings of the National Negro Business League, its first meeting held in Boston,
Massachusetts, August 23 and 24, 1900.
22
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time. It helped me compare historical expressions to those that today
accommodate new and often more abstract differences and similarities.
This was challenging because what seems relevant can change as the
question(s) become more sophisticated and deeper. My geographic focus also
changed over time, providing an overabundance of data until I ultimately
focused on the U.S. My segmentation of the data also changed, away from the
gender, race, amount of capital raised, and industry of the entrepreneur, to youth
entrepreneurs under the age of 32 with high opportunity cost (PhDs, MBAs, law
students, medical school students) when they started their ventures.
My research and data gathering drew heavily on the “para-ethnographic”
approach (Holmes and Marcus, 2005:33-57). The para-ethnographic appears to
be increasingly important for ethnographies that occur in technocratic cultures or
cultures of particular sorts of experts (e.g., financial services, in which observing
someone using Excel at a computer is not particularly informative of the
implications of changing the discount rate in a particular cell. In this case, it was
ultimately useful in segmenting the pitches being observed into data more
profound and useful for this analysis than that based on the industry that was
being contemplated or the product that was being developed. It was also useful
to conceptualize the work inside of accelerators. It was particularly important to
me, both at the outset and then increasingly over time, to generate hypotheses
and a way of understanding social change that was broader and richer than that
based on exclusion and marginalization.
It should be noted that among the goals was to explain entrepreneurship
as a function of and vehicle for social change rather than analyze it through the
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lens of culture or theories of marginalization. I have not looked at entrepreneurs
in their geographic or cultural contexts.25 For a summary of recent work I am
aware of in Anthropology on entrepreneurship, which provides useful contrast,
please see Appendix 6.26

Discussion
At the end of my fieldwork my additional preliminary conclusions were that
select forms of interaction by entrepreneurs appeared ritualized, providing a
standard way for everyone to interact. I understood that organization in
accelerators is among individuals who were otherwise unaffiliated and expected
to remain so (in this case, working on their own businesses), but who share in a
connection to a broad and expansive vision of the future. I also perceived that
entrepreneurs I studied, although others may once have appeared to be (and in
some areas still remain) “outside the system,” were nevertheless operating from
a position of relative strength rather than weakness, of power rather than
marginalization. The fieldwork began to suggest the many way self-expression
was taking on the mantle of work and in so doing becoming more replicable and
sustainable.

In anthropology, see Zenner (2000) A Global Community: The Jews from Aleppo, Syria, and papers
available in a NYC archive that remain a fascinating area of potential future research
(http://findingaids.cjh.org//WalterZenner02.html), particularly compelling to the author because
of personal roots in Aleppo. See also Ellen Oxfeld (1993), Blood, Sweat, and Mahjong: Family and
Enterprise in an Overseas Chinese Community, for a contemporary ethnography of the Hakka
Chinese in Calcutta.
26 As illustrated in the list of articles with “entrepreneurship” in the title from the Anthropology
Plus database for 2005-2013, ethnographic objects have been based in female entrepreneurship,
Korean immigrant entrepreneurship, women’s labor and entrepreneurship in Botswana, and
ethnic entrepreneurship among the Bedouin in Israel.
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I knew that the significance of any suggested change needed to be
considered carefully. Youth entrepreneurship, while it has caught the public
imagination, is quite small and generalizing from the specific is always fraught.
To think through the preliminary observations, an important part of my
methodology and data analysis therefore required care in coding the pitches I
had listened to, and care in explaining what was happening in the accelerators
beyond what I could see on the surface.
In Chapter 3 I discuss my theoretical framework. Chapter 4 provides a
deep dive into the interaction of entrepreneurs, and Chapter 5 provides a deep
look inside the accelerators in which they increasingly work. In Chapter 6 I focus
on relating my findings to broader social change. Chapter 7 concludes by
summarizing the discussion and identifying opportunities for further research.
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Chapter 3: Theoretical Foundation

“Just when we are in many ways moving to an ever greater validation of the sacredness
of the individual person, our capacity to imagine a social fabric that would hold
individuals together is vanishing. This is in part because of the fact that our ethical
individualism, deriving, as I have argued, from the Protestant religious tradition in
America, is linked to an economic individualism that, ironically, knows nothing of the
sacredness of the individual. Its only standard is money, and the only thing more sacred
than money is more money. What economic individualism destroys and what our kind of
religious individualism cannot restore is solidarity, a sense of being members of the same
body. In most other North Atlantic societies, including other Protestant societies, a
tradition of an established church, however secularized, provides some notion that we
are in this thing together, that we need each other, that our precious and unique selves
are not going to make it all alone.”
Robert N. Bellah, 2006:329

As Bellah helps to point out above, a project such as this one requires a
theoretical foundation by which to consider innovation by the individual, and
the relation of the individual to society during a period of tremendous
innovation.
The word innovation, from the Latin innovatio, for action, first came into
use in 1540 during a period of social change that began to accelerate during the
Renaissance. The end of religious wars (at least for the time) and emergence of
newly sovereign states brought about by the Peace of Westphalia in 1648
precipitated changes in spatial and temporal boundaries that interrupted what
had been naturally continuous. Concurrently, Protestantism reached a point at
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which individuals began to manage their own time. The introduction of the term
innovation at this time suggested greater possibility for difference in the in a
context which necessarily also sought sustainability.
Since the 19th century, when it became relatively more possible as well as
useful to systematically study the process of change, Anthropology has been
largely dominated by change and sustainability as it relates to interaction in
kinship system, local community, religious cosmology, and routine in tradition.
Each of these was intrinsically meaningful and met the imperative for reliable
interaction. The concept of time was cyclical, consistent with routine and
repetition to maintain equilibrium. Change that was examined referred not so
much to new opportunities as to the ostensible “disintegration of social
structures” (Radcliffe-Brown, 1952:183).
Within this context, I use a definition of innovation that is value-neutral,
as in “any thought, behavior, or thing that is new because it is qualitatively
different from existing forms . . . a comprehensive term covering all kinds of
mental constructs, whether they can be given sensible representation or not”
(Barnett, 1953:7).27 To contribute to a model of change, I seek to explain not
“disintegration,” but new forms of collaboration. What follows is a subset of the
theoretical data that contributed to my work.

I am also aware that innovation can be considered in the context of theories of risk and a reflexive
modernization whereby individuals are encouraged to adopt lower thresholds for things that
might or might not happen sometime in the future (Beck and Beck-Gernsheim, 2002).
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H.G. Barnett
As I considered innovation by the individual and change in collaboration
with the ethnographic data in mind, I turned to the work of H.G. Barnett. In
1953 American anthropologist H.G. Barnett defined innovation for a more
globalizing context as “any thought, behavior, or thing that is new because it is
qualitatively different from existing forms . . . a comprehensive term covering all
kinds of mental constructs, whether they can be given sensible representation or
not” (Barnett, 1953:7).28 Conjoined with the creation of the qualitatively new,
Barnett proposed a particular conceptualization of collaboration. Collaboration,
Barnett noted, “is not a natural phenomenon; it does not take inevitably or
haphazardly . . . there is more or less of it in different times and places and under
different societal conditions” (Barnett, 1953:43).
Barnett’s definition of innovation, of the qualitatively new, thus also
included collaboration that connects the individual to the group, including the
centrality of social conditions.29 This observation reinforced my search for
ethnographic data relative to how innovation and collaboration appear in social
interaction and organization. It also reinforced my search for data relative to the
ways in which continuity and change through institutions is reconciled with the
imperative for self-expression within structure.
This also represented a contrast to innovation as change in the means of production, as had
been emphasized in Schumpeterian economics (Schumpeter, 1933).
29 Barnett was not a technology determinist. However, he did note change in social conditions
brought on by technology such as the radio. This included W.F. Ogburn’s 1930s work tracing the
impact of the radio and the change it wrought on pastimes, such as sports. For research on social
and cultural change relative to the 150 effects of radio, see W.F. Ogburn and C.S. Gilfillan, “The
Influence of Invention and Discovery,” Recent Social Trends in the United States, New York:
McGraw Hill Book Company, 1933, Volume 1, p. 153. See also Ogburn and Nimkoff, A Handbook
of Sociology, London: Routledge & K. Paul, 1964.
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Victor Turner
Drawing in part on the work of Victor Turner, I define entrepreneurship
in the liminal space between regulating and establishing. I also define the
entrepreneur as straddling the worlds of “is” and “becoming.” These definitions
begin to lay a path to explain social change, between what is and what is
becoming. It is interesting to note that the definition of entrepreneurship I
suggest can be drawn almost implicitly from the range of historically
particularized definitions below. In these definitions, it is possible to see how the
definition of entrepreneurship has tended to absorb the specific challenges of its
times, but remained generally consistent in trying to capture both “what is” and
what will be.” We see in these definitions an entrepreneurship seized to
distribute resources from low to high productivity areas (Say, 1803) up to, today,
an entrepreneurship adopted in order to “play,” and “change the rules”
according to circumstance (Melucci, 1996).
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An institution that straddles continuity and change, entrepreneurship is a placeholder that
absorbs the challenges of its times

Turner’s work (and his work’s antecedent in Van Gennep) suggests the
liminal subjunctive “as if” of reality, the state of being on a threshold (Van
Gennep, 1958; Turner, 1977 [1969]: 95). The liminal state includes rituals and rites
of passage that are both indicators and vehicles of transition from one
sociocultural state and status to another. In the debate between agency and
structure, such rituals are tightly integrated into the social process even as they
are voluntary (Turner, 1977). In complex organization, change occurs apart from
central processes and in the margins in ways that are plural and fragmentary
until they are not.
The link between the regularities of interaction, the impact it has, and the
suggestion of control by forces somewhat outside the system contributes to a
model of change (Turner, 1977 [1969]). What it lacks is a way to think about
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change over time.30 Given the strengths and the relative shortcomings, the
opportunity this research takes is to build in part on Turner’s work to explain
one group of people and their institution in relation to specific forces of change,
and to examine resulting adaptations within a particular socio-historical
context.31

Frederik Barth
Frederick Barth imbued the entrepreneur with decision-making regarding
the forward allocation of resources, and therefore took an important step to
connect the human entrepreneur to social change (Barth, 1972).

Cognitive processes that are also social help to showcase transformation. Examples include the
suggestions of “framing” and “keying.” The latter is defined as the “set of conventions by which
a given activity, one already meaningful in terms of some primary framework, is transformed
into something patterned on the activity but seen by the participants to be something quite else”
(Goffman, 1974:43-44).
30

I would be remiss here if I did not note historical antecedent. In 1730, French merchant and
economist Richard Cantillon’s treatise on political economy offered what is considered one of
the first explicit theoretical contributions of modern entrepreneurship. Cantillon’s Essai Sur la
Nature du Commerce en Général conceptualized entrepreneurship in relation to foreign trade,
currency exchange, and economic growth. The third part of his treatise is significant for its
proposition that it was the function, not the person, of the entrepreneur that mattered. In
proposing that the function of the entrepreneur cut across occupations and the value chain from
production to distribution, Cantillon broke with convention in emphasizing the economic
function of the entrepreneur over his/her social status (Hebert and Link: 1989:42). This opened
the door for entrepreneurship as an expression of choice that would continue to grow over the
next several hundred years. Following Cantillon, in 1855, French economist Jean Baptiste Say
defined entrepreneurship as the act of combining factors of production. In doing so Say refined
the distinction “entrepreneurial” skill as determining the wealth and growth of a nation’s
economy. This appears to be among the first times in modern history that entrepreneurship was
tied to geographic expansion through the competitive differentiation of the nation-state.
According to Say, “The term entrepreneur is difficult to render in English; the corresponding word,
undertaker, being already appropriated to a limited sense. It signifies… the person who takes upon
himself the immediate responsibility, risk, and conduct of a concern of industry, whether upon his
31

own or a borrowed capital. For want of a better word, it will be rendered into English by the term
adventurer (Say, 1803:128).
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Barth further suggested that the entrepreneur, in leading in the
establishment of new groups, contributes to a cumulative process of change as
others follow. 32 I therefore draw on Barth for his contribution to our understanding
of the importance of thinking through process as it relates to change and stability. 33
Barth’s model, however, was not a model of change that considered the productive
tension of opposing forces. Barth also did not consider that tension in a social
context where the pressure on the individual to create him/herself is, as it is today,
very high. For this I turned to the grid-group framework proposed by Mary Douglas,
below.

Mary Douglas
The work of Mary Douglas was useful to my work in a number of ways.
The consumption framework she developed with Isherwood (1996 [1979])
forced to the forefront of my work the questions of why and how resources are
being channeled, the rituals which accompany that allocation, and the changes
in organization at a micro and macro level which ensue. Harkening as far
back as to Malinowki and the significance of representations of larger
collectivities, anchored from one material object, in driving individual action
(Malinowski, 1922),
Douglas helps explain the ways and results in which individual takes
part through interaction in the classification scheme whose discriminations

In economics, the reallocation of resources (labor and time) by laborers and consumers
differentially able to reap the marginal rewards of action that returns the economy to equilibrium
was proposed by Nobel Laureate T.W. Schutz (1980) [1932]). Research on laborers and
consumers differentially able to perceive opportunity was also conducted by Israel Kirzner.
(Kirzner, 1985).
33 As noted in the introduction to his 1972 work in Norway, “We may recognize processes which
are fundamental to questions of social stability and change” (Barth, 1972:3).
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s/he is helping to establish. Building on but giving a social framework to
Garbriel Tarde’s essentially psychologically-based insight that political power
depends on inventiveness and the ability to launch inventions and get them
widely accepted (Tarde, 1899), Douglas’s work also gave early insight into the
ways in which individuals elicit consensuses to gain control, by being present
at other people’s consumption rituals (Douglas and Isherwood, 1996
[1979]:xxii), such as during the pitch.
Douglas also builds on the seminal work of Frederick Knight, who led
the 20th century discussion on consumption as at the front-end of a process of
production and exchange. As Knight noted,
“When we consider that productive activity takes up the larger part of the
waking lives of the great mass of mankind, it is surely not to be assumed
without investigation or inquiry that production is a means only, a
necessary evil, a sacrifice made for the sake of some good…We are
impelled to look for ends in the economic process itself, and to give
thoughtful consideration to the possibilities for participation in economic
activity as a sphere of self-expression and creative achievement” (Knight,
1935:51).
This is in contrast to in contrast to consumption as materialism
including consumption as things we buy to represent ourselves (Sennett,
1977); goods as a way to reflect and surreptitiously maintain class distinction
(Bourdieu, 2010 [1979]); or goods linked to the using up and squandering of
resources (Miller, 2001).
Following from this, the definition of consumption used here is “that
area of social relations in which transactions are made freely…constrained by
nothing but perception of [one’s] own intentions” (Douglas and Isherwood,
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1996 [1979]:100), placing choice for a good as part of a larger symbolic system
linked to social change, at the front-end of a process of production and
exchange. As Douglas notes, “Consumption uses judgements in the fluid
processes of classifying persons and events”…the individual uses
consumption to say something about himself, about the kind of universe he is
in… “Goods make and maintain social relationships ….a “nonverbal medium
for the human creative faculty” (Douglas and Isherwood, 1996 [1979]:40-41).
This is of course an area where Spooner has opined:
“As complexity increases, the social order becomes less constraining.
There is more need for choice, and the individual’s need for selfexpression is given free rein. But individuality is expressed through choice
in the material world . . . the use of objects in the material world, to say
something about who one is in relation to others. Authenticity, though
stated in terms of objects, bears implications about the person” (Spooner,
1986:226-227).
I also drew insight into the process of social change from the fourquadrant, “grid-group” typology developed by Douglas and Wildavsky (1982),
and its adaptation below. The grid-group typology is based on degree of social
differentiation between groups and intensity of within-group membership.
The framework supports analysis of how individuals, and individuals within
groups, are sustained in opposition to other groups, which is to say relative to
the broader social context of which they are all a part (Douglas and Wildavsky,
1982).
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This adaptation to the Douglas grid-group typology suggests increased opportunities for
singularization within the individualist quadrant as well as the need for integration for
sustainability in opposition to alternative quadrants.

Among the purposes of drawing on the grid-group typology is to draw
attention to the individualist (bottom left) quadrant. The colored dots in the
individualist quadrant are not part of the original typology. They are used
here to emphasize the ways in which the individualist capitalist economy is
associated with competition to express choice, and the assumption that
competition to express choice will continue to increase under globalization.
The multi-colored dots therefore are used to indicate increased opportunities
for differentiation within the quadrant, implicitly along with pressure for
integration. Sustainability is inferred in the tension between opposing forces,
including in self-expression and in the formal structure which channels that
expression. It also includes sustainability in the tension between physical
space which compresses and creates tight circles of belonging, and time which
is used to imagine a singular and individuated future.
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Notably among the unique contributions of this framework is the ways in
which it reframes the issue in economic anthropology of the commodity vs. the
gift. Thus it is worth briefly noting that the question here is not that of the
objectification of creative labor in work (Miller, 2001), or the ways in which the
commodity is singularized only to become recommodified in trade through
commodity pathway diversions which accelerate during periods of rapid change
(Appadurai, 2005 [1986]). Rather, it is about the channeling of resources and the
re-allocative power of originality in marking rituals which exclude and have the
power to create new groups. Competition in a 21st century economy thus drives
both standardization and diversification to control information goods, mark
membership and make divisions and, as Douglas further points out, create scale
economies in order to be relevant in a process of change. This helps to explain,
ahead of the ethnographic data which follows, how the ways in which the social
context relates to how a consumption good enters into the fulfillment of the
individual’s objectives, and the kind of social environment is being generated by
that consumption behavior.
To summarize the discussion to this point, innovation is considered as
the value-neutral introduction of the qualitatively new, which is recognized to
vary under different social conditions. Social change and transformation is
considered partly in the liminal space of becoming. It is also considered for
the importance of how change through process can lead to or support stability.
Social change, finally, is considered for the countervailing forces between
differentiation and integration. Below I turn to a discussion of the theorists
who contributed to my ability to use the ethnographic data to explain the
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relationship between innovation by the individual and the transformation of
society.

A.F.C. Wallace

To consider social change in its ethnographic detail, I consider specific
rituals, or more precisely “ritualized activities” – and specifically the pitch -associated with entrepreneurship. This is based on my proposition that the pitch,
with which entrepreneurs initiate new venture creation, can fulfill the role of
ritual in a secular society (Wallace, 1966). As Wallace has noted: “In
contemporary industrial societies, secular organizations can and do make use of
the same ritual processes for inducing the same kinds of transformations of state
as religion traditionally has done” (1966:264).
Drawing further on this starting point, my theoretical framework includes
the ways in which certain regularities of interaction create and sustain order as
forms of social control, salvation, and revitalization. Rituals of ideology reflect
the need for people to do what they are supposed to do. Rituals of salvation
relate to the development and maintenance of “star” reputations, an “ambivalent”
glamour that is both valuable and dangerous. Rituals of revitalization relate to
change in the processes associated with how the system is maintained, leading
eventually to a new structure and a new steady state. In ethnographic work,
these were eventually found to correspond, respectively, to product-centric,
entrepreneur-centric, and audience-centric pitches.
The ways in which the pitch as ritualized activity promotes innovation
and yet provides sustainability and replicability has been one of the theoretical
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foundations for this project. In the pitch it is possible to observe how
entrepreneurs and investors are led to new venture creation that is based in
ideological alignment. In the pitch is also possible to observe the ways in which
goals and values that may have appeared dissonant are analyzed and recombined in new structures (Wallace, 1966:211). The pitch conceived of as a
ritualized activity has also been useful to explain how differentiation at a micro
level supports integration at a broader level.

Roy Rappaport
I have followed anthropologist Roy Rappaport, recognized for
contributions in the areas of ritual and the relationship between a group’s culture
and economy. This includes differences in ritual based on the role they play in
maintain the social whole. Rappaport’s first level, “low-order meaning,”
answers the question “what is it?” but not “what does it mean?” His second level,
“middle-order meaning,” links realms of experience and focuses on emotional
resonances.. The third level, “high-order meaning,” is grounded in unity, the
“the radical identification of unification of self with other.”
Building on Rappaport’s work, I designated or matched low-order rituals
to pitches that maintains efficiency. I matched middle-order rituals as associated
with salvation to pitches that support the emergence of star personalities. Finally,
I matched high-order rituals associated with revitalization to pitches associated
with the unification of self and other (Rappaport, 1999:70-74).
This taxonomy enabled the ritualized activities of entrepreneurs to be
differentiated with respect to use, meaning, and value. It was useful therefore to
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establish not just hierarchy but possibilities for their integration (Rappaport,
1999:71).

W. Richard Scott

W. Richard Scott’s work was useful for the suggestion that the stability of
institutions can support systematic change. For example, Scott has observed that
even as “institutions function to provide stability and order, they themselves
undergo change, both incremental and revolutionary:”
Institutions impose restrictions by defining legal, moral, and cultural
boundaries, distinguishing between acceptable and unacceptable
behavior. But it is equally important to recognize that institutions also
support and empower activities and actors. Institutions provide
stimulus, guidelines, and resources for acting as well as prohibitions and
constraints on action. (Scott, 2014:58)
Scott has further proposed that institutional change rests on three informal
“pillars.” These pillars are the regulative, representing what is legally sanctioned,
normative, representing what is morally governed, and cognitive-cultural,
representing what is culturally supported.
Following Scott’s schema, the logic of the regulative pillar is that
individuals craft rules and laws they believe will advance their interests to gain
the attendant benefits or avoid costs (Scott: 2014:62). The informal dimension of
the normative pillar suggests not rules and law, but “standards and expectations
that become internalized and can constrain as well as empower social action”
(Scott, 2014:64). The cultural pillar, finally, is defined as shared assumptions and
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the socially mediated construction of a common framework of meanings that
provides a logic for action (Scott, 2014:60-70).
I eventually mapped Scott’s suggestion of a cultural pillar to “microglobalization,” the impact of which is to standardize relations in physical space.
I mapped Scott’s suggestion of a normative pillar to a kind of “magical thinking,”
the impact of which is to singularize an individual’s vision in time. I mapped the
cultural pillar to what I termed specifically “pop-up” entrepreneurship, the
impact of which is to capture the subjectivity of duration, a differential present
which is “the present not as a guarantee of full and complete presence but rather
as expression of the ongoing slippage of presence [… ] a complex present that
often gives the impression of immediacy but is in fact as multifaceted assemblage
of different durations at micro and macro levels” (Murphie, 2007:123-124)
Scott’s work emphasizes the critically significant informal dimension.
Thinking about structural change in relation to change in interaction has tended
to draw on Weber’s concept of a multiplicity of processes of rationality (practical,
theoretical, formal, and substantive) (Weber, 1922) under conditions of
industrialization and bureaucratization.34 Where Weber’s work tends to neglect
the ways in which action in formal organization is subject to informal norms and
embedded in interpersonal relations, the informal dimension is a powerful
indicator of what is changing (and how things are changing). This is something
initially best explored and re-explored by Granovetter, who applied the concept
of embeddedness to demonstrate how economic exchanges are affected by social
This has had important implications for our understanding of how action becomes established
as socio-cultural processes rather than expressed in fragmented realities. An important associated
insights was rationalization processes can take place in each arena independently from the others
and at their own rates (Kalberg, 1980:1145, 1148).
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ties and individual agency even in ‘business’ embedded in networks of strong
personal relations including by individuals in long-term continuing relationships.
This includes promoting not just opportunities but promotion of the occurrence
of new cohesive phenomenon (Granovetter, 1973; Granovetter, 1983; 219)). Of
course, the informal link to action can be challenging to see – suggesting both
rich opportunity to explain how change is occurring as well as risk of
misinterpretation.

A Model of Social Change
To conceptualize some of the changes I propose in this research is, as
noted earlier, to consider the juxtaposition or overlap of conscious selection for
initially low or unpaid forms of work with casualization or informalization of
that work.35 This framework can be useful for the adaptation it represents in the
introduction of a new segment, as well as the adaptations within that segment. It
can also be useful to consider change as heterogeneity continues to grow at the
system level, accompanied by micro-level differentiation at the individual level
under globalization (Luhmann, 2008 [1993]). It is too early to know how these
adaptations will be used or whether these adaptations are a safety valve needed
to preserve order as the system overall becomes more rigid.

The several

definitions of the word “heterarchy” help frame some of the alternatives. Coined
in 1945 by neurophysiologist Warren S. McCulloch, the word heterarchy
originally referred to the outcome of an untried choice, one where authority is
determined by knowledge and function, whereby “Circularities in preference
Formal organization is defined as “a system of action in which relations among actors are
highly constrained by the social structure” (Coleman, 1990:426).
35
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instead of indicating inconsistencies, actually demonstrate consistencies of a
higher order than has been dreamed of in our philosophy” (McCulloch,
1945:85).36 The term heterarchy, however, has also been tapped to suggest not
productive circularities but the risk of units in a network “without the system as
a whole imposing an organizational schema” (Luhmann, 2008 [1993]:184-185).
The two seemingly opposing interpretations would appear to bring us to a
crossroads: One, a network distinguished by consistencies of a higher order vs.,
alternatively, one of new forms of risk, under governance by a metaphorical
alien.37 The literature of at least the last hundred years has tended somewhat
towards the latter, by turns suggesting an inchoate or rigidly bureaucratic whole
in the modern evolution of society.
Standing on the proposed precipice, this project seizes the opportunity,
based on ethnographic participant-observation data, to interrogate social change
as opportunities for self-expression grow, and to examine entrepreneurship as an
expression of innovation defined by the emergence of new groups that support
new forms of collaboration. These are associated with forms of interaction and
collaboration that order differentiation and integration in new ways, and they
have not previously been explored or documented ethnographically. Chapters 4
and 5 therefore provides this supporting detail.

To the definition of heterarchy, a team writing at the intersection of computer science and
biology added a “form of organization resembling a network….an authority determined by
knowledge and function” (Von Goldammer, Paul, and Newbury, 1993:1).
37 From the Greek origin of the word, “heteros” (the other, the alien...) and “archein” (to reign, to
govern...), i.e., under the governance of an alien.
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Chapter 6 relates the detail to a discussion of the forces of social change
principally since the 1950s in the U.S. Chapter 7 provides a summary of key
findings and identifies some of the opportunities for further research.
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Chapter 4: Innovation of and by the Individual

“I decided three weeks ago, after my summer internships, that I was going to work on
this idea. At the end of November I will have a prototype and business plan ready, which
gives me like two months to do it. Then I’ll pitch and raise money in December. In
January we’ll start talking to VCs and accelerators.”
24 Year-Old Entrepreneur, preparing to pitch, October 2012

In this chapter I present ethnographic detail associated with the selfexpression of the entrepreneur in interaction during “the pitch.” The pitch is
significant for the ways in which it marks the entrepreneur’s attempt at passage
into belonging. Pitches are almost exclusively delivered orally and can change
fluidly, even from day to day, as to product definition, goals, and vision. They
are formulaic as to structure, even as the content is highly individuated. By
examining the pitch and relating its ethnographic expression to a conceptual
framework, I have been able to interrelate different expressions of one ritualized
activity to change in one group, and the relation of that group to change in
society over time.
I address the pitch in qualitative terms. However, it is also important to
note that pitches have grown substantially in number over the last several years.
“Demo days,” the generalized name for forums where entrepreneurs go to pitch,
virtually did not exist until 2005; by 2012, multiple demo days were flourishing
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in over 350 accelerators worldwide. Business plan competitions have also
expanded in number. While business plan competitions numbered an estimated
40-50 in 2000, they had risen to over 330 in 2006 (Leffel and Hallum, 2008).38

A note on the opacity of pitches
As additional background, it is useful to provide examples submitted by
entrepreneurs to judges in order to obtain just the opportunity to pitch. Although
it is nearly impossible to make deep distinctions based on these types of written
submissions or “pre-pitches,” perceived differences among them are a practical
determinant of who will be permitted to formally participate. The need to detect
subtle distinctions in entrepreneurs’ pitches, and to relate to a broader
framework from which meaning might be extracted, has been one of the
opportunities and challenges of this project.

WRITTEN “PRE-PITCHES,” FALL 2013- SPRING 2014
THIS APP TEXTS 911 WITH PERTINENT INFORMATION AND CALLS 911 VIA SPEAKERPHONE IN THE EVENT
THE USER IS IN ANAPHYLACTIC SHOCK AND MAY LOSE CONSCIOUSNESS BEFORE HELP ARRIVES.
THIS MEDICAL ALERT SYSTEM ASSISTS WITH TRIAGE AND DISPATCH OF MEDICAL SERVICES – "UBER” MEETS
HEALTH CARE. USERS PROVIDE PATIENT INFO AND PHOTOS OF THE SCENE WHILE BEING GIVEN AN ETA OF
HELP. MEDICAL TEAM RECEIVES INFO AND NAVIGATION TO THE LOCATION.
THIS MAKES ECHOLOCATION EASIER TO LEARN AND TO USE FOR BLIND PEOPLE. IT EMITS A RECORDED
PATTERN OF ULTRASOUND, AND RECEIVES THE ECHOES, WHICH ARE CONVERTED TO AUDIBLE SOUND THAT
IS PLAYED IN EARPHONES.

38

According to data published by The Enterprise Institute, yearly introductions of new business plan
competitions began to increase at an average growth rate of 22 percent from 2004 to 2009 (Ross and Byrd,
2011).
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FOR THE EMERGING MARKET TO VERIFY THE AUTHENTICATION OF MEDICATION USING QR CODES, THIS
PROVIDES HEALTH INFORMATION BASED ON USER PROFILES. ALSO ALLOWS USERS TO KEEP TRACK OF
THEIR PRESCRIPTION USAGE AND LOCATE LEGITIMATE PHARMACIES.
THE APP WILL CONSIST OF AN INTERACTIVE, ANIMATED GAME THAT PROMOTES HEALTHY FOOD CHOICES
AMONG CHILDREN WITH AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDERS (ASD).
THIS AFFORDS PATIENTS IN HEALTHCARE SETTINGS THE OPPORTUNITY TO IMPROVE KNOWLEDGE OF THEIR
CONDITIONS, HELPS MOTIVATE THEM TOWARDS BEHAVIOR CHANGE, AND IMPROVES THE THERAPEUTIC
ALLIANCE. APP CONTENT IS CUSTOMIZABLE FOR EACH PATIENT.
THIS HIGHLY INTERACTIVE, NON-LINEAR, POINT-OF-CARE SOLUTION PROVIDING CLINICAL DECISION
SUPPORT FOR HEALTHCARE PROVIDERS IN THE DELIVERY OF POST-CARDIAC ARREST TARGETED
TEMPERATURE MANAGEMENT (TTM) IS FITTED WITH 3D ANIMATIONS, SHORT VIDEOS, TEXT, AND
CLINICAL CALCULATORS TO ASSIST PROVIDERS AT THE BEDSIDE.
THIS IS BI-DIRECTIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL AND CLINICAL DECISION SUPPORT FOR HEALTHCARE WORKERS
IN RURAL CLINICS TO IDENTIFY AND INITIATE APPROPRIATE TREATMENT FOR DIARRHEA, SEPSIS, AND
PNEUMONIA.
ENABLES USERS TO 1) SCAN THEIR BARCODE TO CAPTURE PRODUCT INFORMATION WHILE BROWSING INSTORE, 2) DEVELOP A WISH LIST CONSISTING OF THESE PRODUCTS, AND 3) PUBLISH THE WISH LIST ON
SOCIAL MEDIA LIKE FACEBOOK AND TWITTER, IN LONG-TERM, BACK-END INTEGRATION WITH RETAILERS
WILL ENABLE REAL-TIME PUSH OF PRICING AND AVAILABILITY INFORMATION.

Unpacking the pitch: The pitch as a ritualized activity
The pitch is significant for the ways in which it marks attempts at passage
into belonging. To begin to explain the pitch given the significance of its role in
initiation, I examined the pitches of youth entrepreneurship as rituals or
ritualized activity. I drew on AFC Wallace’s suggestion of corporate
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organization filling the role once held by religious belief and ritual (Wallace,
1966).39 As Wallace has noted,
…Contemporary industrial societies secular organizations can and do
make use of the same ritual processes for inducing the same kinds of
transformations of state as religion traditionally has done” (Wallace,
1966:264).
Examining the pitch in secular society as analog to ritual proved useful in
examining the pitch in interaction. This included the pitch as a vehicle of selfexpression, as well as its role relative to change in society. I use the term
“ritualized activity” to discuss the pitch (rather than “ritual”) because ritual
refers to an action that is repeated to the point where it becomes by nature
repetitive (Spooner, 2009:1; Wallace, 1966). Ritualized activity by contrast
suggests that an activity, while it may be common, is not yet naturally repetitive.
While the analog between pitches and rituals of religions is not complete, it is
useful.
Following Wallace’s insight, I examined the pitches associated with
entrepreneurship among youth today for the ways in which they create and
sustain order as forms of social control or ideology; salvation; and revitalization.
I also drew on Rappaport’s suggestion of three levels of meaning involved in
ritual (Rappaport, 1999:70-74). I parsed the pitches as primarily low-order or

As Wallace concludes in Religion (1966) was that: “It should be evident, then, that in
contemporary industrial societies secular organizations can and do make use of the same ritual
processes for inducing the same kinds of transformations of state as religion traditionally has
done” (Wallace, 1966:264).
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“product-centric;” middle-order or “entrepreneur-centric;” or high-order
“audience-centric.”40
The framework I came to develop built on the observation of product,
entrepreneur, and audience -centric pitches, and their analogs in rituals of
ideology, salvation, and revitalization. The segmentation became operationally
useful as a way to think about the process and outcome by which change occurs,
including in both differentiation and collaboration at a micro and macro level.
As Rappaport has noted, “…the hierarchy is “not only one of subjectivity but
also of integration” (Rappaport, 1999:73).

The Framework
The framework I developed, as illustrated in the table below, matched the
product-centric pitch to rituals of ideology. Product-centric pitches instantiate a
specific innovation. At a macro level, they tend to support concrete types of
change within structure. The entrepreneur-centric pitch, matched to rituals of
salvation, supports star power. At a macro level, entrepreneur-centric pitches
reflect the ambivalence of a society that at once seeks to encourage change but
prefers to keep it at a distance. The audience-centric pitch, matched to rituals of
revitalization, provides a way to think collectively about lots of ideas that,

40

Rappaport suggests three levels of meaning involved in ritual, which are useful here
(Rappaport, 1999:70-74). The first, “low-order meaning,” answers the question “what is it,” but
doesn’t answer “what does it mean.” “Middle-order meaning” links realms of experience and
focuses on emotional resonances. Finally, “high-order meaning is grounded in unity, the “the
radical identification of unification of self with other” (Rappaport, 1999:71).
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ultimately, have to be decomposed and reabsorbed as new. Audience-centric
pitches have the possibility to help lead to a new steady state.

Rituals of Ideology, Salvation, and Revitalization Variously Observed as
Product-centric, Entrepreneur-centric, and Audience-centric Pitches

As above, considered singly and together, pitches became a way to explain the
range of self-expression of the entrepreneur in social terms. The pitch is thus a
mechanism by which the individual can express his or her authenticity, and also
a mechanism by which to understand the innovation in society over time. As it
becomes increasingly ritualized, the pitch becomes a mechanism of both of
change and sustainability. Along the way, it has the possibility to lead to a new
steady state in how difference is organized.
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The synchronic use of many types of pitches at one time challenges
Wallace’s description of sequence in the rituals of religion. This absence of rigid
sequence has implication for both the range of individual self-expression and the
range in society’s response to innovation, and adds to the complexity of modern
social change. At the same time, the percentage of audience-centric pitches
suggests a shift towards new forms of collaboration between entrepreneurial
ventures, and between entrepreneurial groups and their stakeholders.

The Product-Centric Pitch

Product-centric pitches emphasize driving efficiency into the system, both
for entrepreneurs and investors. They represented about 80% of the pitches I
heard. Observes Wallace with respect to the needs of both sides:
[T]he aim is manifest: to ensure that the members of the society enter
into, and remain constantly in, a state of readiness to respond with
culturally appropriate behavior in circumstances of importance to
society. The transformation is conservative; it aims to standardize, to
replace in the new generation the growth process of the last, to correct
the minor wobbles and strayings, the rents and tears, to which the
social structure is subjected by the vicissitudes of time. Its goal is to make
people want to do what they have to do.41 (Wallace, 1966:138)
Product-centric pitches reflect how entrepreneurs perceive their possibilities, the
range of choices they can make, and speaks also to their reluctance to assume
risk. Explained one, “When you say there is a formula for success, people can
believe that . . . even if it is a pseudo structure. They make it feel like a formula
for success, that you have a higher chance.”

41

Italics added.
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Despite perceptions of safety, entrepreneurs associated with productcentric pitches interestingly had low expectations of permanence. As one
entrepreneur reflected in a moment of insight, “People [like us] want the
structure. It’s the 3 month entrepreneur: There is a structure that drives down the
ambiguity. People are comforted by the structure [regardless of how long it
lasts], there is a path they can take they can understand.” Product-centric pitches
thus provide an opportunity for society to work out differences in instrumental
ways, to get everyone “to line up.” Examples of product-centric pitches of
ideology follow below.
Product-Centric Pitches of Ideology

“We created `Charge-It Spot’ so that you’re never in the position of having
your cell phone die in the middle of an important conversation. How it works
is that there are lockers in all the important places in airports and in your
school and in your offices so that your phone is fully charged all the time.”

“Temper Touch is a digital watch that helps doctors and nurses record their
patients’ temperatures faster. All they have to do is put their finder on the
watch here and it records their temperature and updates their medical
records. The key benefits are (1) it provides instant information, (2) it provides
better communication, and (3) it reduces the cost of getting patients’
temperatures because it’s reusable and hygienic and completely safe for all
patients to use.”

“Hi, I’m Isaac, and I’m here with my company Surity, and we are
revolutionizing the way individuals can support 3D printing. What our
company offers are parts already compatible with existing manufacturing
systems. We are making 3D printing an integrated part of the production
process, which will bring this technology to both large and small companies in
a cost effective way.”
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In some of the same ways as product-centric pitches provide a measure of
security for entrepreneurs, they serve the instrumental and risk-aversion ends of
investors as well. For investors, product-centric pitches facilitate the process of
identifying potential winners. “It’s a game of numbers,” observed a veteran startup investor. “We get them to participate by telling them they want to
participate. . . . Well, that’s the Kool-Aid they want.” Given the economic
demand of capital to generate attractive returns, it is not surprising that
ritualized activity, such as pitches, have emerged to provide order get
entrepreneurs “to do what they need to do.”
Product-centric pitches thus meet the need of youth entrepreneurs for
order and standardization in a way that also particularly meets the needs of
capital to generate attractive returns. As one investor summarized the use of the
pitch by the investor, “We get entrepreneurs to line up…they line up to get in
because it is a club. I used to have to put $3-$5 million into a company to turn
the first card or two over. Now I can put in $25,000, and turn over a lot of cards.”
Notably, in my work observing product-centric pitches, I did not see
much data to support the suggestion of a “ressentiment,” whereby seeming nonconformists are isolated to maintain the status quo (Kierkegaard, 1846). Even
among product-centric entrepreneurs, where instrumentality runs high, the
youth entrepreneurs observed for this project experienced and represented
“exclusion” as a place others wanted to be. Theirs was reified as a “new way of
being,” celebrated, averred one entrepreneur, because “we have access and
means to create our own thing.”
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Note that this is not to say that product-centric entrepreneurs are not held
out of the system in ways I couldn’t perceive. What I can say is that being “out”
now appears to have become so valorized it is now almost “in.” Product-centric
pitches themselves tend not to generate transformative collaboration. However,
their very presence creates change in the emergence of new groups, and in the
integration of those groups into society.

The Entrepreneur-Centric Pitch

Another set of pitches I observed were entrepreneur-centric. These
represented approximately 10% of the total. These pitches explicitly connected
to a unique individual. Everything these entrepreneurs did, including how they
dressed, was because they wanted to be seen as tied to their brand. Examples
sounded like this:

Entrepreneur-centric Pitches of Salvation

“Hi, I’m Katlyn Grasso. I’m a senior at the Wharton school and I’m passionate
about female empowerment, which has led me to create GenHeration. If
people say `Katlyn Grasso,’ I want GenHeration to be the first thing associated
with my name.”

“We’re Max and Sarah and our company, Fun Magazine, provides easy to
use toys to kids with special needs. The reason we decided to create this
company is that we each have siblings that have problems that make it harder
for them to find toys they will enjoy. Our parents often found that it was very
expensive to purchase the toys they needed that were safe and entertaining
for our siblings and their friends to play with. That led us to decide to develop
Fun Mag, which is the number one source of safe and affordable toys for kids
with special needs.”
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“A family member of mine has diabetes and I realized it‘s always a problem
for them to go to restaurants and order healthy foods to eat with their
families. That’s why I created this app called Diabetic Alert, where people type
in the restaurant name they’re eating at and it will pull up the healthiest
options for their diet. I think it’s important that customers are safe, and also
that diabetics around the world can enjoy a wider variety of restaurants.”
Entrepreneur-centric pitches such as these tend to signal change in entrepreneurs
who own and control highly specialized knowledge. They can amplify and
accelerate, through reification of the individual, the development of “star”
reputations. By analog this type of pitch has been characterized as a
kind of ambivalent glamour . . . both valuable and dangerous. . . . The role
is celebrated every day and every night in movies, television, plays, and
comic strips. . . . [The entrepreneur is] urge[d] to do the rituals of science
for a fee in money, honor or special privilege. . . . (Wallace, 1966:208).

Entrepreneur-centric pitches reflect change in the one-time power
relationship between owners who provide capital and employees who provide
labor. Wallace notes by analog to the rituals of salvation that the principal use to
the community is less technical value than “a kind of psychological lightning rod,
a channel for the displacement of the ambivalences of his public” (Wallace,
1966:20).
Bending towards change but resisting it, the public as reflected in the star
personality gets to keep encroaching change away. The businesses I observed
based on star personalities did more to sway people by emotion than lead to
meaningful contribution based substantively on the businesses they were
building. A number of entrepreneurs also observed in this change the
coincidence of the need and opportunity for individuals to produce themselves
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in original ways specifically in ways that provide recognition. Explained one,
“There is a new structure that is emerging . . . the productization of
entrepreneurship and the productization of the network is what is new. Now
there are programs.” These programs, in accelerators, are examined in Chapter 5.
As with pitches, they provide not just recognition but, in that recognition, the
aggregation and re-representation of new forms of difference.

The Audience-centric Pitch

Pitches which are linked to rituals of revitalization are distinguished by
interaction with the audience that guides the presentation and the essence of
what is being conveyed. They represent about 10% of total pitches delivered in
the course of the project, and appear to be growing.
Audience-centric pitches are molded by audience participation. These
type of pitches are dynamic and are created in real time. These pitches are
directed at solving what is posed as a general problem and helping to shift
values. They are less about a specific idea than about a way to think collectively
about lots of ideas that, ultimately, have to be decomposed and reabsorbed as
new. Like rituals of revitalization, they may slowly emerge as a process. They
can occur in societies or groups in societies, and are understood to emerge under
conditions of unpredictability and high variance (Wallace, 1966:211). The whole
(or any semblance thereof) becomes fractured in the process of rebuilding.
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Audience-centric Pitches of Revitalization
“The entrepreneur asks the crowd: `What are some problems you face when
you try to buy a new car?’ Audience replies: `I don't have enough time.’ ‘There
are too many options.’ `It is hard to get an honest opinion from the
dealership.’ The entrepreneur responds: `What if I told you that there is a
revolutionary new service called car concierge that will address all of these
problems? Through this new app, you can search for a car at your convenience
and get instant feedback from our industry experts. It's all about YOU!’”

“Since you’re all students going to school in the city, what are some of the
problems you face using public transportation? Audience answers: `No central
place with all the travel options available.’ `I don’t know where the
transportation stops are.’ `It's difficult to access all the different departure
time schedules.’ Entrepreneur says: `Well, that’s why we created Travel
Tips.com, which is a centralized location for all the travel options in the city. In
the morning when you visit our site, you can enter the times you are looking to
travel and destination times, and it will send alerts of all the options at that
time straight to your phone so you can easily access all the different services.”

“Why is it so hard to study for standardized tests? Audience answers:
`There’s too much material to cover in a short amount of time.’ ‘Test prep
courses are too expensive for our parents.’ `We don’t have enough time to
study with the hours we dedicate to school.’ Entrepreneur responds: `Well,
that’s why we created Words on the Go, which is an app that you can
download on your phone so when you read daily news publications it
highlights all the SAT words in the article. This product answers all the
problems you just mentioned. It’s free, you can learn a lot of words in just an
hour, and it’s convenient by bringing studying right to your hand. Download
Words on the Go today!”
Although they continue to account for but a small percent of all pitches,
audience-centric pitches represent localized responses that, in the aggregate, are
beginning to emerge as a global movement. Among the core transformations, as
Wallace notes, occurs if the “the movement is able to capture . . . the adherence of
a substantial proportion of a local population . . . [and] obtain internal social
conformity without destructive coercion” (Wallace, 1966:162). At the same time,
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adherence must grow over time as innovation grows into new forms of order
and new forms for integration.

The table below does not show the suggested

movement over time, but provides detail as to the synchronic uses of the pitch
including the relationship of each type of pitch to time, sustainability, underlying
values and goals, and function in society.
The Pitch as Ritualized Activity Supports Both Innovation and Sustainability

The
Pitch

Product-Centric
Pitches of
Ideology

Entrepreneur-Centric
Pitches of Salvation

“We created
`Charge-It Spot’
so that your cell
phone never dies
in the middle of
an important
conversation.”

“Hi, I’m Katlyn Grasso.
I’m a senior at the
Wharton school and I’m
passionate about female
empowerment, which has
led me to create
GenHeration.”* (Name used
by permission.)

Team
Member
s

Several
members, highly
fluid but
connected.

One leader, with helpers
who work on assigned
piece parts.

Relation
to Time

Change at a
moment in time,
within a
framework of
stability

Relationship to change is
ambivalent –
entrepreneur is both a
star and excluded and
held outside

AudienceCentric
Pitches of
Revitalizatio
n
The
entrepreneur
asks the
crow: “What
are some
problems
when you try
to buy a new
car?” What if
I told you
there is a
great new
service that
will address
all these
problems?
It's all about
YOU!
Amorphous just try to get
as many
people on
board to do
things as
possible.
Change
happens
through a
process with
the audience,
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Expectat
ion of
Sustaina
bility

Low – the
product centric
pitch is the
expression of an
idea that
balances
instrumental
needs
Entrepreneurs
chase whatever
appears hot,
partly to meet
instrumental
needs of capital.

Commitment to
sustainability in the
expression of the
entrepreneur

Percent
Function

80%
Promotes
sentiments and
action that
maintain and
support
efficiency.
Matches the
human search for
resolution to
mobilization by
capital for
instrumental
ends.

10%
Encourages the
entrepreneur to lapse
into an alternate identity
that is a “kind of
ambivalent glamour . . .
both valuable and
dangerous.”

Index of
Change
in Power
Relation
ship

Entrepreneurs
are kept “doing
what they have
to do,” as are
investors.

Some entrepreneurs
become stars, reflecting
the ambivalence of
society with respect to
change

Values
and
Goals

Self-expression and selffulfillment.

affecting both
the
substantive
outcome and
the
relationship
between
members.
Sustainability
is gained in
shared
understandin
g as
adherence
grows
To find
validation as
part of a
larger group
that adapts
and engages
with goals.
10%
Leads to a
new steady
state in “a
“process by
which
cultural
materials
that have
hitherto
appeared to
the members
of a society as
dissonant are
analyzed and
combined
into a new
structure.”
Entrepreneur
leading a
conversation
not @
specific idea
but to think
collectively
about many
ideas.
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The mapping of the pitch onto rituals of ideology, salvation, and
revitalization helped interrelate different expressions of one ritualized activity to
change in one group and the relation of that one group to society over time.
At a micro level, I found that where product-centric pitches of ideology
support change in the support of new products or services, they essentially meet
instrumental needs, supporting change within a construct of sustainability.
Entrepreneur-centric pitches, by contrast, have a kind of ambivalent relationship
to change – the entrepreneur is at once valorized but not, a lightning rod for all
that is good and bad about change. Audience-centric pitches of revitalization,
finally, support change through a process with the audience, affecting both the
substantive outcome and the relationship between members.
The pitch not only supports innovation in the self-expression of the
entrepreneur, but change in society. This occurs through process (in the
replicability and repetition of the pitch); through change in the process (towards
audience-centricity, supporting new forms of collaboration); and through
different results, i.e., substantive outcome. Below I consider change in the
process associated with revitalization, specifically as it relates to the audiencecentric pitch, in order to address the pitch more deeply relative to what is
changing in society.

The Pitch in Broader Social Context
The process of revitalization, according to Wallace, includes the
articulation of new goals following the seeming disorder created by too much
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information. It also includes processes of conversion, routinization, and the
creation of shared myths. It depends on an absence of coercion, and therefore
relies on an associated economic system that appears to work (Wallace, 1966:159163). These factors are interesting to unpack and to test against the ethnographic
data.
With respect to the premise of an economic system “that appears to work,”
this was assessed as a social vs. economic phenomenon among the entrepreneurs
I met. The entrepreneurs were less focused on material outcome than failure as
its own reward, a sign of lessons learned and an imprimatur of success. As one
put it, “There is almost that pedigree that comes with failing. You’re able to tell a
better story than if you didn’t try at all.” An example I saw replicated many
times over was that of the entrepreneur who raises $25,000 to launch a venture
that ultimately fails, losing the investment but gaining experience potentially
valuable for professional advancement. Loss was recognized as material
evidence of a seat at the table, that is, of being a “player.” As one put it, “There is
almost that pedigree that comes with failing. You’re able to tell a better story
than if you didn’t try at all.”
The internal logic of failure recast as success is reinforced by the general
perception of the wide availability of capital. A 20-year old entrepreneur
followed over the course of two years communicated the following assessment of
the perceived imbalance between her venture and a potential capital investment:
“A $50,000 grant . . . is really not that much. They would want me to
change things. You can go to a venture fund or an angel and not change
things . . . so much. If [it] were $10 million . . . well, then it might make
sense.”
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“We are, noted one leading academic “At a contemporary moment …where
everyone thinks they are going to win.” What was once considered menial or
“part-time” work has been reframed, as one entrepreneur put it, as “the celebrity
component of success.”
Pitches specifically were viewed as opportunities for the otherwise lone
entrepreneur to gain recognition and an audience, both in person and in the
popular imagination. Entrepreneurs spoke with confident expectation of “getting
to meet people I would have no access to.” Across their differences, pitches were
often marked by recognition and applause, creating a collective effervescence of
belonging, the sense that it was “newly acceptable to chase your dreams.”
Among the implication for a revitalization movement is to recognize the ways in
which the antecedent assumption (success) has been recast in social terms. In
Chapter 6, I present detail associated with the ways this shift has been abetted by
change in the sources and amount (increase) of available capital.
In addition to an economic system that appears to work as a condition
supporting revitalization, Wallace suggests the importance of shared myths.
Success, as we have seen above, has been recast. But another myth that attracts
conversion is that entrepreneurs have power greater than their size would
suggest. This, too, needs to be unpacked, as the size of the group is global in this
case, not the collection of a few sets of entrepreneurs. The myth or illusion of
power is thus a bit fraught. The practical implication is less for continued
conversion than the vulnerability the myth creates for manipulation. The root
cause of course is not power inconsistent with size, but an increase in the
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imperative for the individual to create himself, followed by the countervailing
search for safety and security under globalization.
Finally, Wallace suggests the importance of routinization to a process of
revitalization. As the pitch becomes increasingly ritualized, it leads to the
formation of new groups and new pathways for integration. Among the
interesting questions is the rate of change, as the rate of splintering or speciation
might well exceed the rate at which consolidation can occur.
Survey data I collected in the course of this research reinforce the
imperative for choice in a knowledge-based economy. As one small measure,
75% of youth entrepreneurs and their friends who responded to a survey I
deployed during the spring of 2014 agreed most with the statement that being an
entrepreneur is “part of who I am” as opposed to “something I will do for a
while.” As the range and diversity of new relationships individuals can enter
and opportunities open to them increases, this sense of “who I am” becomes
instantiated in new businesses.
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Entrepreneurs distinguished entrepreneurship overwhelmingly as "Part of who I am."

Source: Mitts, 2014

Discussion
In 1835 Alexis de Tocqueville offered the observation that democracy is an
essentially individualist institution that is maintained through each person’s
conscious and intentional division of his sovereignty (Tocqueville [1835] ed. and
trans., Mayer and Lawrence. 1969:82). The challenge is that with a rise in the
conditions of equality each individual thinks himself a “self-made man,” but that
the basis for active participation is eroded and aggregated, usually into a form of
bureaucracy.
In this chapter, by contrast, I present ethnographic detail associated with
the self-expression of the entrepreneur. I find that the basis for active
participation has developed in qualitatively different ways than what might have
been forecast a few hundred years ago. I build on observations of the selfexpression of entrepreneurs in regularities or ritualized activity referred to as
“the pitch.” I find analog to the ways in which religious rituals provide order
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and also support transformation as entrepreneurship as a vehicle of selfexpression becomes both more common as well as sustainable through the
formal organization of work.
The product-centric pitches of entrepreneurship, interpreted as a form of
social control or ideology, reinforce identity and promote sentiments and action
consistent with maintaining and supporting efficiency. Entrepreneur-centric
pitches, interpreted as a form of salvation, exhibit such internal contradictions as
creating star personalities and fostering new forms of exclusion. Audiencecentric pitches effect an underlying shift in values.
The pitches are interrogated to see how they are used, how they stabilize
the whole in different ways, and how fragmentary work attains the value of a
collective statement. Expressed as a ritualized activity that may become a
movement, pitches as associated with revitalization in particular reflect change
in the integration of the knowledge and capabilities of individuals. The result is
change in values by which a network of relations is maintained, and the potential
to generate a new steady state.
I conclude by noting the ways in which innovation by the individual,
within a framework which supports continuity and replicability, represents both
the opportunity for individual expression (the innovation of the self, by the self)
as well as the outcome of that expression. This suggests the emergence of new
opportunities for integration and collaboration including, with increasing
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complexity, an increase in the number of small groups and in the ways in which
they maintain order in different and multiple ways at once.42
In Chapter 7 I began to examine the vulnerability we all share relative to
who mobilizes ritualized action and towards what ends it is reconsolidated and
towards what goals, as part of a discussion on potential future work that
addresses ongoing speciation. Such vulnerability can be associated with what
Bell has called a “panoptic legibility” or “view from nowhere” (Dourish and Bell,
2014:193-194). First, I turn below to a discussion of accelerators as part of the
transformation of society.

Elsewhere, Bohannan (1995) has suggested that ”action chains,” defined as interactions across
borders that generate meaning for the participants, become their own forms of innovation.
Acceptance—critically, a move away from the individual to the sum of individual choices—
engenders new tradition or cultural loss (Bohannan, 1995:103-104). But while useful, Bohannan’s
work, falls short of the possibilities for social change educed by multiple, even conflicting, forces
including those of a group with power greater than its size or apparent success would suggest.
42
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Chapter 5: The Transformation of Society

“There is now an accepted path, you do a program to develop an idea. We are all trying
to get tagged to the best and the most prestigious accelerator. . . We all want to belong.
You forget that there are people who do it themselves.”
Youth Entrepreneur, Summer 2013

In Chapter 3 I showed data to support the proposition that the pitch is a
form of ritualized activity that provides structure and form at initiation, and that
it also supports replicability and scalability. In the audience-centric pitch, we
also saw that the pitch is a form of interaction that supports collaboration and the
integration of differences. It can function as a vehicle of social change as
individuals are able to participate in co-creation considered as both process and
outcome.
To bring the discussion forward, the specific details I use to ground this
ethnographic discussion builds on the following. First, there has been an
increase in the number of start-ups driven in part by declining technology costs
and consequent reduced capital requirements (these factors are elaborated
further in Chapter 6). Second, pressure on investors has resulted in the need for a
more efficient vetting process. Third, accelerators have emerged as filters that
impose a short, focused process that introduces competition among
entrepreneurs and increases overall transparency. Finally, venture capital funds
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responding to change in regulation in state funding, and seeking to increase their
return on investment, have partnered with accelerators, Deal flow becomes more
systematic. A three-month competitive process helps to identify likely winners.
More broadly, it is impossible to know how and if the changes we are
witnessing will become generalized, and how social change will continue to
interact with change in the amount and allocation of capital. To address this
among other questions, it is first necessary to define and explain the changes that
are occurring in the organization of entrepreneurship, seen principally through
the lens of accelerators in which youth entrepreneurs increasingly work.

Informal Change through Regulative, Normative and Cultural Pathways
My analysis builds on the suggestion that that institutions43 exhibit both
stabilizing properties as well as informal pillars that can be associated with
transformation (Scott, 2014). These pillars are the regulative, representing what is
legally sanctioned, normative, representing what is morally governed, and
cognitive-cultural, representing what is culturally supported. Tracing these
pillars in entrepreneurship was useful to help explain informal shifts, standards,
and expectations.
In the discussion below I examine what I call micro-globalization, as an
element of the regulative pillar. This includes the local and physical instantiation
of individuals connected through a similar outlook and global vision for what
they can achieve, and whose abstract ideas are afforded security in physically
43

Institution is defined here as “foundation elements of the social contexts in which formal
organizations are embedded” (Babba, Blomberg, LaBond, and Adams, in Caulkins and Jordan,
2012:76).
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circumspect organization. The specific impact of micro-globalization is to
consolidate in space in ways that accommodate difference while supporting
collaboration.
I also examine what I call magical thinking, an element of the normative
pillar. I defined it here for the ways in which it supports individualized ways of
thinking in time, as by valorizing and magnifying individual expression. Magical
thinking can be experienced multi-directionally between entrepreneurs and
investors. In some circles, magical thinking has become its own autocatalytic new
normal, in between religion and science.
Finally, I examine what I term pop-up entrepreneurship, as an element of
the cultural pillar. It highlights individual subjectivity, between time and space,
expressed in sustainability. Pop-up entrepreneurship, as a function of social
change, reflects the reification of the short-lived and fleeting, as a vehicle for
social change fosters faster rates of socially, rather than culturally mediated,
interaction.
To the extent that the above are happening within a broader social context,
as discussed in detail in Chapter 6, it is reasonable to imagine that corresponding
adaptations may soon appear elsewhere. This suggests new subjectivities, and
opportunities to explore an elaborated understanding of what is changing to
assure that reconciliation of new forms of difference is productive.
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The Cultural Pillar and Micro-Globalization

Individuals in accelerators are often put through their paces in lock step,
doing the same thing (e.g., practicing pitches, attending mentoring sessions) at
the same time. A proposed right way to do each thing is consistently modeled
and reinforced, and formulaic answers are expected to stock questions like
“What is your market size?” and “What would you do with an
investment? ”Demo days” occur when pitches are presented to large numbers of
organized attendees. Such events, noted one accelerator participant, “force
people to get ready . . . and teach “metrics that will be relevant in that defined
time period.”
In this context, micro-globalization is construed to include the local and
physical instantiation of individuals connected through a similar outlook, a
global vision for what they can achieve, and abstract ideas afforded security
through the creation of new walls. Its function is to consolidate in space and
provide security and belonging to ventures which otherwise tend to abstraction.
Spatial transformation have been explored elsewhere in connection with
the concept of micro-geographies. Geographer Allen Pred’s (1986:6) work in
southern Sweden emphasizes observable features in landscapes and regional
geographies and considers place to always involve “appropriation and
transformation of space and nature.” Place as a social construction has also been
addressed through the concept of “multilocality,” which has proved useful for
conceptualizing identity formation as related to the construction of place,
exploring not the ways in which people are connected, but the ways in which
they don’t stay put (Rodman, 1992).
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Another conceptualization that elucidate the shift in spatial
transformation includes “glocalization.” This describes products and services
(such as McDonalds’ fries) that are local (“glocal”) in terms of operating
imperative and impact, but global in spirit (Robertson, 1994). Sassen has
identified corporate dominance that has led to cities being referred to as global
spaces (Sassen, 1998; 2002). Elsewhere, the transnational spaces created by
people moving across boundaries has been identified (Ong, 1996), as well as the
concept of “trans-local spaces,” the connections of which to the global are bound
not by space or place, but by connections between people as through marriage
(Appadurai, 1996).
Under what I suggest of micro-globalization, by contrast to the above,
accelerators instantiate new conceptions and experiences of space that begin with
the people inside, for whom the physical co-presence of abstract ways of
thinking is important to the creation of a sense of permanence. Although
criticized by analog as a potential form of exclusion (e.g., Weizman, 2007; Brown,
2010),44 the walls created by accelerators are viewed favorably by many of their
inhabitants. “People are comforted by the structure; there is a path they can take
they can understand,” remarked one accelerator participant. “In accelerators,”
maintained another, “you can visualize your success and you can imagine
yourself there.” One of the entrepreneurs I encountered in my fieldwork noted
poignantly, “There's a kind of a humility that everybody has here which is ‘we
don't know.’ It's a time of extraordinary experimentation.”

New walls,” Wendy Brown has written, “often function theatrically, projecting power and
efficaciousness that they do not have and cannot exercise . . . and that they performatively
contradict” (Brown, 2010:25).
44
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Given the challenge of creating meaning amid increasing opportunities for
choice, accelerators provide “something between” the public and the private. In
contemporary terms, urban geography professor Don Mitchell (Nir, NYT, Jan 28,
2014, A1) has called this “a right to be, a right to be visible.” The following photo
of hints at some of the change in the physical space of work. In the photo, the
“white thing” on top of the table was explained to me as mimicking the effect of
being in a tent or a cave.
Prototype, Steelcase R&D Lab

Source: Mitts, 2014

Whereas the challenge posed by globalization derives from individuals
increasingly coming into contact with others not like themselves, that posed by
micro-globalization refers to groups of like-minded individuals, affirmatively
seeking greater contact with others just like themselves. This framework suggests
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this is occurring on a dimension novel for never before having been considered a
basis of similarity, namely, the singular individual, the authentic self.
Where globalization has raised questions of increasing inequality, microglobalization suggests that the basis for establishing equality is spatially and
temporally compressed, benchmarked within one’s most proximate cohort in
psychic or physical co-location. Where globalization has spawned increased
demand for general rights, micro-globalization suggests not rights but
expectations seized by small groups or individuals. These exhibit continuity
that includes a “consciousness of kind and a strong sentiment of exclusiveness”
(Evans-Pritchard 1969:123). It also includes new notions of time, in cycles (e.g.,
demo days) and change in the structural time of relations.
The framework for sustainability is unclear. As suggested in the plasma
screen signage reproduced below, the entrepreneurial group in the accelerator is
often reinforced based on success with respect to the amount of capital raised. “It
all becomes a numbers game,” observed an insider on the investor side. ”If
you’re going to play the numbers . . . you have to have the numbers, you have to
get the volume.”
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As signaled by investors, successful capital accumulation communicates
participation, progress, and permanence.

Source: Mitts, Mass Challenge, 2013

However, there is a difference between the investor, for whom time is associated
with financial return, and the entrepreneur, for whom time is measured in
belonging, asynchronous reciprocity, and the structural time of relations. This
sense of belonging, and of reinforcement in belonging, is recounted by this
entrepreneur who worked as part of an accelerator for several months.
It's . . . kind of a beautiful problem . . . that we're in sort of a brand new
world. I really am attracted to people and to places and to programs and
ideas in which we accept that. I won't walk into a room, even a room full
of investors, and say I've got the answer. That is like crazy. I don't have
the answer. I have a willingness to experiment and a love of the problem.
That's what I have. These people share the same thing with me, and
together we learn. It's like your family. You're making something together.
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The impact of micro-globalization, is thus at once to instantiate the virtual
in the particular and the local and to provide a framework for repetition and
sustainability. It suggests just the standardizing influence of space, but also
implicitly the singularizing influence of time, as the individual accepts the
imperative to create himself or herself in authentic ways.

The Normative Pillar and Magical Thinking

In countervailing force to new forms of collective expression in space,
elements of the normative pillar represent expectations, and singularize
expression in the forward-looking construction of possibility in time. Whereas
micro-globalization considers proximity and safety in common goals, new
standards and norms associated with singularized ways of thinking are
valorized by increased choice under globalization. Such ways of thinking are
further amplified by the virtual and abstract nature of new venture creation,
engendering a singularization that acts as countervailing force to the search for
belonging in physical space.
In contemporary Anthropology, Richard Shweder has recently
investigated magical thinking to thinking specifically about personality; he
defines magical thinking as the absence of a distinction between resemblance and
contingency, an “expression of a universal disinclination of normal adults to
draw correlational lessons from their experience, coupled with a universal
inclination to seek symbolic and meaningful connections (likenesses) among
objects and events” (Shweder, 637:1977). While judgments about personality are
not the focus of this project, that project similarly investigated what the
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organization of symbolic systems reveals and about the inclinations of the
human mind, the influence of those systems on those who use them, and the
ways in which objects and events give rise to meaning (Shweder, 647:1977).
As far as “magic” is concerned, Mauss was the first to suggest that
isolated individuals can affect social phenomena (Mauss, [1904] 2008:10), and
that through its diffusion such magic “may give birth to beliefs which in time
become unanimous, beliefs which we can find no reason for not calling collective,
yet which do not derive from collective forces” (Mauss [1904] 2008:120). Defined
as mana, it was explained as both a milieu and a form of spiritual action working
at a distance between sympathetic beings (Mauss [1904] 2008:138). In the tension
between the one and the many, Robertson Smith focused on magical thinking
and individuated religion, where he suggested expression in ritually fixed
practices that nevertheless serve private needs (Robertson Smith, [1894] 2002:
xxviii). Spanning over more than the last hundred years, magic or magical
thinking has thus range from the individual and instrumental expression
observed by Malinowski, to a reflexive hermeneutic in a critique of capitalism
(Taussig, 1993).

In the examples that follow, singular ways of thinking in time can be seen
to invest individuals with a sense of control in their existing milieu and, within
this environment, a connection to action and sense of movement and limitless
mobility more recently identified by Munn in her theorization of time (Munn,
1992). In this sense, it is partly a forward-looking sociocultural constitution of
hopes and dreams. But it is more, as one youth entrepreneur expressed with
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respect to his seemingly successful colleagues: “It is . . . the willingness to do
things that are unfounded in the service of things you believe in.”
Magical thinking has deep roots in anthropology under conditions
of uncertainty. During my field research, one accelerator manager noted
to me: “This is psychedelic . . . people talk as if about absolute truth when
they have three to four samples of a pattern.” Between these extremes, a
way to order uncertainty and the seeming “psychedelic,” magical thinking
in anthropology has been referred to as the “stigmatized mediator”
between religion and science that emerges even among the highly rational
(Styers, 2004:169, 200). This middle ground, this suggestion of magical
thinking as a “mediator,” is consistent with my definition of
entrepreneurship as an institution that both regulates and establishes the
new. It bridges between both the individual and the collective, and
mediates between different ways of creating understanding, repetition,
and the possibility for the creation of new forms of order. Magical
thinking thus became an important corollary to explain ways of thinking
among youth entrepreneurs, in the context of social change.
Among 21st century youth entrepreneurs, the suggestion of magical
thinking can be discerned in such oft-repeated phrases as “let’s pretend,” “I just
know it will turn out,” and even “who cares what the numbers say.” These
expressions are interestingly not too far from the definition of magical thinking
in statistics, where magical thinking is defined as “the inclination to seek and
interpret connections between the results around us, together with our
disinclination to revise belief after further observation” (Diaconis, 1983:1). In
addition to the above, however, the interpretation I present suggests a
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connection to action. As an element of the informal normative pillar, magical can
become internalized, and “can constrain as well as empower social action” (Scott,
2014:64).
Entrepreneurs in accelerators, I found, were propelled to action in a
number of interesting ways. They were propelled by a generalized sense of
opportunity shared by the group, the production of a reality “out there”
retrojected into consciousness in the course of socialization (Berger and Luckman,
1967). One entrepreneur characterized this instantiation in terms, not of its
exoticising effects, but of the profound impact of what he called “an alignment of
individual perceptions of unverified beliefs:”
There’s a general pervasive fear not to look foolish or fearful or stupid or bad
that’s a pretty pervasive expression, and when someone else is courageous
enough to be inspired by something else, even if they can’t see it, it adds
some legitimacy for others to say I can get behind that. Look at lottery tickets;
when there’s a lot of movement it doesn’t look so irresponsible or so
unreasonable. Like with tickets, it’s not the upside, it’s the sense that there is
legitimacy in moving where others have moved.
In cases such as the one above, new ventures conflate with the idea,
among entrepreneurs, not just that “I can be who I want to be,” but that “my
venture can be anything I want it to be.” Among some investors, this becomes
“the venture I invest in can be anything I say it is.” As with the ideas that are
promoted, even the way to think has become singularized, suggested as a style of
thought associated with a particular way of thinking, seeing, and practicing that
is “not just about a certain form of explanation [or] about what it is to explain . . .
[but] also about what there is to explain” (Rose, 2007:12).
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As a rhetorical metonymic device that synchronizes thinking with
language (Tambiah, 1968:179-189; 1990:74), magical thinking was also described
by one entrepreneur as “something that wasn’t true and didn’t exist, that became
something because you talked about it.” In the example below, an entrepreneur
explains the intent to use rhetoric to create a reality within the formal structure of
the need to generate sales:
Pretend that this deal comes through. We’ve been chasing it in some form
for a number of years. We’ll go from 125 to 500 in one fell swoop. I don’t
like to spend the money; it’s costing me more than 120 grand a month. But
I know if I do it, if we keep going, I’ll get to the other side.

Magical thinking, defined as a singularizing expression in the forwardlooking construction of possibility in time, was also associated with situationspecific instrumentality. In anthropology, this has been documented in
relationship to the desire to achieve goals and objectives in situations in which an
entrepreneur is seeking support for the perceived need to continue (Malinowski
1931:638).45 In my work, this interpretation was expressed by one high-tech
entrepreneur as follows:
Anybody can do a balance sheet and see what the liabilities are; that takes
nothing except some ordered thinking. But because I can’t explain it, I can
rejuvenate myself by going there. Because I believe that somehow I can
get there, I try. Because then I’m willing to try and go look for new
things. . . . [B]ecause the raw data is [otherwise] crushing.

"[T]o be expected and generally to be found whenever man comes to an unbridgeable gap, a
hiatus in his knowledge or in his powers of practical control, and yet has to continue in his
pursuit" (Malinowski 1931: 638).
45
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Additional descriptions by entrepreneurs with whom I worked at a large
university are added below.

Youth Entrepreneurs’ Reflections on “Ways of Thinking,” Summer 2012

“Everyone is committed and failure is okay.”
“What your mind is focused on is what you are going to attract, and everything
has an explanation even if we don’t know it.”
“Keep your eyes open for signs. If you miss a good sign, it will appear again.”
“People do not necessarily know they will fail because people have bad ideas all
the time. Bad restaurants and stupid people, the odds are different. But the odds
don’t apply if you have a good idea.”
“Odds will improve as you go along; first business failed but the second one did
better.”
“Success and failure are defined by each individual person.”

Based on survey data gathered for this project, as many entrepreneurs
believe “data synthesis” as believe “intuition” (the two largest segments) to
matter most in developing entrepreneurial ventures (see Appendix 10). Although
it is unknown how this has changed over time, or how it compares to other
groups, the suggestion that ways of thinking not grounded by data are
considered “most important” relative to new venture creation by nearly one
third of those surveyed suggests something of a social phenomenon, a subjective
consciousness that has become a collective social time.
The cartoon below is not hard data, but humor often captures truths. In this
case, the “feeling” of right is connected to implications for action whose
foundation is often otherwise left unsaid or unacknowledged. Elsewhere
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Castells has noted that “[w]hen the world becomes too large to be controlled,
social actors aim to shrink it back to their size and reach. . . . [T]hey do not reason,
they believe” (Castells, 2010 [1997]:69).

Source: Dilberg by Scott Adams. February 10, 1993

At a higher level of analysis, the point is to consider how singularized ways of
thinking are a part of the social context and help lead to social change. This
includes the ways in which the virtual and abstract nature of new venture
creation, combined with a search for self-expression, engender a countervailing
search for belonging in structure to gain the attendant benefits or avoid costs

The Cultural Pillar and Pop-up Entrepreneurship

The cultural pillar is defined as shared assumptions and the socially
mediated construction of a common framework of meaning that provides a logic
for action. A seemingly simple blog post shared on tumblr hints at the scope of
what has changed and signal the newfound reasonableness of a venture expected
to be built and then gone within a period of weeks or months. “Ask me anything,
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the entrepreneur offers,” then adds the graphic image of still life below recalling
his once high-flying success. “In 30 days, my startup will be dead.”46
“In 30 Days, My Start-up Will Be Dead”

Source: Mystartuphas30daystolive, http://mystartuphas30daystolive.tumblr.com/

Added an accelerator manager:
Everyone is just trading the network. Everything is fast; even failure has to
be fast. This is the other side of a selection process that can’t be bothered
to vet people, just accepts them all and throws out the losers.
As fundamentally as the insight into new venture creation, the assertion
that “In 30 days, my startup will be dead” begins to signal the extent to which
corporate and personal identities have become conflated. As new ventures fail at
what appears to be an accelerating rate (see Appendix 8), their duration becomes
less important than their role as a form of self-expression. Observed one veteran
investor, “We live in a self-correcting society, so people go there for three

(http://mystartuphas30daystolive.tumblr.com/post/53839497912/in-30-days-my-startup-will-bebe-dead).
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months.” “Six months and I’m not a millionaire. That’s what people think,”
remarked another.
Among youth entrepreneurs, the expectations of quick pivots and “failing
fast” is exhibited as a tendency to try entrepreneurship “for the experience” and
attempt to parlay that subjective experience into qualifications for employment.
Observed a former entrepreneur turned accelerator manager:
It’s still okay to start a company and have it fail, but less okay than doing
an MBA and having a company on the side. There are a lot of
people . . .who accept the 50k and after 18 months they are highly
employable. . . . [T]hese people are rich in both cash and time. Usually.
Reflecting on his cohort from the outside, one entrepreneur offered the extreme
assertion that, “We focus on assets that can get traded, not companies that can
get built.”
The challenge of seeming fluidity was captured from the investor
perspective as well. “You don’t really care what happens,” remarked one. “Just
hope something happens. . . . [B]est they can do is bring them unbridled, create a
spawning ground, hope someone got something out of it.” A number of longterm investors interviewed for this project were of the opinion that new venture
goals seems not to focus on long-term capability building.47 “[There is a] loss of
competency with hard engineering . . . it is just not being funded or developed,”
The suggestion that “capital is flowing out of risky things and cutting-edge

The U.S. percentage of world exports fell precipitously from 1999 to 2009, a 36 point decline in
world market share in aerospace vehicles and defense being exchanged for an 8 point increase in
financial services (Porter and Rivkin, 2012:56, based on U.S. Commodity Trade and IMF BOP
Statistics).
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technologies,” was an observation offered by investors, policy advisors, and
academicians.48
How people work and develop shared meaning, has been investigated for
the role of place in virtual work, defined as post-bureaucratic organizing
(Gluesing, in Caulkins and Jordan, 2012:166-192). The difference in how order is
maintained under “pop-up” forms of organizing and the potential implications
for society is not just the virtual component but its expectation of duration.
Douglas has noted of this that “
“When the whole environment is one in which inventiveness is being
encouraged and paid for, there will be a great sense of shortage of time. …since
this is the class that both uses and fabricates the information, naturally they
cannot help but outbid each other and speed up the game, turning the society
into a more and more individualistic and competitive scene.’’ (Douglas and
Isherwood, 1996 [1979]:149-150).
This was expressed by one entrepreneur thus: “It is structure . . . but not imposed
structure that’s meant to last. It’s really simultaneous viewing without having to
sit down separately.” Added another: “A name like [popular accelerator] `500
Startups’ says it all. Go wide and invest a little in a lot of things.”
“Elevator pitches,” delivered staccato-like in at most one- to two-minute
bursts, are common and can happen almost any time and anywhere. The more
formal end of the pitch delivery continuum includes accelerator demo days,
scheduled periodically, usually at the end of three-month cycles, at which pitches
At the time this project was completed, the percentage of U.S. venture capital investment
allocated to consumer-facing online technologies had grown from less than 5% in 1976 to 39% in
2012 (Mitts, 2013, based on National Venture Capital Association (NVCA) data).
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may last 5-15 minutes including Q&A. At the outer fringes are forums such as
the “start-up bus” for “buspreneurs” which promise the new venture ideation
plus new venture creation rolled into one, in just 72 hours:

YOU AND A TEAM OF STRANGERS, ON A BUS TRAVELING AT 60
MILES PER HOUR, HAVE 72 HOURS TO CONCEIVE, BUILD, AND LAUNCH
A STARTUP. “We're building an entrepreneurial ecosystem through unique
experiences and inspirational connections.” (www.startupbus.com)
Given its significance and the associated stakes (sometimes as much as
several million dollars), it is interesting to note that a pitch not given on a bus is
of typically short duration (two-three minutes). A top business school professor,
addressed the stakes in this way: “They worked on it for six weeks,” he noted.
“After six weeks they realized it was not right. So they redid it in one and a half
weeks. One and a half weeks, 60 seconds to pitch, and they got $9 million.”
As an element of the cultural pillar, pop-up entrepreneurship reflects
shared assumptions and provides a common framework of meanings that
provides a logic for action. As a function of social change, it is practically an
expression for the support of the short-lived and fleeting across a range of social
relations. More substantively or theoretically, it an opportunity for subjectivity
in duration, between the imperative to singularize in time and the countervailing
imperative to find belonging in space.

Conceptualizing Change in Relation to Space, Time and Duration
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Building on the suggestion of informal pillars that are regulative,
normative, and cultural, the data led me to observe change in relations which I
was then able to relate to change in conceptions of space, time, and duration. I
define “micro-globalization” with respect to the ways in which new kinds of
borders and walls standardize in space. I define “magical thinking” as a way to
characterize singularity in ways of thinking. “Pop-up” entrepreneurship refers to
the subjectivity of duration in between, as noted above, the imperative for the
individual to singularize in time and the countervailing imperative to find
belonging in space.
I found the challenges associated with the process of micro-globalization
to be associated with the challenge of individuals affirmatively seeking greater
contact with individuals just like themselves. Micro-globalization proffers
proximity and safety in common goals, the achievement of which can be
measured. At the same time, new standards and norms associated with ways of
thinking valorize and even amplify the expansion of choice. This provides a
framework to consider not just the standardizing influence of space in ways that
support collective learning, but also the singularizing influence of time which
supports self-expression. More broadly it provides a way to consider how
accelerators, like interaction in the pitch, balance the search for authenticity with
belonging, differentiation with integration.
Conceptually, singularization is a force enacted in time, integration a force
organized in space, and the two are countervailing. Entrepreneurs who “think
their own thing” and “imagine their own futures” do so within the comfort of
borders that afford a sense of belonging and help to promote consistency in form.
This conceptualization proposes not movement from one quadrant to another,
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but rather qualitatively different relations between the forces that sustain
integration and collaboration. I draw on these pillars to illustrate adaptations in
organization related to instances of self-formation in a broader context.
My intent is not to advance the argument between agency and structure,
but rather to offer an ethnographic participation- and observation-based
elucidation of the unpacking of adaptations that support innovation. In doing so,
I straddle theory between the absence of conscious design (Foucault, 1970) and
infamous associated challenge of “intentionality without a subject, a strategy
without a strategist” (Dreyfus and Rabinow, 1982:187), and an intentionality so
tightly tied to structure that only structure can affect the production of action
(Giddens, 1984).
If it can be said that 19th century expeditionary efforts took control of and
synchronized time in order to help organize and conquer vast new geographic
territory, then the reverse is true today. In the 21st century, we have made space
more manageable in order to unbridle and imagine uncharted visions of the
future.

Discussion
Today’s youth entrepreneurs’ dreams are dreamt in the collective space of
structured programs, defined outcomes, and a path for success. A consequent
effect is what could be called “walling,” the creation of what Heidegger called a
“reassuring world picture” at a time increasingly lacking the horizons,
containment, and security historically required by humans for social integration.
Included among the potential costs are a range of contradictions, including a self151

referential element in the kind of new companies being started, which
increasingly include more of the same kinds of businesses.49
In this chapter I have explained how change in interaction, which allows
for and supports fluid ideation, is associated with change in organization, which
supports belonging.

In accelerators, data shows that while entrepreneurs are

compressed in close physical space, even when they are managing separate
ventures, they are freed and encourage to imagine their own singular ventures.
The impact of micro-globalization is construed as consolidation in space
that supports the local and physical instantiation of individuals connected
through a similar outlook, a global vision for what they can achieve, and abstract
ideas afforded security through the creation of new walls. It serves to
consolidate in space and support new forms of collective learning. The impact of
magical thinking is explored as a placeholder between religion and science, to
support individualized ways of thinking in time. As a reflection of individual
expectations, it magnifies individual expression. Pop-up entrepreneurship,
explored as mobile and fluid social interaction that reflects shared cultural norms,
fosters greater and different forms of innovation by giving rein to individual
subjectivity between time and space.
Among the many outcomes, increase in the possibilities and imperative
for individual expression leads to the formation of new groups, which become
their own force. Both the present and potential future expressions are significant
for the changes they signify in the relationship between the individual and the
49

My calculations show the percentage of U.S. venture capital investment allocated to consumerfacing online technologies to have grown from less than 5% to 39% between 1976 and 2012 (Mitts,
2013), based on National Venture Capital Association (NVCA) data).
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group, between the forces of differentiation and integration. This is true of
entrepreneurship. It may also apply in other circumstances. To provide context,
I explore in the following chapter the particular set of conditions and factors
which have given rise to modern entrepreneurship in the U.S. I use the
discussion of these conditions to link conceptually and practically between the
specific and the general, from the innovation by the individual to the
transformation of society.
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Chapter 6: From the Innovation by the Individual to the
Transformation of Society

“They used to ask ‘Who is your family, and where did you go to school.’ Now, they ask,
‘Where is your shop, and when is your next trip to Dubai.’”

Anthropologist Patience Kabamba, spring 2014, based on his fieldwork on social change
in the Democratic Republic of the Congo

The discussion to this point may appear to be most relevant with regards
to the few thousand entrepreneurs in accelerators, who interact and collaborate
differently with one another. In point of fact, however, the changes have much
broader implications as entrepreneurship as a vehicle for self-expression writ
large becomes both more common as well as sustainable through the formal
organization of work.
Given the significance of the change and potential range of outcomes, it is
critical to explain the confluence of factors. The inter-related forces are
important to unpack in order to create a more solid understanding of where we
are, how we got here and what it looks like, and what the implications are for
continued social change.
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The Role of Failure, aka Failure Hurts More When There is More to Lose
Entrepreneurship has had a strong practical association with failure in the
face of its popular association with success. Approximately seven out of 10 new
businesses fail on average, meaning they do not achieve a strategic sale, public
offering, or self-sustaining operating business by the 5-year mark (Headd and
Kirchhoff, 2007:3; Plummer and Headd, 2008:27; Lerner, 2009:52). In some case,
the percentage failure rate has been even higher: Of the 10.9 million new
businesses that were established in the 11-year period ending in 2001, for
example, 9.7 million had failed within that same timeframe – an 88.9% failure
rate (Plummer and Headd, 2008:27-28). The table below, which I complied,
provides additional data on the change in the rate of entrepreneurship-related
failures in terms of both new firm deaths and the contribution of small business
to GDP.
Representative U.S. Small Business Performance, 1959-2007






The rate of new firm deaths has remained consistent over at least the last 20 years
(Employer Firm Births and Deaths by Employment Size of Firm, 1989-2005, Office of
Advocacy, U.S. Small Business Administration, from data provided by the U.S.
Bureau of the Census, Statistics of U.S. Business).
The small business contribution to GDP, defined as the sum of value produced
from all stages of production, declined from 58% in the late 1950s to 50.7% in
2004 (Office of Advocacy, U.S. Small Business Administration, 2007; Small
Business Notes, 2004).
The ratio of GDP $/Small Business declined by 29% from 1981 to 2007, from
$148,000 to $106,000 (Bureau of Economic Analysis; Small Business Economy
Report to the President, 1981; Small Business Report to the President, 2007).

The high failure rate can also be considered in terms of the cost (and pain)
of failure when there is more to lose. The amount of venture capital raised in
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2009 was more than 700 times the amount raised in 1959, normalized for
inflation.50 In absolute dollar terms, the amount of capital raised per year has
increased from approximately $5 million in 1959 to around $29 billion in 2010.
The amount of investment itself has not occurred in a vacuum, but it itself a
function of historical and social factors. Nevertheless, it creates a context for the
particular ways in and by which one segment of the population has been
encouraged to innovate at this moment in time.
Below I identify core drivers of change, and examine them relative to this
moment in time. These drivers of change include globalization, urbanization,
technology, and increased availability of capital. I begin by taking a close look
at the rise of entrepreneurship over the last roughly 150 years in the U.S. Note
that entrepreneurship through new venture creation is one specific expression to
which the confluence of these many factors has given rise. These are noteworthy
at a micro level, and for their derivative effects as individual innovation becomes
more sustainable and gives rise to new forms of collaboration. At other times
and in other places, the underlying factors may find other forms of expression.

Rates of Participation in Entrepreneurship over Time
For the half century from 1850 to 1900, entrepreneurship in the United
appears increased with periods of economic decline.51 As illustrated below,
increases in entrepreneurship until the turn of the 20th century were associated

$5 million in 1959 is equal to $40 million in 2009, adjustment for inflation, calculated at
www.dollartimes.com; National Venture Capital Association Yearbook, 2010.
51 This is in contrast to Great Britain, for example, where plantations and utilities that did not
grow out of a pre-existing domestic business were seeded in international markets (Jones and
Wadhwani, 2007:368-369; 391-406).
50
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with periods of economic recession. The Long Depression of 1873-1879 (which
held the designation “Great Depression” until the 1930s) in fact marked a high
point in the number of U.S. texts on entrepreneurship (used as a proxy for
interest in entrepreneurship) during the latter half of the 19th century. The
recession of 1883, the Panic of 1896, and the recession of 1899 appear to be
similarly associated with upticks in an interest in entrepreneurship. The
inference here is that increases in entrepreneurship, suggested by the use of the
phrase “entrepreneurship” in published texts, increased with economic recession
up until at least the beginning of the 20th century. Economic decline appears to
have driven individuals to seek to generate income outside traditional forms of
employment.

Books, Journal & Newspaper Articles Published on or about Entrepreneurship: U.S. 1850-190052
Interest in Entrepreneurship Appears to Rise in Periods Just Before Economic Recession…

Long Depression of 1873 to 1879

Recession of 1883

Panic of 1896

Recession of 1899

Source: Mitts

Frequency of the word “entrepreneurship,” extracted from the Google Ngram viewer, reflects
the number of publications found. Economic data added separately.
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The steady upward increase in entrepreneurship in the United States that
began with the rise of the corporation in 1900 and accelerated after 1950 is
suggestive of underlying social change apparently not as closely related to
secular economic cycles (see below). Entrepreneurship, or more specifically
interest in entrepreneurship gleaned from the number of recurrences of the
phrase in published texts, appears to have begun to grow from a small
percentage of GDP (calculated at about .4%) in 1959 as a response to factors other
than economic downturns.53 In other words, after 1950, entrepreneurship was
more talked about, more thought about, more written about, and continued to
grow to the present, for reasons apparently not as closely associated with
economic downturn as in the previous century. This is not a statistically valid
argument, but it is suggestive: It suggest and gives credence to the proposition
that entrepreneurship, once what individuals did who could not work, began to
appear as an increasingly formal, accessible, possible, and attractive form of
work cum self-expression, as of the middle of the 20th century.

The current contribution of entrepreneurship to GDP in chained U.S dollars, estimated at 1.2%,
is based on chained Year 2000 dollars and excludes the Private Consumption portion of GDP,
where GDP = Private Consumption + Investment + Government Spending + Net Exports.
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Books, Journal & Newspaper Articles Published on or about Entrepreneurship: U.S. 1900-2010 …
The Rise in Entrepreneurship after 1950 Appears to be a Response to More Chronic Conditions

Panic of 1910

Great
Depression

Recession of 1953
Panic of 1910

n of 1929-1933

Source: Mitts

Other factors, as I noted earlier, are the above change in the context of
globalization, which has created both more opportunities and the imperative for
self-expression. Additional changes I discuss below are urbanization; change in
the amount, sources, and allocation of capital, starting in 1959; and technologybased change ultimately leading to the introduction of the home computer and
possibility of “telecommuting,” in 1990.

Globalization
Globalization is a useful lens to consider social change because it speaks
differently to the rise of entrepreneurship as the opportunities increase for
individuals to create themselves. Elsewhere, the mantle of globalization has been
used to support arguments for cultural differences linked to differences in
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entrepreneurship by nation state (Jones and Wadhwani, 2006). This has been so
even when challenged by examples of entrepreneurial success that would not
have been predicted based on national or cultural norms (Gerschenkron 1962,
1966).54 Globalization used to support or promote a cultural lens also misses the
opportunity to further our understanding of entrepreneurship with respect to
change in how individuals interact and organize differently over time under
different social conditions.
The likelihood of the continued growth of entrepreneurship based on the
growing imperative for self-expression has implications for the relationship
between the individual and the group conceptually as well as practically.
Conceptually, it can be seen in the ways singularity of expression are matched to
countervailing expressions and the search for safety. Practically, we see the
expansion of opportunities for individuals to enter new relationships, at
increasing concentric circles of analysis. The fracturing which we see currently,
as individuals under globalization increasingly not just singularize but
productize themselves appears to be on its own autocatalytic path. The
opportunities for consolidation or re-aggregation in the future will likely change
the unit of analysis, from one based in territories (whether cities, regions, or
countries) to one based on affiliations that we can now dimly only perceive.
Among the costs here of course is that the definition of “the other”
changes. In the reification of some, there is a different form of unevenness. “Not
everyone gets to get ‘saved’,” explained one observer:
54

Popularly, they have been associated with what one investor noted was the “aura” of the
African experience: ”[E]veryone believes that being an entrepreneur is this utopian experience
when most days it sucks . . . the African lady with the bag on her head is a romanticized foreign
entrepreneurship.”
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The institutionalization of entrepreneurship means there is a wall.
Because it’s there, everyone believes in it. . . . [I]t is in a sense selfreinforcing. If you get over the wall, it is huge democratization, but if
you can’t get over the wall . . . it’s a thicker line where it used to be a
continuum. You are either in, and more people can be in, but if you are
out, you are out.

Impact of Technology-based Change
Part of the shift from the conditions of single occupation, permanent
employment in large-scale workplaces, which include a single employer with
which to bargain, has been driven by technology (Lindell, 2011:9). By 1990,
entrepreneurship had become imbricated with social change in new ways
including what has colloquially become known as the “home office” (Schuster et
al., 1990). This precipitated a period of social change that untethered workers
from their traditional workspaces and led to the public being apprised, for the
first time, that a “smart small business owner can now successfully compete [at
home] using the latest technology” (Schuster et al., 1990:4). Books like The 101
Best Full-time and Part-time Businesses to Start with Your Computer for 1990,
Choosing the Software that’s Right for You, and Learning to Telecommute encouraged
people to explore the new context.
The unanticipated debut of the home office, and shift in the “where” of
work from within different borders (office vs. home) to without borders
(working all the time), elicited the following acknowledgment from the thenPresident of the United States.
Flexible workplace policies will allow you to find and keep the best talent.
And one of the most promising of these new business frontiers is
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telecommuting: taking advantage of new technology to enable your
people to work at home one or two days a week. Clearly this exciting
concept will not apply to every business or every kind of employee, but . .
. telecommuting means saving energy, improving air quality, and quality
of life. Not a bad deal.
(President George Bush, Thursday, March 1, 1990)

Entrepreneurship’s persistence in spite of the empirical data begs
consideration of the broader social context of which change in technology plays
one part. New forms of innovation, unlike the engineering-based infrastructure
they are replacing, have little material expression. Investors seek investments
that are capital efficient, easy to comprehend, attract lots of entrepreneurs, and
are readily understood by the next wave of investors. These characteristics were
captured in one long-time observer’s summation of youth entrepreneurs and
technology-based change thus: “They’re not making things. They’re selling
things. In fact, they are selling virtual things.” By my corroborating calculations,
the percentage of U.S. venture capital investment allocated to consumer-facing
online technologies grew from less than 5% in 1976 to 39% in 2012 (Mitts, 2013,
based on NVCA data).
The virtual things made possible by technology are associated with new
standards in social relations. Consider the experience of entrepreneur Richard
Perez-Pena who, after remarking, “It’s a miracle if a start-up gets off the ground,”
added, “The last six months I’ve had no income. I have no health insurance. But I
got to fly out to a CEO conference and talk with Ashton Kutcher about mobile
video for 10 minutes” (New York Times, April 14, 2013). Opined another
entrepreneur: “Beyond the education, it’s a social thing; it’s the networking that
is so important.”
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Impact of Change on the Amount, Sources and Allocation of Capital
The amount of venture capital raised in 2009 was more than 700 times the
amount raised in 1959, normalized for inflation,55 even as during the same period
the amount of venture capital in the market grew from less than .4% to
approximately 1.2% of U.S. GDP.56 At least as interesting as the increase in the
amount of capital is the change in its source, from the federal government to
pension funds, as enabled by legislative change, and most recently to
“crowdfunding,” enabled by the Jumptart Our Business Startups (JOBS) Act of
2012. The shift to the crowd is a particularly compelling example of the
singularization of which entrepreneurship is a flash point, enabling any
individual who so desires to function as a mini-investor or financial entrepreneur.
Other factors implicated in the mid-century growth spurt in
entrepreneurship include the U.S. Department of Commerce’s support for the
Small Business Administration (SBA) in 1953 and Small Business Investment
Corporations (SBICs) in 1958.57A provider of loan guarantees and consulting

The amount of capital raised per year has increased substantially, from approximately $5
million in 1959 to around $29 billion in 2010 ($5 million in 1959 is equal to $40 million in 2009,
adjustment for inflation calculated at www.dollartimes.com) (National Venture Capital
Association Yearbook, 2010).
56 $3.5 billion in capital under management throughout the 1970s (Florida and Kenney, 1988:303)
on just over $1 trillion in nominal U.S. GDP, versus $176.7 billion in capital under management in
on nominal U.S. GDP in 2010 of $14.7 trillion.
55

Until this time, explicit federal government involvement even peripherally related to the idea of
entrepreneurship had been restricted to (i) its role in the ownership of Western Lands (to clear
them of Native Americans; for most of the 19th century, the U.S. Government was the single
largest state-owned enterprise in any of the capitalist countries (Galambos, 2000:284)), and (ii) its
funding of the Land Grant College Act of 1862. A federal response to changing social class and an
effort to prepare students for work in an industrializing society, the Land Grant College Act is an
interesting example of the state’s harnessing of social momentum matched to economic
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services to small businesses, the SBA grew from a 1953 budget of $1.7 million to
an annual budget of $740 million (equal to $109 million in 1953 dollars) by the
early 2000s (SBA, April 2003; May 2003). By 2008, with a portfolio worth
approximately $85 billion, three times the sum of all the venture capital invested
annually in the United States, the SBA had become the nation's largest single
financial backer of small businesses (SBA, Office of Entrepreneurial Development,
2009:2).
Small Business Investment Corporations, private venture capital funds to
which the government can provide as much as two-thirds of the capital under
management, typically invested as equity (or, more recently, as convertible debt),
are another significant expression of bureaucratic funding for entrepreneurship.
In 1998, there were 271 licensed SBICs in the United States (Gordon, 1998:46). By
2002, SBICs represented, by my calculations, $3.5 billion in capital and 21% of
venture capital by dollars invested. By 2010, 307 of 885 active U.S. venture capital
funds had been licensed and capitalized as SBICs (Bryan and Haemmig, 2010:4;
SBIC, 2012:7).
The untethering of the gold standard in 1972 marked another sharp pivot,
in this case towards the management of capital rather than the management of
labor for efficiency gains. In Financial Derivatives and the Globalization of Risk
(LiPuma and Lee, 2004), the authors describe a culture of circulation that eclipsed
the culture of production, inverting the focus to “monetized relations about the
relations of capital” (LiPuma and Lee, 2004:88).

imperative in collaboration with universities, as today, and hailed at the time as “colleges for
the great mass of people . . . a system of education adapted to the needs of the common man”
(Turner, 1851, Illinois Industrial League Convention).
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Reflecting an increase in the fluidity of capital starting in 1972 and
eventually the more liberal allocation of capital, is Congress’s 1979 amendment
of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) of 1974. This changed
the so-called “Prudent Man Rule” by relaxing the standard against which
investment decisions were judged. It specifically shifted the assessment of risk
from an individual to a portfolio basis, thereby releasing fund managers from
civil liability for damages to plan members even if a fund’s investments were
determined to be inferior to what a “prudent man” would have done.58
Practically speaking, pension funds could thus invest in venture capital. A
director of the Department of the Treasury expressed the need for change during
this 1976 address to the Institute of Quantitative Research in Finance at West
Point:
“While recognizing that the primary purpose of the prudent man rule of ERISA
is to protect beneficiaries of employee benefit plans, policy makers must also
consider the implications for companies seeking funds in the capital markets.
The future growth of the economy depends upon technological advances and
additional employment opportunities that only the continuing development of
emerging companies can provide....Despite the subsequent upturn in the
economy and the market averages, emerging companies still find it hard to raise
new equity capital” (Klesch, 1977:26).
Since 1979, reflecting the ascendance of capital through the early part of the 21st
century based on guarantees by the state, pension fund commitments to venture
capital have risen dramatically, from 4% of the $5 billion in venture capital raised

58Administered

and enforced under the provisions of Title I by the Employee Benefits Security
Administration within the Department of Labor, the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 (ERISA) sets minimum standards for most voluntarily established pension and health
plans in private industry to provide protection for individuals in those plans.
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in the United States in 1979 to 40% of all venture capital raised in 2002 (Fohlin,
2006:41-43).59
A further expansion of capital availability accrued to the rise of so-called
angel funding, which tends to be highly local, provided by successful
entrepreneurs who have “returned home.” “For $1 million,” noted one insider,
you can get done what took $7-$10 million 10 years ago. If a company
works, it can hit the stratosphere quickly. So you are seeing a lot of
entrepreneurs [who made money that way] come back as angels. . . .
[L]ook at Angels List . . . they did $1.8 billion of funding in the last 18
months. One hundred companies a day go through it.

The shift to crowd funding, facilitated by the 2012 Jumpstart our Business
Startups (JOBS) Act, has been popularly understood as democratization of access,
i.e. to allow non-accredited investors access to high-potential wins. In fact, it can
be better understood as having paved the way for small companies to offer
equity in their business to non-accredited investors, in response to the reallocation of state pension funds away from venture capital. In the wake of the
2009 financial crisis, for example, CalPERS, the largest state pension fund in the
United States, led the country in reducing the allocation of assets under

The Prudent Man Rule directed trustees "to observe how men of prudence, discretion and
intelligence manage their own affairs, not in regard to speculation, but in regard to the
permanent disposition of their funds, considering the probable income, as well as the probable
safety of the capital to be invested” (Harvard College v. Armory, 1830). Although the 1979
amendment of ERISA applied only to private pension funds, ERISA and state law protections
both stem from common law fiduciary and trust principles, and many public pension protections
are similar to those found in ERISA. Public and private pension funds were, in aggregate, about
the same size until the early 1990s, when private pension funds declined as a percent of the total.
59
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management in venture capital from approximately 6% to 1% (Diamond, 2012).
In the California system alone, this represents an absolute dollar decrease from in
excess of $3.3 billion to slightly more than $450 million allocated to venture
capital, leaving a gap of $2.9 billion needing to be filled. The JOBS Act that
facilitated the shift to crowdfunding, acronym notwithstanding, therefore has
less to do with employment than with a set of provisions that have significantly
loosened securities regulation (Rattner, 2013).
The JOBS Act also, significantly, represents the untethering of capital from
directly bureaucratic expression. In other words, government continues to direct
allocation through policy, but in ways that increasingly put individuals in
control. Critiques have included the observation that equity crowdfunding “links
inexperienced investors with the most speculative ventures in the market” and
“will be used predominantly by companies that venture capital firms have
already shunned as too risky or unfit.” One long-time investor put it succinctly.
Obama will have a problem if he loses the main sources of funding
(formerly pension funds) for business. So he says, ”You want to invest,
and I want to invest; let’s let the people invest.” But if you’re my dad, you
don’t know shit from shinolah. Letting these people invest is a recipe for
disaster. Just like letting them borrow 90% of their home values. Doesn’t
seem prudent to let people invest when you know it is a risky, highly
volatile asset. It’s like giving a cough drop lollipop to a kid and then
taking it away because it’s candy. If I’m not accredited, now I can go out
on a crowdfunding platform and invest in the same kind of business. If
the answer is, I can’t afford to risk the capital, then why would you let me
invest in a crowdfunding platform?
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Critiques notwithstanding, crowdfunding is an interesting example of how
individuals are emerging to function as mini-investors or financial
entrepreneurs.

Impact of Urbanization and Shifting Labor Patterns
Urbanization has put additional pressure on regional job creation,
including through entrepreneurship. From 1890 to 1950, as the U.S. population
increased from less than 10 million to slightly more than 150 million (mostly in
cities), the percentage of the U.S. population dependent on a wage income grew
from 20% to 80%-90% (Perrow, 1991:729). While my earlier data therefore
suggested that entrepreneurship had risen in the U.S. after 1950 in ways not as
tightly associated with economic recession as in the previous century, it is still
accurate to say that urbanization (and the attendant pressure for jobs) put
pressure on the forces of government to encourage individuals to find their own
opportunities. Thus, while entrepreneurship has not risen with economic
recession in the last 70 years the way it did in the last half of the 19th century, the
move of people into cities has put pressure on individuals (and on government)
to find and create options for oneself.
As I discuss below, in terms of entrepreneurship relative to the important
factor of urbanization, the real story is social transformation, not job growth. At a
micro level, it helps explain changes between people. At a region level, it has
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often been harnessed as part of the regional search for advantage that, being
based on resources of knowledge and ideas, is not transferable geographically.60
What is interesting is that encouragement towards and interest in have
occurred independent of wealth creation on average. Only a very small
percentage of all entrepreneurs (less than 1/10th of 1%) are believed to ever raise
venture capital (Kaplan and Lerner, 2009:4). Of the remaining, only one-third of
owner-operated businesses historically have been reported to generate more than
$10,000 in profits annually, and the median profit has been reported at just
$39,000 (Shane, 2008:101). What is equally interesting is that the story of job
growth has been told widely and often. This can be seen, for example, in the
outrage and through the lens of so-called “social impact investors,” who often
decry the lack of jobs created by technology, such as this leading investor
commenting on new technology companies:
“They [technology ventures] are not job creators, they are job destroyers.

In fact, if you have a company that needs a lot of jobs, they don’t want
anything to do with it. What they are creating is technologies that are
disruptive, that for the most part are getting rid of people.”
Outside and beyond the discussion of job growth (or its lack), where the
emphasis is often mistakenly placed, entrepreneurship will continue to drive
strategic sub-national spaces (such as accelerators) that can serve as forums for
individual expression, but which are not necessarily linked to traditional forms
of employment. Again, although absence of employment through
The importance of place has been refined in a theory of so-called “knowledge spillover.” “By
serving as a conduit for knowledge spillovers that might otherwise not exist, entrepreneurship
permeates the knowledge filter and provides the missing link to economic growth” (Audretsch,
Keilbach, and Lehmann, 2007:188). The authors further suggest that a context rich in knowledge
will generate more entrepreneurial opportunities than a context that is knowledge impoverished.
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entrepreneurship has been decried as a failure of the institution, an alternative
interpretation is that it is simply part of the transformation to a new steady state.
The qualitative changes observed as the boundary of the group for the collective
expression of “work” changes may well move in concentric circles outwards, into
cities and regions. As Lefebvre anticipated, urbanization is composed of
processes and transformations made up of diverse types of investment patterns,
across the entire world economy (Lefebvre (2003 [1970]).
One example of the elimination of some forms of jobs through technology
can be observed in the data, below. At the time of the presentation (December
2014), it was interesting to observe that the speaker, Bill Brady, global chairman
of Credit Suisse’s Global Technology Group, in a visit to Princeton University,
seemed as if he was a bit letting the proverbial cat out of the bag by relating the
opportunity for technology-led change to job loss.61 The presentation, entitled
“The evolution of computing environments over time and subsequent company
formations” appropriately noted a number of technology-led changes. Among
these were larger opportunities with new computing cycles (from the mainframe
to wireless); forecast future opportunities in health care and related wearables as
well as in the sharing economy; and growth in peer to peer lending.
Brady’s presentation also noted that the “Internet and mobile makes
connection between people more seamless,” and that new company formations
would continue on the back of shrinking technology costs. This underscored the
complexity of change at the intersection of capital and technology. In discussing
From Bill Brady’s presentation “From Netscape and Amazon to Facebook and Alibaba: The
Golden Age of Company Formation and How It Is Transforming Our Society,” Princeton
University, December 9, 2014.
61
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the relationship between the rise of Netflix and demise of Blockbuster, the point
that 60,000 jobs had been lost was described for the ways in which e-commerce
was transforming the marketplace. The elimination of jobs reflects and reinforces
new norms, and drives new forms of segmentation. However, it is not so simply
that the entrepreneurial ventures per se that will create new jobs (or not), but that
the relations between people change as a result.

Slide from “From Netscape and Amazon to Facebook and Alibaba: The Golden Age of Company Formation
and How It Is Transforming Our Society,” Princeton University, December 9, 2014 (Slide 21)

The absence of new jobs created by entrepreneurship is a point that has been
mobilized politically as well as socially. An article in the popular press, for
example, noted that among businesses less than one year old the average number
of employees per new business declined from nearly eight in 1999 to just over
four in 2011 (NYT, October, 2012). In another example, it was reported that only
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six out of 28 million new ventures actually had employees in 2012 (U.S. Small
Business Administration Karen G. Mills at the February 5, 2013 Kauffman
Foundation Conference, “2013 State of Entrepreneurship Address”). This
underscores a different point, which is that the data can be mobilized in any
number of ways, creating the derivative effects of pieces parts which are too
difficult, harkening to Luhmann’s concern of increasing heterogentiy at a system
level without the system as a whole imposing an organizational schema”
(Luhmann, 2008 [1993]:184-185). 62
The social context in which the proposed shift in what constitutes the
bounded work group is difficult to discern, obscured by the interpretative lens
imposed by employment data. Acknowledged one entrepreneurship professor,
“The idea persists that we can somehow rely on entrepreneurship to get us out of
the job crisis. That’s getting harder and harder, considering that they’re each
employing fewer people.” This is not incorrect, but the underlying reasoning
obscures the real shift, which is that the very nature of “work” is changing, and
that the growth of entrepreneurship can be explained in that context.
In an April 23, 2013 group discussion at The Wharton School’s Small
Business Development Center, Under Secretary of Commerce Dr. Mark Downs
observed that jobs were leaking out of the economy. He called this the “innerLuhmann can be rigid and pessimistic, but he is interesting and I find his insights useful if not
always completely compelling. Luhmann’s distinction “autopoisei” refers to communication as
the operation by which society as a system produces and reproduces itself (Luhmann, 2008
[1993]:55). His complexity comes from his theorization of time: Marking either danger or risk is
based on the perception of the future, based on the perception of the present, itself seen through
the lens of the past (Luhmann, 2008 [1993]:11). Risk management is only possible by restricting
the domain of consequence to time held still (Luhmann, 2008 [1993]:175), ultimately a rigid
conceptualization with no real security.
62
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tube problem.” He noted that the rolling 10-year compound annual growth rate
in the number of U.S. private non-farm employees, which had exceeded 2.5% in
the mid-1980s, had become a net loss by 2010. “We need a constant inflow to
keep the tire inflated,” he remarked, adding, “[t]he unemployment rate is still
high. We want more job creation. Entrepreneurship plays a large part in that.”
Downs’ prognostication takes into account only one piece of a puzzle, and
consequently misperceives the true link between entrepreneurship and
urbanization, which is not to “solve” the challenge of urbanization so much as
recognize that it is part of the context for new forms of interaction and
organization. It fails as well to perceive qualitative change in the pathways for
integration.
Discussion
In this chapter I have identified a number of factors associated with the
rise of entrepreneurship. These include advances in technology, urbanization
and shifting labor patterns, changes in the sources and increased availability of
capital, and globalization including attendant increased rates of interaction.
Given the complexity and interdependence of these forces, the outcome of
course is unknown as the forms it might take. The root cause drivers of change
are likely to continue to foster opportunities for new relationships not only in
entrepreneurship, but across other fields of endeavor. Will efforts that meet the
imperative for the authentic self soon become ossified, a safety valve “out there”
held outside of society, where innovation is tacitly supported but kept apart?
Alternatively, it may be that the change will continue to exist in some middle-ofthe-road way, alive and vibrant but relatively contained onto itself. A third
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alternative is that the changes we are witnessing will affect society writ large, as
the changes that are occurring in entrepreneurship appear elsewhere in response
to the same root cause.
The data by means of which these factors and related adaptation have
been identified are beginning to yield insights into the possibility for intentional
action as new forms of organization emerge. Such intentionality, in how
individual innovation will be linked to transformation, is critical given that the
opportunities and the risks are so huge. Deep understanding of entrepreneurship
is also critical, as it is both a function and vehicle of change in society, indexing
not just what has changed but what is changing. This includes the complex
conjoining of the social and the economic in its practical expression. As Louise
Arbour, UN High Commissioner for Human Rights noted at an April 2014
conference at Wharton’s Lauder School, “If change is synthesized only in its
historical and theoretical expression, we risk the consequence of limited
knowledge at a time of high information, and continuation of a cycle of loss
amplified by myopia and risk aversion.63
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See also Shoshana Zuboff (1988) for an excellent discussion of decision-making in the age of the
“smart machine.”
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Chapter 7: Entrepreneurship and Social Change - Implications and
Opportunities for Further Research

“But no moral philosopher, from Aristotle to Aquinas, to John Locke and Adam Smith,
divorced economics from a set of moral ends or held the production of wealth to be an
end in itself; rather it was seen as a means to the realization of virtue, a means of
leading a civilized life.”
Daniel Bell, 1996 [1976): xii

In The Cultural Contradictions of Capitalism, Daniel Bell recognizes the
“structural disjunctions” that occur when in capitalism the value is in the
realization of self and the structure recognizes the segmentation of the individual
into roles (Bell, 1996 [1976]:336). In this ethnographic study of entrepreneurship, I
have chosen to explain how youth entrepreneurs respond to the imperative to
create themselves and innovate as traditional anchors become less relevant. In so
doing I show that they interact and organize to create, sustain, and extend
collaboration in ways that are a function of change in society as well as a vehicle
of its transformation.
Over the last several years, I have conducted fieldwork among youth
entrepreneurs who are active both on U.S. college campuses and in “accelerators”
which exchange cash, physical space, and mentoring for a new venture’s equity.
I elected to participate with and observe youth entrepreneurs as a subset
of all entrepreneurs because, after exploratory fieldwork and as informed by my
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professional experiences, their interaction and organization seemed to me as if
they were changing in some important ways. The focus on youth thus emerged
not only as a product of active exploration, but also with the passage of years, as
I lived through the changes I document.
My goal was to develop and work on a research question that would help
explain not just entrepreneurship but its relationship to broader social change. To
this end, I spent several early months gathering data and generating preliminary
hypotheses. This included visits to General Assembly’s NYC headquarters,
considered at the time an epicenter for what was new and changing in
entrepreneurship. The data gathering effort was supported by my own
professional work leading an entrepreneurship practicum at Wharton. To
complement the preliminary observation and participation data I gathered
during this time, I researched the popular press on entrepreneurship in the U.S.
reaching into the mid-1850s. I also spent considerable effort gathering
quantitative data relative to change in the sources, amounts, and allocation of
venture capital in the U.S. since the mid-1950s, which is when the U.S. Federal
government first started aggregating such data. Also as part of this effort, I
collected and tracked data on success in new venture creation over time, where
success is commonly defined as persistence of the new venture at the 1-year and
5-year mark. My prior professional experiences and observation suggested this
would be incomplete but nevertheless important and useful data. Most
profoundly, I spent nearly 3 years actively engaged in fieldwork, in two different
accelerators.
As I look back to when I began to gather the preliminary data, it is clear
that what was changing is that while many youth entrepreneurs were receiving
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no or little current financial compensation, theirs was being reported as a
rarefied place, and one to which peers aspired. This was interesting because
working for no or little pay might have once been construed as economically
marginalized. Among these youth, entrepreneurship was an attractive option
even when the current opportunity cost (in the form of well-paying jobs) was
high, and even when the likelihood of entrepreneurial success was low. Early
investigation thus suggested 21st century youth entrepreneurs were challenging
historic notions of the outcast or “pariah” entrepreneur. I therefore began to
think about what was changing in entrepreneurship, and what needs beyond
near-term financial compensation entrepreneurship was meeting. As a further
insight to what was changing, the number of dedicated facilities (accelerators)
supporting youth entrepreneurs by providing cash for equity had grown from
fewer than 10 to more than 350 worldwide from 2005 to 2012.
This early work did not initially allow me to isolate the independent
variable associated with a hypothesis I could test. Change in capital, technology,
shifting labor patterns due to urbanization, and legislative change all seemed to
play an important but not obviously central role in what seemed to be happening.
As I probed further, however, each of these threads appeared to converge on
change in how individuals were interacting and how they were organizing.
The question of why individuals were selecting entrepreneurship, when
both the failure rate and the opportunity cost was high, became compelling as a
research question when I began to think about them in the context of broader
social change. It was also critical to have an organizing framework, from which
center to conduct the research. The organizing framework I ultimately used was
a consumption framework that considers consumption as part of collective
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choice and mutual influence (Douglas, 1996 [1979]: xxv). As noted earlier,
Consumption is defined as “that area of social relations in which transactions are
made freely…constrained by nothing but perception of [one’s] own intentions”
(Douglas and Isherwood, 1996 [1979]:100). Also noted earlier, this theorization
of consumption considers choice for a good as part of a larger symbolic system
linked to social change, at the front-end of a process of production and exchange.
The choice or good in this ethnographic research has been the new venture itself.
This is in contrast to previous analyses which have consumption as materialism
and the possession of goods, including the ways in which we use consumption
as things we buy to represent ourselves (Sennett, 1977); the ways in which goods
reflect and surreptitiously maintain class distinction (Bourdieu, 1979); and the
ways goods are linked to the using up and squandering of resources (Miller,
2001).
Following from the exploratory early fieldwork and the theory, the
question became not “why” but “how”, in ethnographic detail, the individual in
complex society, and with faster rates of interaction, responds to the imperative
to create himself. Using entrepreneurship as one exemplar, I chose to direct my
fieldwork to observing specific forms of interaction and organization as
expressions of how the self is created in social context. This also included
understanding the kinds of businesses that were being built: The question of
“who the individual was” was important alongside and as part of “what the
business was” because the individual was creating an expression of him/herself
through the business. They were intertwined and changing together, both in
form and in content.
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Building on the research question, I complemented my early exploratory
work with interviews and with observations of accelerator founders and
managers, venture capital and private equity investors, urban planners, and
hundreds of entrepreneurs while I was still completing my coursework. To keep
myself current, this continued throughout the formal fieldwork and even the
writing stage of this project. A survey on contemporary youth entrepreneurs,
their friends, and investors was also deployed during spring 2014, and yielded
nearly 500 respondents. Though all this took quite a bit of time and effort, I
believed, and still believe, that this research would not have been as productive
had I not taken a deep dive into understanding the stakeholders in the ecosystem
surrounding the individual entrepreneur.
The fieldwork of course was central, because I was embedded in two
different organizations that I was also studying. As a leader in both, I could ask
and probe many different areas, different entrepreneurs and stakeholders, and
continue to build on my observations over time. I undertook a multi-sited
ethnographic study in order to gather data on what was occurring, over time.
The youth entrepreneurs I worked with as often as not did not know one another,
but were related in that they worked under the mantle of entrepreneurship.
In both these accelerators deep looks “inside” were required, and drew on
facility with the technocratic detail. As noted, it was particularly critical to
establish social and economic context and ultimately required a new way,
beyond simply the distinction “youth,” to segment the work entrepreneurs were
doing beyond definitions based on industry, level of funding, geography, race, or
gender. Ultimately I participated in two accelerators, the first for nearly a year
and the second for nearly two years. The first was a tech accelerator
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headquartered in Europe and operating in the U.S. For this accelerator, the
Digital Catalyst Fund, I was present at board meetings at which strategic
decisions were considered, interacted with and counselled the lead investor as
well as other shareholders, and vetted as well as counseled geographically
concentrated as well as distributed entrepreneurs on business tactics in the
context of their personal goals and objectives.
The second accelerator where I participated and observed, based in
Philadelphia, was focused on education technology and was considered to have
a social mission. For this accelerator I participated as interim CEO and had
latitude in observing and working with the entrepreneurs as well as the investors
and members of the wider ecosystem.
Findings from the research as informed by my fieldwork and following
individual entrepreneurs over time, include that the “pitch,” a form of
interaction by which youth entrepreneurs seek funding, is a ritualized activity
that defines who will be accepted and granted membership. Surprisingly, the
pitch is used in many ways all at once. This by itself was interesting because it
indexes the fluidity of society even as the structure of the pitch provides order
and replicability. It was also interesting to learn that “audience-centric” pitches
serve to create new ideas through a process of co-generation with those listening.
These pitches appear to be a small but growing percentage of the total, and
suggest a mechanism for the gradual emergence of new forms of collaboration
between those who are “in” and those who are “out,” leading not just to change
in how people work but in what they create. The innovation of and by the
individual thus becomes not just a means for the individual to express himself,
but also a way to effect transformation in society both in process and in outcome.
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Another finding from this research is that accelerators as a form of
organization encourage individuals to think together in physical space, in
standardized and formalized ways, even as they support individuals to think in
temporally asynchronous ways to imagine their own singular futures. Like the
pitch, accelerators singularize even as they standardize, and in this way create a
means of replicability. Support for the innovation of and by the individual thus
includes a new relationship to space (individuals working closely together,
providing the comfort of belonging), time (separate, promoting a sense of highly
individualized futures) and the subjectivity of duration. This insight begins to
provide a framework for the organization and replicability of new groups, and
the ways in which interaction and organization can support change. It also
suggests the emergence of new processes by which groups and the individual
are reinforced and may gain representation at concentric levels of analysis
(accelerator, city, region, national society). This includes initially smaller and
smaller groups that are hyper-concentrated geographically but widely
distributed in vision, which of course suggests new forms of risk64. Over time, it
is also likely that this will lead to new groups and forms of aggregation.
From the micro to the macro, I therefore explain change in the expression
between differentiation and integration in society, seen through the lens of the
entrepreneur as the imperative to create oneself increases. I also explain the ways
in which entrepreneurship as a function of social change becomes also a vehicle

Olson has for example suggested that the likelihood of collective action that generates
collective benefits decreases with an increase in the number of teams of small size (Olson, 1965
[1971]).
64
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of social change, as the ventures which are created replicate among their
customers forms of interaction and organization that allow for the
singularization of the customer’s vision, and the aggregation of their multiple
expressions.
Considered in context, it becomes meaningful to discern that
entrepreneurship is more than the sum of investors seeking a venue to generate
competitive returns, governments striving to create jobs, and universities
competing to commercialize new technologies. This research, which includes
ethnographic examples of specific entrepreneurs, provides data supporting
qualitative change in how entrepreneurs interact and the ways in which they
organize as an analog for how individuals in larger society create their identities
in increasingly sustainable ways outside of religion, social class, ethnic
community, or national society. The changes in interaction and organization
which result create change in the foundation of exchange as entrepreneurship as
a vehicle for self-expression writ large becomes both more common as well as
sustainable through the formal organization of work.
The question of differentiation and integration has long been central to the
question of social change but entrepreneurship has not often been at its epicenter.
This is a missed opportunity that my work here attempts to redress. The
possibility for new forms of collaboration and collective learning based in new
knowledge networks expressed in interaction and organization as the individual
takes on the creation of self, with more possibility and different forms of
opportunity, has also not often been documented ethnographically.
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To summarize this research project, I build on the premise that growth in
the size and complexity of communities affords the possibility for shifting,
multiple, and malleable identities. I present data that shows the interaction and
organization of entrepreneurs. This includes change in the process and the form
associated with the innovation of and by the individual and the creation of new
groups and new forms of collaboration. I conclude with potential implications
for the associated transformation of society.
The proposition that entrepreneurship can help us better define social
change, where entrepreneurship is understood as both a function and a vehicle
of that change, is linked finally to the opportunity for more intentional policy
development. Among other questions, it raises the follow-up challenge to
University leadership, which must consider how to center opportunities for the
youth that it has been given the responsibility to steward.

The Road Ahead
As noted earlier, it is impossible to know whether the changes we are
witnessing will soon become ossified, a safety valve “out there” held outside of
society, where innovation is tacitly supported but kept apart; whether it will
continue to exist in some middle-of-the-road way, alive and vibrant but
relatively contained onto itself, or whether it will change society writ large, as the
changes that are occurring in entrepreneurship appear elsewhere in response to
the same root cause and/or as the changes in entrepreneurship and wrought by
become a vehicle for change elsewhere. To address this among other questions,
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it was also necessary to define and explain the changes that are occurring in
organization.
Included as part of change in organization I’ve documented, we can see in
entrepreneurship that a singularity of vision in imagining the future is matched
to the creation of new groups which create togetherness and the comfort of
belonging. As a measure of the underlying complexity, new forms of
collaboration (between groups) also include the creation of brighter lines
between groups. At the same time, groups that once were not even in
conversation with one another (e.g., individuals who develop the tax code and
the entrepreneur, who has an idea) are brought closer together, and even as the
entrepreneur is brought into a group with other entrepreneurs just like her, other
entrepreneurs are excluded. Thus, even as some individuals are recognized as
being entrepreneurs because they have been accepted, for example, to an
accelerator, others are kept out and relatively without status.
The associated subjectivity brings new risks: Who is included, and who is
not, and what kinds of decisions and outcomes are made possible as a result?
The associated subjectivity also brings new opportunities as representation is
sought and perhaps gained at new and different levels of analysis.
Change in the possibility and range for how the individual innovates is
therefore met by change in how collaboration occurs, including not just new and
more forms of separation, but also greater (and new kinds of) differences which
must be productively reconciled. The reconciliation of such differences is
suggested at a micro level by the rituals of revitalization which have been
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introduced here as audience-centric pitches, and by the ways entrepreneur relate
to time and space.
At a more macro level of analysis than simply the pitch, it is also possible
to observe that multiple sets of relationships along the value chain are being
challenged and potentially disrupted as new stakeholders are brought in and
included in the entrepreneur’s vision and operating model. In the case of Mark,
an entrepreneur who was starting a business for more ethical animal testing, we
saw that the model for clinical research organizations is being challenged and
potentially made more distributed as individuals with (already sick) pets, not the
CRO itself, provide the supply of test subjects. In the case of Samantha, who was
innovating change in the corporate donations market, a measure of control for
how large corporations manage their philanthropy is being distributed onto
single individuals, who get to tag their hours spent to a new form of currency
which is then realized by the corporate philanthropy. Operations models that
have already been rethought (such as Uber in the area of transportation and
logistics) are a well-documented manifestation of this deeper shift, which so far
have gone relatively subtle and/or unrecognized given the ways they challenge
(and may likely continue to challenge) establishing social and economic
relationships.
At a macro level, the reconciliation of such differences is suggested by the
ways in which more and more people are able to be involved in the creation and
realization of new ideas. “Liking” new ideas, products, or services on social
media is one (simple) example. Participating in the creation of new ideas by
responding to the entrepreneur in real time is another, and the one introduced
ethnographically in this project. Crowd-sourcing campaigns, such as supported
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by the JOBS Act discussed in Chapter 5, is another example. Together these three
examples are points on a continuum meant to illustrate not just change in how
new ideas are being created, but how the innovation which results from the
pressure to create oneself is a vehicle of further social change.
At a macro level, we also see that individuals who pursue their singular
visions seek the comfort of belonging, and organize in ways that reinforce
belonging at much smaller units of analysis (two people with an idea, multiple
sets of just a few people, each set with just an idea) that until recently were not
seen as sustainable and deserving of formal representation. Up until now, these
units might have pitched an early-stage investor for funding behind a closed
door. They now command hundreds of people in an audience at once. They
gain representation with the strategic planning and business development heads
of corporate giants. As in Audrey’s case, the entrepreneur who was building the
sustainability app, they take steps to change the tax code from a position of no
revenue, no clients, no technology, but just an idea.
Change in the interaction and organization of new venture creation thus
extends a special significance to entrepreneurship=. As a function of social
change, including increase in the amount of capital since the 1950s in the U.S.,
entrepreneurship has become more formalized and structured. It is too soon,
again, to know if the change of which we are a part will become more
institutionalized and a persistent safety valve or the first steps towards a new
kind of society.
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Review of Methodology
My investigation of adaptation in regularities of interaction built on the
idea that entrepreneurs’ actions might be ordered through ritual in some of the
same ways previously observed in religion, and thus, building on the conclusion
that corporate organization fills the role once held by religious belief and ritual
(Wallace, 1966), as an index of broader change.65
I explored the specific interaction of entrepreneurs through observation of
the ritualized practice of the “pitch” by means of which they seek investor
support. The conceptualization as ritual follows AFC Wallace’s conclusion, in his
seminal work on religion, that “[i]n contemporary industrial societies, secular
organizations can and do make use of the same ritual processes for inducing the
same kinds of transformations of state as religion traditionally has done”
(1966:264). My research examined the rituals of entrepreneurship as forms of
social control, salvation, and revitalization that create and sustain order. Among
my findings is that a single pitch ritual can be used in multiple ways at the same
time, as opposed to sequentially, to order change over time, as was previously
shown to be the case.
Even, and perhaps especially, under conditions of increasing complexity,
rituals continue to impart order to growth in the balance between continuity and
change, and remain the foundation of interaction, “humanity’s basic social act”
(Rappaport, 1999:107), at the core of social life. Here, again, the point was to find
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This was made further intriguing by the 25% of Americans who say they are not currently
affiliated with any particular religion.
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a way to observe adaptation in interaction such that entrepreneurship might be
understood as both a function of and vehicle for social change.
My investigation of the organization of entrepreneurship built on the idea
that informal conduits, or “pillars,” can be associated with transformation and
also construed as an index of broader change. This, in turn, built on the
observation that institutions66 exhibit, as well as stabilizing properties, informal
regulative, normative, and cultural-cognitive pillars that can be associated with
transformation (Scott, 2014). Tracing these informal pillars in entrepreneurship
suggested ways to consider how informal shifts, standards, and expectations
affect both stability and the possibility of innovation.
The intent was to understand how ways of thinking and organizing were
changing based on new forms of collective learning including new forms of
segmentation and integration under conditions of greater complexity. Although
the lottery mentality is certainly in play when companies achieve seemingly
astronomic valuations (e.g., Dropbox, founded by 30 year-old MIT alum Drew
Houston, was recently valued at $10 billion on $507 mm invested; Pinterest,
founded by 30 year-old Yale alum Ben Silbermann, was recently valued at $3.8
billion on $526 mm invested), this seemed to be far from the “real” story.
What I found perhaps most interesting is that the youth entrepreneurs
studied in the present project think differently, are organized differently, have a
different sense of space and time, and participate in different sorts of networks of
exchange. An ethnographic understanding of micro-level differentiation is useful
66

Institution is defined here as “foundation elements of the social contexts in which formal
organizations are embedded” (Babba, Blomberg, LaBond, and Adams, in Caulkins and Jordan,
2013:76).
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as heterogeneity continues to grow at the system level, which, as noted earlier, is
expected to be the case, with greater complexity and more rapid rates of
interaction, under globalization.67 This is associated with new risks, but also
marked by adaptation that would not have been predicted, and attendant novel
opportunities for innovation.
Higher rates of interaction since the mid-20th century have meant
correspondingly higher rates of innovation as people increasingly come into
contact with others unlike themselves. In the early 21st century, accelerators
began to integrate a new form of difference even as they created new roles and
new bases for segmentation. Among youth entrepreneurs and in accelerators it is
possible to observe momentum in sub-groups that have become their own
vehicle for social change. This implies a shift from governance as structure and
super-ordination linked to culturally based authority (i.e., an allocated and
defined right to order certain actions) towards governance as process and
coordination linked to power based in social interaction.
I define “micro-globalization” with respect to the ways in which new
kinds of borders and walls standardize in space. I define “magical thinking” as a
way to characterize singularity in ways of thinking. “Pop-up” entrepreneurship
refers to the subjectivity of duration in between, as noted above, the imperative

This is in contrast to differentiation based on segmentation or collective singulars, which
suggests piece parts reproduced repetitively. For a review of the history of functional
differentiation and a discussion of Parsons’ vs. Luhmann’s view of segmentation and
differentiation, see, in addition to the primary texts, “The History and Systematics of Functional
Differentiation in Sociology,” Rudolf Stichweh:
www.unilu.ch/files/stw_the-history-and-systematics-of-functional-differentiation-insociology03.pdf.
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for the individual to singularize in time and the countervailing imperative to find
belonging in space.
I found the challenges associated with the process of micro-globalization
to be associated with the challenge of individuals affirmatively seeking greater
contact with individuals just like themselves. Micro-globalization proffers
proximity and safety in common goals, the achievement of which can be
measured. At the same time, new standards and norms associated with ways of
thinking valorize and even amplify the expansion of choice. This provides a
framework to consider not just the standardizing influence of space in ways that
support collective learning, but also the singularizing influence of time which
supports self-expression. More broadly it provides a way to consider how
accelerators, like interaction in the pitch, balance the search for authenticity with
belonging, differentiation with integration.
The present research has aspired to be value-neutral rather than admit the
assumed exclusion and marginalization common to approaches that focus on
differences within or between segments (e.g., as distinguish minority, military
veterans, and east from west coast entrepreneurs). I consequently seek not to
explain the challenges associated with imbalances in capital and access, but to
systematically extract what is going on within and among seemingly similar
groups.
The university represents an interesting case of what is at risk, including
new classes on entrepreneurship and university-led funding for entrepreneurial
ventures that includes stakes in student- and faculty-led businesses and huge
administrative investment. Reflecting on this seemingly narrow part of the
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context surfaces opportunities for stewardship including an emphasis on new
ventures in education and healthcare, corporate intrapreneurship, and leadership
based on inter-disciplinary scholarship.
That research universities are stepping en masse into entrepreneurship is
without question. Universities claim to be removing obstacles, creating
sustainable jobs, and helping to attract capital and shield and promote “captains”
of industry. But who will fund these captains? A Winter 2012 Report by CB
Insights68 that skirts this observation to go to the heart of the matter reports that
between 2007 and 2011 $12.6 billion was invested in 559 deals in the alumni
companies of just six universities (Stanford, Harvard, Berkeley, NYU, University
of Pennsylvania, and MIT). That just 25% of all deals, by volume (133 deals out of
559) were financed by just five venture capital firms, although not reported, can
be calculated from the data. What are the implications of such consolidation?69
When big players grow more powerful and complex, is a moral economy
possible?70
As more people become entrepreneurs and other segments become more
“entrepreneurial-like” (again, whether as a safety valve and/or self-sustaining
and internally socially productive adaptation), the role of universities is likely to
become more important, particularly in guiding the kinds of long-term
sustainable new ventures that are built. This is true not just for universities, but
“The University Entrepreneurship Report: VC and Angel Financing Data to University Alumni,
2007 to 2011,” https://www.cbinsights.com/blog/university-entrepreneurship-report/ to login and
set up an account.
69 Venrock (23%); Draper Fisher Jurveston (23%); Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers (21%);
Bessemer Venture Partners (17%); Accel Partners (16%).
70 Note that this is not limited to universities. Just 97 firms are providing follow-on capital to the
roughly 2,000 companies that exit incubators each year, based on the number of firms that are
investing at least $1 million/quarter for four straight quarters.
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for the institutions into which new forms of innovation will increasingly be
imbricated.
A related question has to do with the values that will be promulgated by
the universities that nurture the nation’s youth. The conscious selection
described in this ethnographic project, unlike other forms of participation
apparently aimed at self-expression (e.g., the Oneida community of 1848,71
Transcendentalist movement of the 1830s-1860s, and hippie movement of the
1960s72), is, as noted, occurring through the formal organization of “work.”
Universities, being at the epicenter of this change, represent the possibility for
intentionality in stewardship that transcends short-term monetary gain or
notoriety.
In the University environment, the stakes are particularly large. “Is the
University the new venture capitalist” was a question that is often (but quietly)
repeated. It was always this way, noted one investor…”`go talk to your Professor’
has always been the way it’s done. The university creates the environment from
which to create their experiment…this is just formalizing it and putting it on

The Oneida movement is particularly interesting because, although the religious movement
died out in 1881, the group found sustainability in the silver manufacturing business founded as
a subset in 1877 and still active today.
72 In a 1973 article, Martin E. Marty, Professor Emeritus of The History of Modern Christianity at
the University of Chicago, noted of what was then popularly called “Jesus freaks” that
“Revivalism in back in favor in America. . . . The youth movement should not be regarded as the
only sign of the spiritual awakening, but since it has attracted most attention it merits some
analysis” (Marty, 1973:16). Of one large crowd of 12,000 (“Expo ’72), he noted, “Once again, the
crowd was largely white and obviously middle class in makeup. . . . One of the most obvious
appeals of the movement is that fact that it provides what has been called ’the immediate
experience’. . . . [T]he movement, further, offers personal concern. The mass elements are there,
but the test comes when people feel that they are important, that G-d singles them out. . . . They
reinforce this by showing personal regard for each other” (Marty, 1973:17-18).
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steroids.” A different point of view was provided by several closer to the
university. As one insider put it, speaking of entrepreneurship, “The University
wants to make money. The University wants to commercialize technology that
comes out of the University.” In the words of another, “The University has
morphed. From the roadmap to the road -- from a source of instruction and
training to the actual object and purpose of that training.” What is the role of
students in this mix?
A key underlying challenge, at a time when change is easier to account for
than stability, is the imperative to adapt. Innovation does not spread in an
orderly manner, and will lead to discourse with greater amounts of variation
inversely related to the amount of instituted hierarchy (Bloch, 1977). Increasing
complexity of choice renders any synthesis more complex. It is difficult to
aggregate norms expressed practically by human beings that are neither
monolithic nor static but constantly changing. While I spent quite a bit of time
thinking about entrepreneurship and the University, it may not be where my
ultimate research interests lie.
Based on all of this, among my future research interests are to compare
and contrast an Ed Tech Accelerator (or any specialized accelerator) with any
other-form of micro-globalization, not directly associated with new venture
creation. Another possibility would be to formally explore the ways in which the
rituals of religion, found in entrepreneurship have analog in other corporate
forms; this has the potential to contribute not just to intentional stewardship by
the corporation, but to a clearer understanding of the broader social of that
change. A final area of potential follow-up study would be to take on the
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question of differences by country, race or gender because, while not in this
project’s areas of focus, comparison and contrast is nearly always useful.
All of the above would build on the inroads that have been made in this
project, which took some time. The lack of transparency in entrepreneurship,
which represents private investment in private companies, with no
clearinghouse and few public reporting requirements, has typically been a
challenge in working in entrepreneurship. Facilitating this project was a
particular personal history and work environment, which provided for a large
number and wide range of opportunities for observation and, eventually, active
participation. A range of investors, public policy officials, ex-entrepreneurs
working as management, and academics were all relatively easily accessible and
their explicit roles and interdependencies eventually understood. If anything,
there was too much information and not enough clarify, too much of a built-in
understanding of how things supposedly worked and not enough insight, at
least initially, to recut the observations into a meaningful contribution.
As a contribution to the avoidance of conflict, or the more subtle conflict
of exclusion, the theory in social science on innovation has tended to respond to
the perceived the costs of difference. But the question changes at different levels
of analysis. Foucault and following Nietzsche, Canguilhem focused attention on
the ability to adapt, precariousness an expression of evolutionary power where
culture alters the "milieu" of human life even as it is itself modified by man
(Canguilhem: 2008 [1952]:133). Within this framework, to establish new
symbolic relations to a changing world is the property of life, and understanding
these adaptations makes it more likely that we can negotiate the boundaries
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between the inevitable and the intentional with recognition of change as a
socially and economically productive force.
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Appendix 1

Definition of Terms
Accelerator: A relatively new phenomenon that debuted in the early 21st
century, accelerators provide entrepreneurs start-up support that can include
access to co-working space (usually for three to six months) and follow-on
investment. Distinguishing features include the following.
1) They take equity.
2) A systematic application and acceptance process is employed.
3) Acceptance is typically as part of a cohort of other entrepreneurs.
4) Participation is circumscribed (usually limited to 3-6 months).
5) The goal is to raise follow-on funding.
Originally funded by venture capital funds and large corporate strategic
partners, accelerators are increasingly being funded by economic development
authorities in partnership with the private sector. Accelerators trade space,
mentorship, and structured programs that support togetherness and forums for
difference for new venture equity. Several leading accelerators are described in
the table below.
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Boot camp: A “boot camp” is a set of short sessions (one to seven days in length)
that teach specific skills related (in this case) to entrepreneurship.
Incubator: Incubators provide an external management team, sometimes the
incubator’s founders, to manage ideas developed or submitted. Incubators predate accelerators, and state and local governments have long provided support
to science and technology incubators as part of “redevelopment” or
“revitalization” zones that might mimic in outcome the success of Silicon Valley
or Route 128 in Boston (Saxenian, 1996 [1994]). Distinguishing features include
the following.
1) Business owner’s goal is generally to gain flexible real estate space
(until the company grows larger and can relocate).
2) The absence of formal/systematic vetting or vetting through a cohortcentric application process.
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3) The assumption of company growth through revenue generation rather
than fund-raising.
Urban Campus: An “urban campus” is a facility in which entrepreneurs who
pay a membership fee work together and receive professional services and
support. An example is General Assembly in New York.
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Appendix 2
Summary Table of Research, Fall/Winter 2011 – Fall 2015

continued on next page
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Fall/Winter 2011

Spring 2012 Summer 2012

Fall 2012

Writing
Field
Research

First Visit to Urban Campus

Winter 2013 Spring 2013 Summer 2013 Fall 2013 Winter 2014 Spring 2014 Summer 2014 Fall 2014 Winter 2015 Spring 2015
First Draft
Second Draft
Final Draft

Immersion in Accelerator #1

Focus Groups with Youth
Entrepreneurs

Focus Group 1 Focus Group 2 Focus Group 3
(10-12 Youth (10-12 Youth (10-12 Youth
Entrepreneurs) Entrepreneurs) Entrepreneurs)

Conference Convened with
Philly Tech Meetup

"New Models,
New Rules"

Follow-up Visits to Urban Campus (through
Fall 2014)

Survey of Youth
Entrepreneurs

Survey Design and Synthesis
Participation with Three Key
Youth Entrepreneurs

Immersion in Accelerator #2

3 Youth Entrepreneurs were my guiding light through this project: One raised outside capital; one raised grants only; and one focused on revenue generation. These entrepreneurs headed an urban campus; a humanitarian demining
company; and a leadership education venture for young women, respectively. While these distinctions did not explicitly form part of this research, "always-on" access to these 3 helped guide this project intellectually.

Interviews with Investors and
Qualified Others
East Coast Private Equity
Investors (12)
East Coast Corporate Investors
(3)
West Coast Private Equity
Investors (3)
West Coast Corporate Investors
(2)
Minority-Focused Investors (2)
Investors Focused Specifically
not on e-Commerce (3)
Entrepreneurship Researchers
and Faculty (5)
Public Policy Officials (3)
University Offices of
Entrepreneurship and/or
Technology Transfer (4)
Interviews with Entrepreneurs
Entrepreneurs who had raised
capital (6)
Entrepreneurs who had not
raised capital (20)
Entrepreneurs who had already
been successful (7)
Early stage entrepreneurs with
as yet unknown results (20)
Additional Entrepreneurs (100+)

Open-Ended Conversations to
Gain Additional Context

Conversations to Test Preliminary Hypotheses

Follow-Up Interviews

Follow-Up Interviews
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Appendix 3

Initial Systematic Attempt to Generate a Network of Informants

Name Organization BeforeRole Updated Role
Article
Contact
(email)
Contact (Twitter) Contact (Facebook) Contact (LinkedIn)
Contact (phone)
Based in
Steven Spinelli
Babon President
Academia
http://www.philau.edu/president/bio.htm

Jed Christensen
Cambridge MBA Researcher Academia
http://www.seed-db.com/about/history jed.christiansen@gmail.com
https://twitter.com/jedc
https://www.facebook.com/jed.christiansen
http://www.linkedin.com/in/jedchristiansen
London, UK
Jeff Jarvis
CUNY - Entrepreneurial Journalism
Director of Tow-Knight
CenterAcademia
http://www.journalism.cuny.edu/academics/entrepreneurialjournalism/entrepreneurial-journalism-faculty/ jeff.jarvis@journalism.cuny.edu
646-758-7827 New York, NY
William Aulet
MIT Lecturer
Academia
http://mitsloan.mit.edu/faculty/detail.php?in_spseqno=9118&co_list=F
aulet@mit.edu
https://ja.twitter.com/BillAulet
http://www.linkedin.com/in/billaulet
(617) 253-2473
Robert Shedd
Three Screen Games
VP of Product and Technology
Academia
http://blog.shedd.us/321987608/ robert@shedd.us
(215) 499-5543
Yardley, PA
Jerome Engel UC Berkeley Professor
engel@haas.berkeley.edu
Evan Malone Abacus

Academia
415.507.1787 Berkeley, CA

Entrepreneur Entrepreneur
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Brian Chesky AirBnB
CEO Entrepreneur
http://www.airbnb.com/founding-team brian.chesky@airbnb.com
https://fr.twitter.com/bchesky
https://www.facebook.com/brianchesky
http://www.linkedin.com/in/brianchesky
Joe Gebbia AirBnB
CPO Entrepreneur
http://www.airbnb.com/founding-team

https://twitter.com/jgebbia

Nathan Blecharczyk AirBnB
CTO Entrepreneur
http://www.airbnb.com/founding-team nate@airbnb.com
https://twitter.com/nathanblec
http://www.linkedin.com/in/blecharczyk
San Francisco, CA
Kyn Chederveti & Friends AudioCatch

Entrepreneur

David Smith Baby.com.br
Entrepreneur
http://techcrunch.com/2012/06/03/babydotcom-finds-legs-in-brazil/

Corey Pierson
Custora
Entrepreneur
http://gigaom.com/2012/06/04/meet-the-startup-helping-sites-like-fab-andetsy-court-their-customers/
Arash Ferdowsi
Dropbox
Entrepreneur
https://www.dropbox.com/about/
https://twitter.com/arashf
https://www.facebook.com/arash
Drew Houston
Dropbox
Entrepreneur
https://www.dropbox.com/about/
https://twitter.com/drewhouston

Tal Raviv
Ecquire
CTO Entrepreneur
http://www.ecquire.com/blog/lessons-from-two-startup-accelerators/
tal@ecquire.com
https://twitter.com/talraviv
http://www.linkedin.com/in/talsraviv
Wences Casares
Endeavor
Entrepreneur
http://www.endeavor.org/network/endeavorglobal/boardofdirectors
https://twitter.com/wences
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Adnan Aziz First Flavor
Entrepreneur
650-787-3355

adnan@swaggable.com

Samuel Reeves
Humanistic Robotics
Entrepreneur
http://humanisticrobotics.com/tst/?page_id=155

Bill Marvin Instamed
Entrepreneur
https://twitter.com/williamfmarvin
Kevin Ohashi
Review Signal
http://www.linkedin.com/in/kohashi

Entrepreneur

Barry Silbert SecondMarket
CEO Entrepreneur
https://twitter.com/BarrySilbert
http://www.linkedin.com/in/barrysilbert
Christopher Laco Startup Bus Entrepreneur Entrepreneur
https://twitter.com/claco/status/179099076002983936 claco@chrislaco.com
https://twitter.com/claco https://www.facebook.com/claco
http://www.linkedin.com/in/claco
330.790.1450 Tallmadge, Ohio
Marc Nager Startup Weekend CEO Entrepreneur
http://www.forbes.com/sites/ericaswallow/2012/07/30/startupaccelerators/
https://twitter.com/MarcNager
Neil Blumenthal
Warby Parker
Entrepreneur
http://tech.fortune.cnn.com/2012/06/20/warby-parkers-recipe-for-cool/

Matt Mullenweg
Wordpress
https://twitter.com/photomatt

Entrepreneur

Allan Teruel YC Rejects
Entrepreneur
http://www.forbes.com/sites/tomiogeron/2011/04/11/start-ups-rejected-byy-combinator-and-investors-flock-to-yc-rejects/ ateruel@tenacityworx.com
http://www.linkedin.com/in/allanscu
Alexis Ohanian

Reddit

Entrepreneur?
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Jill Felix

UC Science Center CEO IDK

Christen O'Brien
500 Startups Partner
Investor Accelerator
http://500.co/staff/christen-obrien/
http://www.facebook.com/christen.obrien
http://www.linkedin.com/in/christenobrien
Christine Tsai
500 Startups Partner
Investor Accelerator
http://500.co/staff/christine-tsai/
http://www.facebook.com/christinesltsai
http://www.linkedin.com/in/christinesltsai
Dave McClure
500 Startups Founding Partner
http://500.co/staff/dave-mcclure-2/
http://www.facebook.com/davemcclure
http://www.linkedin.com/in/davemcclure

Investor Accelerator

Paul Singh 500 Startups Partner
Investor Accelerator
http://500.co/staff/paul-singh/
http://www.facebook.com/paulsingh
Naval Ravikant
AngelList
CEO Investor Accelerator
https://twitter.com/naval
http://www.linkedin.com/in/navalr

Josh Kopelman

First Round Capital Managing Director Investor Accelerator

Greg Selkoe Future Boston Alliance
Founder
Investor Accelerator
http://www.masshightech.com/stories/2012/05/07/daily47-KarmaloopCEO-launches-nonprofit-accelerator.html
https://twitter.com/Selkoe

Matt Brimer General Assembly

Investor Accelerator

John Dearborn
Jumpstart
President
Investor Accelerator
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/john-dearborn/are-startup-incubatorsin_b_946827.html
http://www.linkedin.com/in/johndearborn
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Ray Leach Jumpstart
CEO Investor Accelerator
http://www.linkedin.com/pub/ray-leach/0/3b/901
Akhil Nigam MassChallenge
Founder
Investor Accelerator
http://mashable.com/2012/02/29/social-good-startup-accelerators/
http://masschallenge.org/masschallenge_team
John Harthorne
MassChallenge
Founder
Investor Accelerator
http://mashable.com/2012/02/29/social-good-startup-accelerators/
http://masschallenge.org/masschallenge_team
https://twitter.com/jharthorne
Ayesha Khanna
Points Of Light | Civic Incubator President
Investor
Accelerator http://mashable.com/2012/02/29/social-good-startup-accelerators/
http://www.pointsoflight.org/civic-incubator/team
http://www.linkedin.com/in/ayeshkhanna
Brad Denenberg
SeedPhilly Founder
Investor Accelerator
http://seedphilly.org/author/brad/
http://www.linkedin.com/in/braddenenberg
Elias Bizannes
Startup Bus Founder
Investor Accelerator
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/greg-voakes/startupbus_b_1676968.html
https://twitter.com/EliasBiz
http://www.linkedin.com/in/eliasbizannes
Brad Feld
TechStar
Co-founder Investor Accelerator
http://infochachkie.com/techstars-brad-feld-startup-accelerator-bubble/
https://twitter.com/bfeld https://www.facebook.com/bfeld
http://www.linkedin.com/in/bfeld
David Cohen TechStar

Investor Accelerator

David Tisch Boxgroupnyc

Investor Accelerator

Della Clark The Entreprise Center
Investor Accelerator
http://www.theenterprisecentercapital.com/Boar-list0.html
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Kamran Elahian
unreasonableatsea Mentor
Investor Accelerator
http://unreasonableatsea.com/portfolio/kamran-elahian/
https://twitter.com/KamranElahian
Matt Mullenweg
unreasonableatsea Mentor
Investor Accelerator
http://unreasonableatsea.com/portfolio/matt-mullenweg/

Neal Baer
unreasonableatsea Mentor
Investor Accelerator
http://unreasonableatsea.com/portfolio/neal-baer/

Scott Belsky unreasonableatsea Mentor
Investor Accelerator
http://unreasonableatsea.com/portfolio/scott-belsky/

Kent Goldman
UpwestLabs Principal
Investor Accelerator
http://upwestlabs.com/mentor/kent-goldman

Geoff Ralston
Y Combinator
Partner
http://ycombinator.com/people.html
Harj Taggar Y Combinator
Partner
http://ycombinator.com/people.html

Investor Accelerator

Investor Accelerator

Jessica Livingston Y Combinator
Partner
http://ycombinator.com/people.html

Investor Accelerator

Paul Buchheit
Y Combinator
Partner
http://ycombinator.com/people.html

Investor Accelerator

Paul Graham Y Combinator
Journalist
Investor Accelerator
http://blogs.hbr.org/cs/2012/01/the_disruption_of_venture_capi.html
pg@ycombinator.com
Robert Morris
Y Combinator
Partner
http://ycombinator.com/people.html

Investor Accelerator

Trevor Blackwell Y Combinator
Partner
http://ycombinator.com/people.html

Investor Accelerator
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Sharron Bates
Bill and Melinda Gates
Investor Venture Cap
Yuri Milner DST Global

Senior Program Officer

Investor Venture Cap

Joanna Rees Endeavor
Investor Venture Cap
http://www.endeavor.org/network/endeavorglobal/boardofdirectors

Andy Wheeler
Google Ventures
Principal
Investor Venture Cap
http://www.googleventures.com/team/andy-wheeler

Anthony Philippakis
Google Ventures
Venture Partner
Investor
Venture Cap http://www.googleventures.com/team/anthony-philippakis

Bill Maris
Google Ventures
Managing Partner Investor Venture Cap
http://www.googleventures.com/team/bill-maris

Blake Byers Google Ventures
Associate
Investor Venture Cap
http://www.googleventures.com/team/blake-byers
http://www.linkedin.com/pub/blake-byers/20/513/75a
Joe Kraus
Google Ventures
Partner
Investor Venture Cap
http://venturebeat.com/2012/08/13/google-ventures-startup-lab/

Kevin Rose Google Ventures
Partner
Investor Venture Cap
http://venturebeat.com/2012/08/13/google-ventures-startup-lab/

Jennifer Connell Dowling NVCA
Federal Policy and political advocacy
Investor Venture Cap
http://nvca.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=376&Ite
mid=97
John Taylor NVCA
Head of Research Investor Venture Cap
http://nvca.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=376&Ite
mid=97
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John Greathouse
Rincon Venture Partners Partner
Investor Venture
Cap http://infochachkie.com/techstars-brad-feld-startup-accelerator-bubble/
http://infochachkie.com/jgbio/
Aziz Gilani DFJ Mercury Journalist
Journalist
http://www.readwriteweb.com/start/2012/06/startup-accelerator-fail-mostgraduates-go-nowhere.php
aziz@dfjmercury.com
http://twitter.com/azizgilani
http://www.linkedin.com/in/azizgilani
Erica Swallow
Forbes Contributor Journalist
http://www.forbes.com/sites/ericaswallow/2012/07/30/startupaccelerators/ ericaswallow@gmail.com
Ryan Mac
Forbes Reporter
Journalist
http://www.forbes.com/sites/tomiogeron/2012/04/30/top-tech-incubatorsas-ranked-by-forbes-y-combinator-tops-with-7-billion-in-value/
http://www.linkedin.com/pub/ryan-mac/24/a65/515

Tomio Geron Forbes Reporter
Journalist
http://www.forbes.com/sites/tomiogeron/2012/04/30/top-tech-incubatorsas-ranked-by-forbes-y-combinator-tops-with-7-billion-in-value/

Max Marmer HBR Journalist
Journalist
http://blogs.hbr.org/cs/2012/07/reversing_the_decline_in_big_i.html
http://maxmarmer.com/
Arie Abecassis
Read Write Web
Journalist
Journalist
http://www.readwriteweb.com/start/2012/06/is-there-a-better-way-toevaluate-startup-accelerators.php
Tim Devaney ReadWriteWeb
Journalist
Journalist
http://www.readwriteweb.com/start/2012/06/startup-accelerator-fail-mostgraduates-go-nowhere.php
Tom Stein
ReadWriteWeb
Journalist
Journalist
http://www.readwriteweb.com/start/2012/06/startup-accelerator-fail-mostgraduates-go-nowhere.php
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Kerry A Dolan

Silicon Valley Bureau of Forbes

Senior Editor Journalist

Mike Butcher TechCrunch Editor Journalist
http://techcrunch.com/author/mike-butcher/ mike@mbites.com
http://twitter.com/mikebutcher https://www.facebook.com/mikebutcher
http://www.linkedin.com/in/mikebutcher
London, UK
Christina Farr
Venture Beat Writer Journalist
http://venturebeat.com/author/christinafarr/

christina@venturebeat.com

Emily Maltby
WSJ Reporter
Journalist
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304065704577422131523831
456.html
Sarah Needleman WSJ Reporter
Journalist
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304065704577422131523831
456.html
Wade Roush XConomy
Chief Correspondent
Journalist
http://www.xconomy.com/national/2011/08/12/theres-an-incubatorbubble-and-it-will-pop/?single_page=true
http://www.facebook.com/wade.roush
Eugene Chung
Journalist
Journalist
http://blogs.hbr.org/cs/2012/01/the_disruption_of_venture_capi.html

Maxwell Wessel
Journalist
Journalist
http://blogs.hbr.org/cs/2012/01/the_disruption_of_venture_capi.html

Terry Gillen City of Philadelphia

Public Policy

Aneesh Chopra
Code For America Accelerator
Advisor/White House
CTO Public Policy http://codeforamerica.org/accelerator/#program
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Jared Konczal
Kauffman Foundation
Analyst
Public Policy
http://www.forbes.com/sites/kauffman/2012/08/08/evaluating-the-effectsof-accelerators-not-so-fast/ jkonczal@kauffman.org
Ashoka
Slava Rubin Indiegogo
Nick Seguin Kauffman Foundation
Manager of Entrepreneurship
Public
Policy
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304065704577422131523831
456.html
nseguin@kauffman.org
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Appendix 4

A Sample of New Regional U.S. Accelerators (2013)
















Socratic Labs (New York): NYC based edtech accelerator using leanstartup practices that is open-sourcing its accelerator curriculum to share
educational tools among interested high growth partners.
NW Social Venture Fund (Oregon): Impact investment fund that targets
scalable social business opportunities.
Betaspring (Rhode Island): Accelerator and co-working space that uses
an immersion model to provide high-growth, technology-driven startups
with intensive mentorship and seed capital that has launched more
physical technology companies than any other accelerator.
The Idea Village (Louisiana): Nonprofit accelerator founded in 2000 to
identify, fund, support, and retain start-up ventures in New Orleans.
Village Capital (Georgia): Global accelerator that supports missiondriven entrepreneurs across six continents and multiple industries.
Points of Light Civic Accelerator (Georgia): Nation's first start-up
accelerator program focused on "civic ventures, defined as enterprises that
inspire, Equip, and mobilize people to promote social change in the areas
of education, the environment, economic development, and technology
for good platforms.
Venture Hive (Florida): Technology accelerator based on economic
development principles that recruits new talent in the healthcare,
travel/hospitality, and creative industry verticals.
Capital Factory (Texas): Seed accelerator that offers mentorship, coworking space and educational programs to capital-efficient technology
startups.
AlphaLab (Pennsylvania): Start-up accelerator that provides seed capital,
mentorship, educational sessions, and office space to local technology
companies, primarily in the web.
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Appendix 5

Accelerators Worldwide
Americas – please see following page
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Name
Total # Startups
Y Combinator
323
Startup Chile
260
500 Startups
218
Summer@Highland Capital
191
Techstars - Boston
150
Lightspeed Venture Partners Summer Grants
111
Unreasonable Institute
72
DreamIT - New York
64
AngelPad
60
Bizdom U
50
Tech Wildcatters
45
FirstGrowth Venture Network
42
Betaspring
38
LaunchPadLA
33
Nxtplabs
33
Founders Co-op
30
GoodCompany Ventures
30
Portland Incubator Experiment
30
BoomStartup
28
Excelerate Labs
28
AlphaLab
27
JumpStart Foundry
24
TechRanch Austin
22
The Brandery
21
Flashpoint @ Georgia Tech
20
FounderFuel
20
Sproutbox
17
Hub Ventures
16
Montreal Startup
15
NYC SeedStart
12
iVentures10
11
Momentum
11
GrowLab
10
BootupLabs
8
Berkley Ventures
7
NextStart
4
“Techarb” Business Accelerator
Berkeley Entrepreneurship Laboratory
BetaFish
BOLIDEA
Capital Factory
Capital Factory
Carolina Launch Pad
Couri Hatchery
DayOne Ventures
DreamIT - Philadelphia
DUhatch
Edson Student Entrepreneur Initiative
eLabs
Extreme Venture Partners University
Flow Ventures Accelerator Program
Gangplank
Global Social Benefit Incubator
Houston Tech Center
i/o Startup Accelerator
IBM Smartcamp
Impact Ventures
InvestoMex
Kicklabs
LaunchboxDigital
Lion Launch Pad
Mexican.VC
OCTANe LaunchPad
PayPal Startup Accelerator
RPM10
Sandbox at the Tech Garden
SeedAccelerator
Seedcamp New York
Shotput Ventures
SmartStart Business Development Program
Start-Up Accelerator
Startl
Student Business Development Lab
Student Startup Lab
Summer Venture Program
Summer@Highland Capital
Sustainable Ventures Incubator
TechStars - Boulder
TechStars - Seattle
Tecnologico de Monterrey
Texas Venture Labs
The Awesome Inc. Experience
The Founder Institute
The Hatchery
The Portland Ten
U-Start
VeloCity “Dormcubator”
Wayra
Wayra
Wayra
Wayra
Wayra
Wayra
Wharton Venture Initiation Program
Yale Entrepreneurial Institute / Yale Startups

Founded
2005
2011
2010
2007
2006
2009
2010

Funding Incubator Raised
$10,300,000
$12,000,000
$19,983,333
$1,050,500
$34,000,000
$1,424,500

Max Funding Amount/Startup
$23,000
$40,000
$250,000
$15,000
$18,000
$35,000

Max Equity Stake
10%
0%
?
0%
6%
?

$586,667

$278,667
$605,000
$302,500
$2,750,000

$25,000
?
$25,000
$25,000
$0
$20,000
$50,000
$25,000
$250,000

6%
?
?
?
0%
10%
?
10%
?

$119,768
$205,333
$256,667
$247,500
$132,000

$10,888
$20,000
$25,000
$25,000
$15,000

6%
6%
6%
5%

30
20
28
27
14

2010
2011
2011
2009
2010
2009
2010
2007
2010
2011
2009

$154,000
$183,333
$183,333
$1,558,333
$117,333
$5,000,000
$88,000
$100,833
$80,667
$91,667
$287,000

$20,000
$25,000
$25,000
$250,000
$20,000

6%
6%
6%
40%
7%

$20,000
$25,000
$20,000
$25,000
$100,000

?
?
8%
10%
15%

14
20
20
17
23
15
12
11
7
10
8

2010

$14,667

$10,000

?

4

$20,000

5%

2007

$25,000

6%

2010

$25,000

8%

$100,000
$0

?
?

$20,000

15%

$18,000

10%

$0

4%

2010
2006
2010
2009
2009
2009
2011
2008
2009
2011
2010
2010
2008
2010

$458,333
$412,500

# Alumni
281
180
218
191
126
111
60
64
47
36
42
23
15
30

2011
2009
2010

2009

24
14

2010

2006

2009
2009
2007

500

# of Classes to date Location
14
Mountain View, CA, USA, N. America
4
Santiago Chile, Latin America
Silicon Valley, CA, USA, N. America
Lexington, MA, USA, N. America
14
Boston, MA, USA, N. America
5
Menlo Park, CA, USA, N. America
Boulder, CO, USA, N. America
5
New York, NY, USA, N. America
4
San Francisco, CA, USA, N. America
12
Detroit, MI, USA, N. America
5
Dallas, TX, USA, N. America
4
New York, NY, USA, N. America
2
Providence, RI, USA, N. America
3
Los Angeles, CA, USA, N. America
2
Bueno Aires Argentina, Latin America
Seattle, WA, USA, N. America
4
Philadelphia, PA, USA, N. America
Portland, Oregon, OR, USA, N. America
3
Orem, UT, USA, N. America
3
Chicago, IL, USA, N. America
4
Pittsburgh, PA, USA, N. America
3
Nashville, TN, USA, N. America
Austin, TX, USA, N. America
3
Cincinnati, OH, USA, N. America
1
Atlanta, GA, USA, N. America
2
Montreal, Quebec, Canada, N. America
3
Bloomington, IN, USA, N. America
3
Houston, TX, USA, N. America
1
Montreal, Quebec, Canada, N. America
2
New York, NY, USA, N. America
3
Champaign, IL, USA, N. America
2
Zeeland, MI, USA, N. America
2
Vancouver, BC, Canada, N. America
1
Vacouver, BC, Canada, N. America
Berkeley, CA, USA, N. America
1
Greenville, SC, USA, N. America
Ann Arbor, MI, USA, N. America
Berkeley, CA, USA, N. America
Wilmington, DE, USA, N. America
Montreal, Quebec, Canada, N. America
Austin, TX, USA, N. America
Austin, TX, USA, N. America
Chapel Hill, NC, USA, N. America
Syracuse, NY, USA, N. America
Blacksburg, VA, USA, N. America
Philadelphia, PA, USA, N. America
Durham, NC, USA, N. America
Phoenix, Arizona, USA, N. America
Ithaca, NY, USA, N. America
Toronto, Ontario, Canada, N. America
Montreal, Quebec, Canada, N. America
Phoenix, AZ, USA, N. America
Silicon Valley, CA, USA, N. America
,
San Francisco, CA, USA, N. America
Boston, MA, USA, N. America
Waterloo, Ontario, Canada, N. America
Mexico City, -, Mexico, Latin America
San Francisco, CA, USA, N. America
Washington, D.C., USA, N. America
University Park, PA, USA, N. America
Mexico City, -, Mexico, Latin America
Orange County, CA, USA, N. America
Silicon Valley, CA, USA, N. America
Ann Arbor, MI, USA, N. America
Syracuse, NY, USA, N. America
Sydney Australia, Oceana
New York USA, N. America
Atlanta, GA, USA, N. America
Detroit, MI, USA, N. America
Syracuse, NY, USA, N. America
2
Philadelphia, PA, USA, N. America
Rochester, NY, USA, N. America
Stanford, CA, USA, N. America
Boston, MA, USA, N. America
Menlo Park, CA, USA, N. America
,
Boulder, CO, USA, N. America
Seattle, WA, USA, N. America
Mexico City Mexico, Latin America
Austin, TX, USA, N. America
Lexington, KY, USA, N. America
Multiple Locations ,
New York, NY, USA, N. America
Portland, OR, USA, N. America
Schenectady, NY, USA, N. America
Waterloo, ON, Canada, N. America
Sao Paulo Brasil, Latin America
Santiago Chile, Latin America
Bogota Colombia, Latin America
Mexico City Mexico, Latin America
Lima Peru, Latin America
Caracas Venezuela, Latin America
Philadelphia, PA, USA, N. America
New Haven, CT, USA, N. America
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Europe — Top Accelerators, Ordered by Total Number of Startups

Name
Total # Startups
Wayra
100
Tetuan Valley Startup School
71
Seedcamp - Nordics/Baltic
62
NDCR Launchpad
50
StartupBootcamp AMSTERDAM
50
Working Capital
36
H-Farm
31
SeedRocket
20
Ignite100
19
HackFwd
15
Rockstart
10
GammaRebels
6
Startup Highway
4
StartVI (Start 6)
3
Aalto Bootcamp
Maverick/SeedCapital
OpenFund
Seedcamp Berlin
Seedcamp London
Seedcamp Paris – December
Springboard
StartupBootcamp BERLIN
StartupBootcamp COPENHAGEN
StartupBootcamp DUBLIN
StartupBootcamp LONDON
The Greenhouse
Wayra
Wayra

Founded Funding Incubator Raised Max Funding Amount/StartupMax Equity Stake/Startup
2011
$1,833,333
$50,000
2009
$0
0%
2007
$6,890,000
$50,000
10%
2008
$366,667
$20,000
?
2010
$311,667
$17,000
8%
2010
2011
$341,000
$30,000
?
2008
2009
$1,600,000
$15,000
8%
2009
$1,050,500
$191,000
30%
2011
$55,000
$15,000
8%
2011
$26,400
$12,000
10%
2011
$20,533
$14,000
10%
2010
?
?

2011
2007

2011
2010

# Alumni
70
62
54
35
29
36
31
11
19
15
10
6
4
3

8

$15,000
$17,000
$17,000
$17,000
$17,000

6%
8%
8%
8%
8%

# of Classes to date
10
6
6
3
5
1
2
4

1
1
1
1

Location
London England, Europe
Madrid Spain, Europe
Estonia, Europe
Dublin Ireland, Europe
Amsterdam, -, Holland, Europe
Italy, Europe
Italy, Europe
Barcelona Spain, Europe
Newcastle UK, Europe
Hamburg Germany, Europe
Amsterdam, -, Holland, Europe
Warsaw, -, Poland, Europe
Vilnius, -, Lithuania, Europe
Belfast Ireland, Europe
Finland, Europe
Lisbon Portugal, Europe
Athens Greece, Europe
Berlin Germany, Europe
London UK, Europe
Paris France, Europe
Cambridge, -, UK, Europe
Berlin, -, Germany, Europe
Copenhagen, -, Denmark, Europe
Dublin, -, Ireland, Europe
London, -, UK, Europe
Limerick Ireland, Europe
Barcelona Spain, Europe
Madrid Spain, Europe
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Africa and Asia — Top Accelerators, Ordered by Total Number of Start-ups

Name
Total # Startups
Joyful Frog Digital Incubator (JFDI)
50
The Morpheus
37
appWorks Ventures Incubator Program 21
iAccelerator
20
China Accelerator
15
Innovation Works
13
Neoteny Labs
10
Dasra Social-Impact
Oasis 500
Open Network Lab
Umbono

Founded Funding Incubator Raised Max Funding Amount/Startup Max Equity Stake # Alumni # of Classes to date
2011
$275,000
$15,000
?
50
1
2009
$135,667
$10,000
?
37
7
4
2010
$73,333
$10,000
?
20
2
2012
$8,635
$1,570
8%
0
1
2010
?
?
2010
10
2010
2011
2011

$6,000,000

$31,000

10%
14

$50,000

10%

Location
Singapore, Asia
Bangalore India, Asia
Taipei Taiwan, Asia
Bangalore India, Asia
Dalian China, Asia
China, Asia
Singapore, Asia
India, Asia
Jordan, Asia
Tokyo Japan, Asia
Cape Town, -, South Africa, Africa
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Appendix 6
Articles with “Entrepreneurship” in the Title, 2005-2013,
Anthropology Plus Database73
Author

Journal

Heebls and van Aalst
(2010)

Geografiska Annaler,
Series B Stockholm

Shackel and Palus

Society for Historical
Archaeology

(2010)
Werbner (2010)

Journal of Southern
African Studies

Mathiesen (2008)

Ethnologia
Scandinavica

Kim (2006)

International
Migration Review

Heikkinen (2006)

Nomadic Peoples

Meier and Baskind

Nomadic Peoples

(2006)

Title
Creative clusters in
Berlin; entrepreneurship
and the quality of place
in Prenzlauer Berg and
Kreuzberg.
Industry, entrepreneurship, and
patronage: Lewis Wenag and the
development of Virginius Island.
Appropriating social citizenship;
women’s labour, poverty, and
entrepreneurship in the Manual
Workers Union of Botswana.
Tourism as an important weapon
against poverty? On female
entrepreneurship in Soweto.
Stepping-stone to intergenerational
mobility? The springboard, safety
net, or mobility trap function of
Korean immigrant
entrepreneurship for the second
generation.
Neo-entrepreneurship as an
adaptation mode of reindeer
herding in Finland.
Ethinc business entrepreneurship
among urbanizing Bedouin the
Negev, Israel.
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Appendix 7
Comparative Returns
U.S. Venture Capital to Other Indices

Based on Cambridge Associates, “U.S. Venture Capital Index and Selected Benchmark Statistics,”
Cambridge Associates, LLC (2011:3)

As can be seen in the table above, the U.S. Venture Capital Early Stage Index under-performed
the Russell 2000 in the first quarter, and associated 1-year, 5-year, and 10-year marks of 2011.
Only at the 3-year mark did the Venture Capital Index out-perform the Russell 2000 in 2011. The
Russell 2000 is a small cap index of the Russell 3000 index that measures the performance of 3,000
publicly held U.S. companies based on total market capitalization, which represents
approximately 98% of the investable U.S. equity market. The benefits of portfolio diversification
notwithstanding, the implication is that an investor interested in small capitalization companies
would have done better investing in public market equivalents. The 2011 data is used because
past performance is the basis for future allocations. In part because of data like this, certain state
pensions (e.g., California) have reportedly begun allocating away from investment in venture
capital. Crowd funding, as supported by the 2012 Jobs Act, has been identified as one way
Government is seeking to close the gap expected to be created by pension fund re-allocations.
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Appendix 8
Change in New Venture Survival Rates Over Time
As discussed and explored elsewhere in the aggregate employment data and
survey results, the rate of startup failures is accelerating, particularly in the first
year, as indicated in the charts below.
Historical Survival Rates after 2-year period
0.75
0.725
0.7
0.675
0.65

y = -0.0013x + 3.324

0.625
0.6
0.575
0.55
1987
0.82

1992

1997

2002

2007

Historical Survival Rates after 1-year period

0.81
0.8
0.79
0.78
y = -0.0013x + 3.4199

0.77
0.76
1985

1990

1995

2000

2005

2010

* Source: Mitts, based on U.S. Government Data
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Appendix 9

(My) Entrepreneurship Survey

* Required (demographic questions not reproduced here)
Choose the answers you most agree with in regards to your experience as an
entrepreneur
1. What in your mind most makes you an entrepreneur? *
o

Having an idea

o

Employees

o

Teammates

o

Legal incorporation and/or intellectual property

o

Funding

o

Revenue

o

Because I think of myself as one
2. How closely does your personal brand align with your company brand? *

o

Very highly aligned

o

Highly aligned

o

Slightly aligned

o

Not aligned
3. What best describes success as an entrepreneur to you? *

o

Profitability

o

Recognition & status

o

My educational and personal fulfillment

o

Owning a company

o

Having an Impact

4. What do other entrepreneurs consider the hallmark of success? *
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o

Profitability

o

Recognition & status

o

My own educational and personal fulfillment

o

Owning a company

o

Impact
5. What do you think contributes most to an entrepreneur's success? *

o

Luck

o

Need in a market

o

Exit opportunities

o

The right connections and team

o

The ability to innovate

o

Personal expertise and determination
6. Which do you think contributes least to an entrepreneur's success? *

o

Luck

o

Need in a market

o

Exit opportunities

o

The right connections and team

o

The ability to innovate

o

Personal expertise and determination
7. Which came first to you, the business idea or the drive to start a business? *

o

The business idea

o

The drive to start a business
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8. What was your goal in becoming an entrepreneur? *
o

To hit the jackpot

o

To create lasting value

o

To work with my friends

o

To express myself
9. What best describes your motivation for becoming an entrepreneur? *

o

To extend my network

o

For my self-expression

o

To earn a living
10. What personal benefit do you most derive from being an entrepreneur? *

o

I enjoy a sense of community and belonging

o

I get to have fun

o

I gain competitive professional advantages

o

I gain a sense of purpose
11. Which of the following would mean the most to you? *

o

Your picture on the cover of Wired Magazine

o

Enough money to never have to work for the rest of your life

o

The development of a product or service that has the possibility to address a
major problem in the world
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12. Which of the following would mean the least to you? *
o

Your picture on the cover of Wired Magazine

o

Enough money to never have to work for the rest of your life

o

The development of a product or service that has the possibility to address a
major problem in the world
13. Would you rather call yourself an entrepreneur or be recognized by someone
else as an entrepreneur? *

o

Someone else

o

Myself
14. How many entrepreneurial ventures have you worked on? *
15. What type of ventures do you find the most personally compelling? *
Pick two

o

Apps

o

Other Technology

o

Manufacturing

o

Services

o

Healthcare/Biotech

o

Education

o

Transportation

o

Energy
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16. Given the chance, would you rather have your idea implemented successfully
by someone else or implemented unsuccessfully by your self? *
o

Successfully by someone else

o

Unsuccesfully by myself
17. What is the single most important factor driving the success of an
entrepreneur's business? *

o

A great idea

o

Thorough research

o

Product development

o

Access to funding

o

A strong team
18. How important to you is data synthesis versus intuition in developing an
entrepreneurial venture? *
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Data
Synthesis
Select a
value
from a
range of
1, Data
Synthesis
, to 10,
Intuition.

Intuitio
n

19. How long do you expect your current entrepreneurial venture to last? *
o

Less than 3 months
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o

3-6 months

o

6 months to a year

o

1-2 years

o

2 or more years

o

No current venture
20. With which statement do you most agree? Entrepreneurship is: *

o

Part of who I am

o

Something I will do for a while
21. Approximately what % of your waking time do/did you generally spend on
your entrepreneurial venture? *
22. Compare your financial expectations of full-time entrepreneurship vs. the
next best professional opportunity you could expect:
As you move right, you are expecting to make more doing full-time
entrepreneurship
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

100% less
Select a
value from
a range of
1,100%
less, to
10,100%
more.

100%
more

23. What has been your single largest source of capital? *
o

Company revenue
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o

Money from friends & family

o

Loan from financial institution

o

Venture/angel capital

o

University/grants

o

Student Loans

o

No outside capital
24. What do you think is the probability of your succeeding as an entrepreneur? *

o

<20%

o

40%

o

80%

o

>90%

25. When is someone an entrepreneur? *
o
o

As long as their entrepreneurial venture is ongoing
For several years after moving on, as long as they once started an
entrepreneurial venture

o

As long as they have started an entrepreneurial venture, for a lifetime

o

If they are considering building an entrepreneurial venture at some point
26. What would keep you from transitioning to full-time entrepreneurship after
graduation? *

o

Nothing

o

The perfect job
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o

Risky

o

Personal debt/family obligation

o

Not knowing what to do next

o

My goals were achieved

o

Poor market feedback

o

Expected length of time until venture would be built
27. Of the following people, whose recognition do you seek the most? *

o

Peers

o

Future employers

o

Family

o

Investors

o

Your own

28. When you think about incubators/accelerators, which statement do you most
agree with? *
o

They provide a gold star of approval

o

They teach things necessary for success

o

They help create networking opportunities

o

They make one feel safe, provide community, and give one a place to belong
29. What do you think is most likely to lead to $20,000 in capital for a new
entrepreneurial venture? *
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o

A 1 to 2-minute elevator pitch

o

A 10 to 15-minute presentation/an executive summary

o

A 15-page business plan with some data

o

A 100-page detailed business plan with financials, modeling, and lots of data
30. Are you affiliated with any established entrepreneurship groups (e.g., VIP or
Founder's Club)? *

o

Yes

o

No
31. Would your venture generally be considered a social impact venture?

o

Yes

o

No
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Appendix 10
Survey Findings
A. Entrepreneurship as a way of creating one’s identity, even extending to
entrepreneurship as a state of being.
i.

Entrepreneurs and their friends overlap almost exactly with the control group in
distinguishing entrepreneurship as an identity and "part of who I am."

ii.

52% of youth entrepreneurs report that their motivation for becoming an
entrepreneur is “for self-expression.”
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What Best Describes Motivation for Becoming an Entrepreneur
Friends of
Entreprener(s) 14%

Entrepreneur(s) 18%
Friends of
Entreprener(s) 19%

For self-expression
Entrepreneur(s) 52%

To earn a living
To extend a network

Entrepreneur(s) 30%
Friends of
Entreprener(s) 67%

iii.

Entrepreneurs reflect the population at large in identifying gaining “a sense of
purpose” as the most significant benefit derived from being an entrepreneur.

iv.

78% of youth entrepreneurs report that their personal and company
brands are “very highly” or “highly” aligned.
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v.

Whereas the control group thought the recognition of investors was most
important (45%), entrepreneurs responded that they sought recognition in their
own eyes first, and then in those of their peers.
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vi.

Entrepreneurs are almost twice as likely to report that the “drive” or “passion” to
start a business precedes the business idea.

B. Entrepreneurship represents new ways of thinking, particularly as the spoken
word gains eminence as a way of creating new knowledge and becomes
available to more people.
i.

63% of youth entrepreneurs say that what makes them an entrepreneur is
“having an idea” or “thinking of themselves as one.”
Other attributes, such as Revenue, Employees or Teammates, Incorporation or IP, or
Funding were rated much lower.
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ii.

48% of entrepreneurs replied that success for themselves meant “having an
impact,” but that success for their peers meant “profitability.”
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Appendix 11: Newsletter Written and Produced for Accelerator
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